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Build for a National
Maritime
Federation!

UNIONS P ESS TRUCE ON OWNERS
Radio Station Refuses Time To King Defense
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With partial appointment of a Maritime Commission,
the threat of the Copeland Act becomes
more
The VOICE will, therefore, at the risk of someimmediate.
repetition
publish a series or articles, completely exposing the antilabor features of bills H. R. 8555, H. R. 8597, and H. R.
8599.
—EDITOR.
* * * *
The recent appointment of a working majority of three
members of the U. S. Maritime Commission brings the
Department of Commer"ce and the government as immediate factors into the present struggle of maritime workers
Stood At Opposite Side
against vicious employers who are desperately determined
Of Ship During
to smash the unions and drive down the workers' living
Tragedy
standards even far below the present inadequate level.
The new Maritime Commission has broad powers for The true story of the frameup
of Earl King, E. Gt. Ramsay and
California Highway Patrol Frank Conversation Taken
granting huge subsidies to shipping companies and for Frank J. Conner of the Marine
Down By Loyal
Buys Large Amounts
fixing hours and wages of seamen on subsidized vessels. Firemen was scheduled to go on
Reporter
Gas
Tear
Of
The Maritime Commission was created by the last Con- the radio yesterday in the first of
gress in one of three acts passed which directly concern four broadcasts.
Evidence of the tie-up between
The stench arising from the
Walter Nash, Machinists' Union
J. E. Ferguson, secretary pro
the maritime workers and the shipping industry.
revelations of the highly profitable
Grand Lodge representative, and
tern, of the Firemen, was supposed
labor-spying
strikebreaking and
Much confusion over the true nature of these acts
to speak for 15 minutes over Staa
group of East Bay employers is
activities of various firms is
has been caused by the propaganda of shipowners
in the following partial
revealed
tion KLS, Berkeley, from 1 to 1:15
spreading throughout the country
speakers
Other
report of converafternoon.
stenographic
the
in
and of government officials. Much has been said
as witness after witness parades
which took place on Satsations
were to go on the same station at
! before the La Follette committee
about furthering "safety at sea," about "safe-guarding
urday, September 25, in a room
the same time on the next three
investigating the violation of civil
the interests of American shipowners," about "weedthe 7th floor of the Hotel
Wednesdays.
on
liberties. The records of concerns
ing out the incompetent seamen," etc., and the sobetween 10:30 a. m.
Oakland,
But for some unknown reason,
whose stock in trade are scabs,
noon.
12
and
called "good," or neutral, aspects of these acts have
KLS cancelled the engagement
finks and thugs, and others who
The VOICE OF THE FEDERA.
which would have publicized the
been played up by employer and labor-faker alike in a
sell giant gas projectiles, gas
has been fortunate in seTION
true facts of the King frame-up.
handles, guns and grenades to be
deliberate effort to obscure the vicious anti-labor
this evidence for exclucuring
It is not difficult for discerning
used in labor disputes have built
sections.
publication. Organiznd lasive
union men to determine what inup at revolting picture of organized
bor on both sides of the bay will
Nobody is more vitally interested or more capable than fluence closed the air to the King
brutality ready to be unleashed
vitally interested in several
be
defense.
the organized seamen in eliminating the hazards to life
upon the American workers the
brought out in the converpoints
was
moment they make an effort to
and property at sea, in furnishing all ships with compe- Ferguson's speech, which the
which do not pertain disation
to cover Just one phase of
better their conditions or protest
the Machinists.
to
rectly
promoting
tent and skilled crews, and in
shipowners' drive to break the
violation of their rights.
this evidence, which
Despite
below
given
is
unions,
maritime
compel
legislation which will effectively
The testimony of employes of
UNIONS
KING
at the convention
EARL
presented
was
been presented
these concerns shows that the
shipping companies to maintain high as it would have
DEMAND
International Association
the
of
over the air.
business of such companies as
standards of safety. The excellent rec- "King, Ramsay and Conner are
SAFETY
of Machinists in Milwaukee, and
Railway*Audit and Inspection, Nathe support of the California
ord of union crews bears witness to this going on trial for the murder of
tional Corporation Service and
State Federation of Labor, the
statement. But the recent acts of Congress are not pri- George W. Alberts, chief engineer
Allied Corporation. Service is laAlameda County Central Labor
Marily interested in these matters, nor have they taken of the Point Lobos, who was
bor espionage and strikebreaking
Cbuncil, and San Francisco Lofor ';.a..ge. industrial firms., and that
any positive steps to improve the long-antiquated laws stabbed to death last March while
Car 88 of the '..efachinists' Union,
the ship was at Encinal Terminal,
their profits top a million dollars
Which govern health and safety standards on the high Alameda," said Ferguson.
the convention refused to rea year apiece. equal sums are
seas. Testimony to this effect has been amply given in a "District Attorney Earl Warren
store the charter of LOCII1 284 in
earned by the Pinkerton National
Oakland, revoked two months
recent report of the International Juridicial Association accuses them of murder. But the
Detective Agency for the work of
Lodge
on the status and working conditions of American sea- testimony introduced shows that Resentment Against Green's their 200 under-cover men who ago when the Grand
It
"illegal."
strike
284's
branded
was
Split Tactic Mounts
neither King nor Ramsay
are engaged in collecting informaand in a:minority report of a committee on safety even on the ship when Alberts
clear that the employers made
is
Nationally
tion on union and radical activiat sea at the Boston meeting of the American Bar Assoevery effort to block the charter
was killed.
ties for their clients. Testimony
of breekciation.
The temper of organized and indicated that one of Pinkerton's restoration as a means
"Ramsay visited Alberts the

No Possibility
Conner Knew
About Murder

SECRET GROUP EXPOSES SPIES
Unionist Hears
Strikebreaking And Spy.
Owners Discuss
Profits Run To Millions Labor Troubles
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on a routine matter unorganized labor throughout the
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Negotiations To Go
On With Unions
During Truce

Rank and File Prepare For
All Eventualities; Form
Strike Committees.

FLASH!

Oakland Cotton
Strikes Settled

OAKLAND, Calif.—The threemonths' strike of the textile workers at the California Cotton Mills
in East Oakland had reached a
settlement. As a result of a conference between L. L. Olson, general manager of the Mills. John
Cabral, president of the Oakland
unit of the United Textile Workers, and Walter Mathewson, Federal labor conciliator, a general
wage increase of 6 cents per hour
for all workers was granted,. as
well as the elimination of the
hated bonus system.
The militancy of these strikers
ing the local's strike.
and the steadiness of their picket
Oakland Voice
lines in the face of police and
Speaks To Nash
scab provocation during the threeVoice talking to Walter Nash months' struggle for better condiin Milwaukee over long distance. tions has received the applause
"He is putting us right into of organized labor on both sides
this waterfront situation. We of the bay.
•
have sent notice to the men who
have not returned to work either
to return to work Monday or
come get their tools. We are
trying to clear, the way so that
we can take back the men that
(Continued from Page 7)

Local Action
Bolsters CIO
Steel Drive

Ship Owners
Admit 15-Day
Peace Period

Juan March
All Concessions
Rebel Spain
Possible Made
Finance King

Frame-up Victim
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SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.,
Midnight, September 30—
At a meeting held here tonight, attended by Mr. McGrady, Asst. Secretary of
Labor,Fitzgerald and Marsh,
Labor conciliators and members of the Coast Negotiating Committees of all maritime unions, a resolution was
introduced by delegates from
the Sailors' Union, re-affirming the original maritime position of extending 15 days
extension "without any
strings attached." This motion which carried unanimously removed all uncertainty as to the committee's
present position.
Earlier in the evening developments in the maritime situation
were fraught with the gravest
consequences. It was apparent
to even the most superficial observers, .that no consideration
could deter the shipowners from
their mighty efforts to smash all
traces of militant unionism upon
the Pacific Coast, when It appeared that the shipowners would
refuse absolutely even the 15-day

See Page 8 for important telephone conversation between E. G. McGrady, Assistant Secretary of Labor, and The
Maritime Commission at
Washington, D. C.

day before
bills to General Motors was "probAmerican seamen will not allow the true issues to be connected
with union affairs. Be- country is being tested by the
beclouded by fine phrases and "good" intentions. These cause of that visit, he must stand action of the American Federation ably" for shadowing one of the
for
three acts of Congress, in the eyes of maritime workers, trial for murder. The district at- of Labor executive council in sus- organizers of the Committee
extension granted by the MariIt is
Organization.
Industrial
have two fundamental purposes: (1) to bolster up the torney says King sent a murderer pending the 10 unions in the , Com- highly significant that since the
time Unions, In Herculean efforts
to preserve peace—and thus plunge
Profits of shipowners with government subsidies, and (2) to the ship, but introduces no evi- mittee for Industrial Organization. La Follette committee issued its
dence to support that declaration. The suspension order came at a subpoena, Pinkerton's has banned
the West Coast into one of the
to so bind the
and
documents
American seaman with legal
WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED time when, because many inter- all but oral reports to clients.
most vicious lock-outs in the hiscertificates that it will later become possible to control his "Let us see what actually hap- nationals and State Federations of
of the labor movement.
tory
From the stories of :the witnessactivities for bettering his conditions of work and to break pened aboard that ship on that Labor were meeting in convention, es was pieced together a tale of
Every possible concession had
the back of the militant seamen's unions.
Suday morning last March. Let organized labor could make swift treachery and dishonesty among
been wrung from the Joint Neus tell briefly the testimony at and authoritative response. The the strikebreakers and stool-pigegotiation Committees of the Uninofficials
Shipowners are disturbed, government
the inquest held by the coroner answer has been almost over- ons, of double-crossings by the
Even the latest suggestion
Ions.
censed, and labor fakers dismayed when their hypocrisy
whelmingly one of support of the
after the killing.
of the U. S. Maritime Commission
(Continued on Page 9)
Is revealed by
the alert militant maritime unions. "Why, "There were three important C. I. 0. and censure of the A. F. of
to extend the present agreements
the seamen
for 30 days was conceded by unmisunderstand the technical wording of these witnesses at that inquest, and all L. executive council.
acts," they say, with an air of offended dignity. "There three told exactly the same story. T h e International Brewery
ion leaderl.
Here is what they said about the Workers' Union in convention recEarlier In the day, Judge Sloss
is "thing at all in the bills which permits the blacklisting murder of George Alberts:
ently in San Francisco, voted
Nazi-censored Reports Claim blasted fast dimming hopes of the
of seamen for
strike or any other activity."
"The captain of the Point Lobos, unanimously to support the C.I.O.
Sailor Confessed
Longshoremen for peace with his
Treason
ruling that waterfront employers
Correct! These bills do not openly state their inten- Peter E. O'Deen, came aboard and condenined the suspension.
had properly notified the I.L.A.
tions. The Copeland bill, for example, does not expressly with Alberts at 11:05 in the Still claiming that the C.I.O. unmanner they proposed was not
Guilty of treason—three years that the 1934 agreement would
read that the "continuous discharge book" will be used morning. At the gangplank, they ions had "chosen to withdraw" Angered Over Utter Failure only absolutely ILLEGAL and
met Roscoe C. Slade, first assist- from the A. F. of L., President
in a Nazi penitentiary! This is be considered ended at midnight
To Foist Copeland Act
to blacklist
not binding on the ship owners, the sentence which has been Wednesday.
militant union sailors. Such an open suppres- ant engineer. Slade told them William Green pleaded with the
On Men
sion of liberty would not be tolerated by the public. In that four men were missing from delegates to the convention of the
but was also not good sense.
meted out to Lawrence Simpson,
While the unions were making
Union
Typographical
International
It was evident that the ship young American sailor, by the every possible concession In order
crew.
engine-room
the
By Harry Lundeberg
many European countries, identification cards are remake
at
owners (off-shore group) were People's Court in Berlin. This, to avert an open break, nevertheAttempts to negotiate with the
quired to be carried by every worker,'and by such means "Captain O'Deen went to his a Colorado Springs, Colo., toactions
stand against the C.I.O.'s
only looking for an opportunity and the fact that 14 months of less defense measure against the
Coast Committee for the Shipcabin on the bridge. Slade followthe workers in these countries are.intimidated and hindto justify them in breaking off the time already spent in prison vicious attack of the shipowners
ed Alberts to the latter's cabin in setting up a rival organization, owners (off-share group) came
San Pedro,
ered from carrying on their struggle to improve their mis- amidships.
"raiding" the jurisdiction of other to an abrupt end at the second
negotiations, having evidently are to be deducted from the sen- were taking form. At
have been elected and
committees
the
good
make
his
as
unions,
the
to
was
and
trying
decided that this
meeting between them and
eable standards of living. To the average American, "Alberts started to unlock
tence, are about the only things
a skeleton organization formed to
a point as any to break on— the carefully censored reports take care of all emergencies, In
Sailors' Negotiating Committee,
door. As he did so, he asked Slade A.F. of L. a tail to the kite of the
are
like
the
identification books, finger-printing, and
voted
appear
hostile
were.
it
convention
a
others.
But the
since •they could make
who the four missing men
when we were met with
coming out of Germany have in a special release to the VOICE,
highly distasteful, and for this reason any attempt to imon the surface that the sailors common. News dispatches have San Pedro comments upon the
Slade told him, and turned to go 20 to 1 against his plea, adopting attitude, and with a demand that
Pose arbitrary control over the life and work of the work- to the engine room.
a resolution pledging moral and
were refusing to deal collective- thus far been confusing and con- situation:
the Sailors' Committee agree to
"A joint central emergency comers must be clothed with other intentions.
"But Alberts, who had but a financial support to the Commit- the contract being signed by the
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 7)
has been set up composed
mittee
Ship
9)
the
for
Page
(Continued on
(Continued on Page 9)
Coast Committee
In combatting the discharge book, the seaman does
of five represegtatives of all comowners instead of the individual
ponent organizations of Southern
not feel that he is safe-guarding his own interests and
employers as was done in the
California District Council. Dividfreedom alone. He is fighting a battle for workers
1935 Award. Our Committee was
ed into a ways-and-means, picket,
relief and transportation commitin all industries against a fascist measure which ultitold bluntly that unless we would
tee. The relief committee is makthis point FIRST there
to
agree
mately all employers will try to force upon all their
ing arrangements to feed 3,000
was no further use of continumen at a sitting should same beemployes. It has been applied to the seafaring men
ing negotiations; nor any use of
come necessary. Transportation
complete
to
take
basis
full-time
first because it can be done more easily, under the
coming back.
Visitors To Victims Asked charge of the Modesto Defense. committee lining up trucks, picket
White Shed Men Suffer pinos, were arrested early Wednesguise of providing for "efficient" crews and of proOur Committee pointed out
To See SecretaryrBrother Herman Stuyvelaar, a launch, automobiles and whatever
day morning. The charges are not
Stuyvelaa
Filipinos
Did
As
the contract in the
form of transportation will be
sign
that
to
moting greater safety.
yet known. Previously, two Filimember of Clerk's Local 88-90 of necessary. Ways-and-means comIn 1934
pino strike leaders, C. D. Menthe I.L.A., a delegate to District mittee setting up finances, outlinOccasionally, however, the shipowner groups become
Complete reorganization of the
Council No. 2 and a member of ing office space for various combrutally frank about the new legislation, if not in their (SPECIAL TO THE VOICE) salves and Manuel Luz, had been
Joint Marine Modesto Defense
halls, etc."
strike arrested Monday on a trumped-up
lettuce
Modesto Defense Committee, mittees, picket
the
the
of
Extension
public statements, at least in their own organs circulated
Committee was approved by the
suea
vagrancy
following
charge,
has
cirthis
to
elected
workers
was unanimously
Due to the extraordinary
to include the field
among their members. For instance, the already brought out 1,000 Filipino sessful meeting of Filipino strik- cumstances facing the member- San Francisco Bay Area District post.
ATTENTION!
meetregular
last
its
at
"Shipping Register" of September 26, pickers. Demonstrating a. hearten- ers. The arrested leaders were re- ship of the Maritime Federation Council on Tuesday, September Brother Stuyvelaar will work in
OWNERS
Ina, held
co-operation with the District
lauding the authority given to the new ing solidarity in the struggle for leased Tuesday upon $260 property and the coincidental arrival of 22.
REJOICE
At the very last minute we
the
of
bail
by
members
furnished
wages,
been
have
living
All communications relaand
we
recognition
news
union
important
301
Section
Mo- Council.
OVER ACT
the
of
members
Maritime Commission under
all
forced to issue a ten-pap
Recently
were
Untive to T he Modesto Defense
box makers, vegetable workers, Fruit and Vegetable Workers'
forced to place many stories,
edition due to the great amount
desto Defense Committee have
of the Ship Subsidy bill, rejoices that "it Filipino
of
dismissal
for
ion.
The
motions
teammerited
Brother
have
field workers and
should be addressed to
which would
looks at last like a termination of strikes aboard vessels
of Indispensable copy. As a rebeen required to spend all their
deStuyvelaar, in care of District
front-page attention, on the
sters are jointly picketing all let- the A. F. of L. attorney who
with
connection
in
work
sult of the quick-moving develtime on
operating under the American flag," because, as it had tuce fields every day.
fended the meri were denied and
606, 112
inside of the paper. We hope
of Council No. 2 at Room
negotiation
new material of the
and
drafting
opments,
the
Previously stated, "there is nothing in this new ship sub- The walk-out. of the Filipino the case adjourned to a later date, the reader will give this edition agreements. As a result the corn- Market Stree t, Ban Francisco, greatest importance to our readsidy act that allows any maritime union to strike." Work- field workers has already cut the The Filipino Workers are con- a close scrutiny so that the mittee has had to neglect the Mo- California.
ers has reached our hands and
of
Brother Stuyvelaar's salary will
important developments such as
present shipping of lettuce from fined to camps under a reign
ers' constitutional right to strike is being threatened!
work.
Defense
we were forced to improvise a
desto
the
organizations afthose invol,ving the M.F.O.W.
the Salinas region by 25 per cent. terror. The Joint Council of
situa- be paid by the
this
correct
to
age edition as circumorder
In
ten-p
It is high time that these sections in the three mariTerrorism against the strikers striking unions .reports many evifiliated with District Council No.
situation and the like will not
District
Prancisco
tion the San
stances dictated. —EDITOR.
time acts should be subjected to sound analysis and
escape his untie*. —EDITOR.
ls continuing in all its viciousness. dencesi of men being forced to
tinned on Page !1.1
0114S man ea
Council Igeot

Shipowners Halt Sailor
Negotiations Arbitrarily

Simpson Gets
Three Years
In Hitler Jail

District Council Forms
New Modesto Defense

Help Needed From Filipino
Field Workers At Salinas

IMPORTANT
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Non-Union Crews Are Dangerous!

Earl

Warren Disclosedr
Seeking Political
Notoriety

Three Marine
Groupings
Fuse

OYSTER FISHERMEN READY TO SAIL

MM&P Unite With MEBA
And ULO to Form
Strong Union

By ROBERT HOLMES
in "Pacific Weekly"
(Continued from last week).
Why has this case broken now,
at a time when negotiations are
in progress, particularly since
authorities claim to have had their
time?
Information
for
Guidera, the informer and employer provocateur, claims to have
known of the purported crime for
several months. Does it seem
likely that he would have kept .
his information secret until now?
too obNo: the coincidence
vious.
Matthew Guidera has for a long
time been suspected of being an
employer's agent. He tried to
Join the Communist Party, hut was
refused.
Guiclern also sought to involve
Harry Bridges. This testimony
concerned a Maritime Federation
Council meeting at which Bridges
that
presided.
Guidera
said
"Bridges was anti-everything but
Communist." Here again, there
Rank and File photograph of ship smashed by crews laboring under
was no connection even stated between Bridges and the alleged vicious non-union speed-up system on Great Lakes.
murder; the only purpose was to
get Bridges' name injected into
the matter.
When Earl Warren first announced the "solution" of the
tease, he implicated Murphy in the
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Because torture gangs of Benito Mussolini.
plot.. But when Murphy corroboFerrero has been a resident of
rated Wallace's story, Warren they rented office space to a radiFerrero the United States for 30 years,
Vincent
publication,
cal
indictment
seek
any
failed
against Murphy, although Murphy and Momenick Sallitto have been Sallitto 15. They are tax-payers,
the
confessedly harbored a criminal. ordered deported by the Depart- have declared their loyalty
Murphy claims to be anti-Commu- ment of Labor. Neither of them nation, and have children born in
nist, and he said that it vras are radicals nor has any evidence this country.
Repeated requests for fair conknown that this was his state of been brought against them tendbelonged
show
that
sideration
ing
to
they
addressed to Secretary
he
Murphy
that
says
mind. Yet
took Wallace to see a Communist. to any organization advocating of Labor, Frances Perkins, have
Lawrence Ross, editor of the violence, yet by order of the De- elicited no response from her or
Western Worker, to arrange for partment of Labor they face the department officials.

some
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Workers
72,000 Lumber
Pledge Entire Support
To Maritime

Announcement of an important
development affecting the licensed
engine room officers
was
E. B. O'Grady of the
National Organization of Masters,
Mates & Pilots of America, West
Coast Local No. 90, upon his return from New York.
As a result of a conference of
the various groups of licensed
deck and engine room officers, it
was agreed that members of the
United Licensed Officers would
become affiliated as deck officers
of the National Organization of
Masters, Mates & Pilots of America, and as engine room officers
with the Marine Engineers' ,Beneficial Association.
September brings cooler weather—and an "r" in the name of the month. All that means
that hunThe merger agreement which dreds of oyster fishermen off
the New Jersey coast go
work. Here's the largest oyster fishing
was designed by the representafleet in the east at Bivalve, N. J., ready to set sail.
tives of the three organizations
specified that the paid executives
of the U.L.O. would be taken care
of and that the property of the
organizations would be merged as
well as the membership.
This merger is considered of
great importance in view of the
possibility that the breaking down
SAN FRANCISCO.—Rejection of union demands fort:
of negotiations on the West Coast wage
increases and the closed shop by the Wholesale Fish
would involve the shipping on the
Dealers' Association has brought out on strike 110 wholeGulf and Atlantic Coasts. While sale fish
butchers, organized a month ago in the Butchers'
the U. L. O. had no membership on
Union. At the same time 40 teamsters on fish trucks
the Pacific Coast and practically have struck for union wages. A 2:
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.—BURY
none on the Gulf Coast, they did score of deep-sea trawlers and
men in the trade.
THE DEAD, powerful story of six
have some strength in the port of more than 100 smaller boats at
The differences between the slaughtered
New York and in some of the Fishermen's Wharf are tied up,
soldiers who refused
other Eastern ports.
union's
demands and the employ- to remain quiet in their graves
and the strike movement has
Mr. O'Grady stated that the spread to Oakland.
ers' offers on these points, how- will be produced by the San Franconferences in which he representUnion officials point out that ever, is so small that it is clear cisco Theatre Union at the Oaked the Masters, Mates & Pilots the fish butchers have been work- that the whole dispute hinges on land City Club Theatre Friday and
of the Pacific Coast and R. Merl- ing 80 and more hours a week, the matter of the closed shop.
So turd ay.
wether represented the Marine including Sundays, for wages beThe play, a fiery protest against
With fishing in this port virEngineers on the Pacific Coast tween $20 and $28. They are ask- tually at a
standstill and supplies war is written with terrifying and
culminated in an agreement which ing an 8-hour, 6-day week; $35 running low, it is
probable that grim irony. The refusal of the
he felt certain would make a weekly for journeymen fish han- the dealers
may attempt to bring six dead soldiers to lie down in
united front on the part of all dlers; $32 weekly for helpers, and fish into the city
from other ports, their graves throws the army into
licensed officers in the shipping $20 weekly for apprentices; and but it is almost
certainty they turmoil. The press, the church,
industry.
point out that the Association's will meet no success in handling and the women are called upon
to
offer to pay higher wages to It, as the Butchers' and Team- persuade the men to be patriotic
skilled men is meaningless, since sters' Unions are backing up their and
down in order that
there are practically no "skilled" striking members 100 per cent.
war can go on.
TO
The Theatre Union which pro—
duces such plays as "The Black
PEORIA, Ill (FP).— Av spirited
Pit" in it aim of aiding the cause
cancellation drive against The
of organized labor invites memPeoria Journal - Transcript, which
bers of the maritime unions to
coat it 3,000 subscriptions, and
join in the work of producing such
action by the city council in takplays. Registration for, classes
ing away legal advertising, have
takes place at the Workshop, 2229
persuaded the publisher after
The convention of the Association of Certified Welders Geary Street. No previous experfive weeks to grant his editorial
which
closes tonight with a banquet at the Music Box Cafe ience is required for the school.
workers the right to join a union
gave
many
evidences of the organization's growth.
of their choice.
The secretary's report showed a tremendous increase "Man can claim to be
In the presence of International in
membership. Delegates were present from locals in for he is the only irrational creaVice-President Julius Klyman of many etates that have never be-lit
ture in the world." — Prof. H. L.
the American Newspaper Guild, fore been represented at conven- presentation to the A. F. of L. con- Hawkins, paleontologist.
vention in Tampa requesting that
State Director of Labor Martin tions.
the Welders be granted a charter.
Durkin and John Kinsella, business
The change in name to "WeldWe are determined to continue
representative of the Peoria Builders' International Association" is
knocking at that door until it
ing Trades Council, Carl P. Slane,
evidence of a determination to
opens to us.
the paper's publisher, signed an
organize the welders of the entire
I was instructed by the convenagreement which was posted on
continent under a name that can
tion to convey to the VOICE OF
the bulletin board. Two of three
in no way be misconstrued as
THE FEDERATION our appreciadischarged guild members were
standing for anything other than
tion for the publicity they have
reinstated, and the third did not
a determined and
progressive given us during this
want his job hack.
convention.
trade union.
W. K. RUSSELL.,
The announcement read; "The
Some of the resolutions passed
Member of
Journal-Transcript hereby recogPublicity
nizes the right of its editorial speak for themselves, such as a
employes to organize for the right resolution instructing all Pacific
of collective bargaining and to Coast locals to make September 30
join any organization composed of the termination date for any and
other newspapermen that they see all future agreements.
H. G. CHURCHILL
Another resolution passed was
fit, and the Journal - Transcript
hereby announces that they and one petitioning the President of
Furnishings and Clothing
all members of its istaff who may the United States to use his office
Featuring Vancouver
Uniforms Our Specialty
choose to join such an organiza- to delay enforcement of the anti52 Embarcadero, S. F.
tion do so without prejudicing labor sections of the Copeland
themselves in the eyes of this bills (H. R. 8555)—(H. R. 8597)—
32 COMMERCIAL ST.
newspaper." Prior to the settle- (H. R. 8599) and to request the
Charlie Kay
Tom Duffy
ment, the paper had been placed next session of Congress to repeal
....m.t.O.MOMM47.0.11•401M•040/11
,
0M1M041110.0.1!1•0
the Peoria such sectione.
Work
Shirts,
Shoes,
central
labor bodies.
Boots,
A resolution was drawn up for
and Pekin
Oilskins, Furnishings

deck and
made by

back to

Wholesale Fish Butchers Call
Strike On Frisco Waterfront

Two Labor Sympathizers Held
For Mussolini' Torture Gangs

to

to

the
Wallace's escape from
country.
From the first day the case
broke, Earl Warren has been trying
newspapers. Newspapers carried sensational stories
of the "Communist murder plot"
Involving Ross. Ralph, Hoyt, Deputy District Attorney, announced
that two police officers had been
dispatched
arrest Ross. Later
walked into the
Oak.land 'police department and
reeked what the charges were
against him. It developed that
there were no charges and Ross
permitted to go. ROSS issued
a statement that the Communist
opposed to individual
acts of violence and sabotage,
the Communist Party believed
right of labor to organize
for improved working
renditions.
(Continued Next Week)

it in the

to
that day Ross

was
Party was
that
tn the
and fight

and

Or

COLORADO SPRINGS, Coto
International Typographical! Union faced the prospect of
Suspenelon from the American
Vederation of Labor,
its 29th
annual convention, held at Colorado Springs, voted support of
Committee for Industrial Organization.
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UNION-MADE

WORK
and

DRESS
CLOTHES
FURNISHINGS

FEINBERG'S!
1041 Fillmore

I

UNION MADE

SHOES

For Men and Women
Also a Complete Line of
CHILDREN'S SHOES
Reasonably Priced

NEW YORK, N. Y. (FP).—The which followed a protest sit-down
Harbor plant of the at the time the destroyer Fanning
United Drydocke Corp. is virtually was to have been launched.
The strike holds up completion
shut down by a strike of 1,500
of the Fanning, as well as of the
employee, called by the Industrial destroyers Cummings and Dunlap
Union of Marine . & Shipbuilding and three municipal ferries. The
Workers of America, which charges men are demanding pay for time
that the company has failed to lost from the lockout, as well as
live up to terms of
wage con- the same wages and conditions
tract signed June 4. The strike enjoyed by workers at the navy
was also provoked by a lockout, yards.
Mariners

a

Relief For Pennsylvania Strikers
States Spokesman For Governor
Relief Rolls Held Inviolate
In Speech Before
Brotherhood

Hired Thugs Beat
Federation Official

HARRISBURG, Pa.—No longer
will the state government aid
Pennsylvania manufacturers in labor difficulties through depriving
strikers the benefits of relief,
to David L. Lawrence,
speaking for Governor George H.
Earle in welcoming delegates to a
state meeting of the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers.
"The governor has requested
me to tell you," stated Lawrence,
"that the New Deal will not permit the state relief board to function as a weapon against strikers.
"The Earle administration takes
the stand that it will not cut off
a single man from the relief rolls
because he is on strike, nor will
it refuse to place men on the rolls
because they are strikers."
Pennsylvania has long been notorious for its bias against workers in labor disputes.

GALVESTON, Tex. (FP).— Set
upon by thugs in the hire of I.S.U.
fakers, C. P. Chase, vice-president
of the Gulf Federation was beaten
up last week and his I.S.U. book
stolen from him. With Gilbert
Mers at Galveston upon Federation
business, Chase was accused by
the I.S.U. fakers of "belonging to
a dual organization."
Sailors from the Point Vicente
and the Lena Luckenbach were
ejected from a sailors' meeting
by police called by George Ernst,
delegate. The sailors had been
given consent to visit the meeting
by the membership which was
present.

ac-

cording

the

ji

1,500 Ship Builders Strike
At New York Harbor Plant

Automobile Workers
Plan Big Drive

DETROIT, Mich. (UNS).— In
preparation for a big organizing
drive, the
Automobile
United
Out of the High-Priced 1 Workers are establishing six regDistrict
ional branch' offices outside of
a
Detroit, according to President
Homer Martin.
Cor. Fillmore and Eddy 1
A General Motors
been established to plan unionizing of the more than 220,000
workers employed by that corporation. A standing committee of
three was elected at a conference
1423 Fillmore Street
attended by 25 delegates from local unions in 16 General Motors
divisions.
Branch offices will be
located as to place the international
office in direct contact with every
important automobile center in the
country, Martin said.
I 1170 McAllister Street
Offices are being set up in Anderson, Ind., Cleveland, Flint and
Jackson, Mich., Philadelphia and
New York City. A representative
.
in.
.
of the international
THE
charge of each office.

Family Shoe Store

Council has

Phone Fillmore 9569

CAPTAIN'S INN

Entertainment, 8 P. M. to 1 A.M.
Fillmore 9614

. . . . . . . . . . . . Steam Heatil
WAInut 7958
i BARR'S HOTEL ii
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Near Fillmore, S. F.
!Oars 5, 22, 23 $3 to $5 Week!
i Sleepingnu. • Light Houskeeping i
IV

will he in

DOG HOUSE
ENTERTAINMENT
Nightly 9 P. M. to 1 A. M.
Sunday Afternoons, 2 to 6

Fillmore Street
~ion•
1692

which she herself would

lie

Illinois Newspaper
Union
Buckles

the

to
employed,

the

HOTEL
ALPINE
WELCOMES YOU!
Make It Your Headquarters
Now Under New Management
Thoroughly Renovated
SHOWERS—Plenty of
STEAM HEAT
HOT WATER
GAME ROOM

Daily, 50c41.25
Weekly,$2.50-$5.50

! HARRY'S PLACE I

SAN FRANCISCO
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AUTHORIZED

Embarcadero

TAILOR

Beer
UNION HOUSE
The Cork Fender
Reel Food—Refreshments

UNION MADE GOODS

that it has had a teachers' oath
bill on its books for 15 yearn.
averyone had forgotten about it
until red-hunters at a Veterans of
Foreign Wars convention began
demanding
enforcement.

DUTCH'S LUNCH

Refresh yourself'..?
Eat In Comfort
GORDON'S SEA FOOD GROTTO
Ferry Building
2nd FLOOR

Stockton Cor. North Point
Only the Best Food

its

Meals

SAN FRANCISCO

Short Orders

The Place to Eat and Drink—
Golden Tavern
27
EMBARCADERO, S. F.
MIKE MULLALY, Prop.

ZIP-7.
,
NOW

Good Food Select Refreshments
At The

CENTER
50 EMBARCADERO

O. B. OLSEN'S
RESTAURANT
• TAVERN

UNION-MADE CIGARS
Corner Embarcadero

98 Embarcadero, S. F.

2 MARKET ST., S. F.

I.L.A. Supporter

RATES: $2:00 Week

STEAM HEAT

Up
•

HUMBOLDT BAR
74 Embarcadero
100% UNION HOUSE

CARD GAMES

inmem..

CAMDEN, N. 3. (FP), — The.
Joint Defense Committee, 'which
Is . defending 54 RCA-Victor strikers who were arrested for activities in the Camden strike, is faced
with a hard fight in view of the
action of Judge Frank Neutze in
affirming the police court convictions of five of the defendants,
members of the

United Electrical
& Radio Workers of America. The

city funds to 'cover the heavy expenses
wid sap*,

the un-

unemployed rate.

unique,

go to jail to

HOUSTON, Tex (FP).— T h e committee, with headquarters at
City-County Employes Union won 218 Federal St., Camden, seeks
the Houston
,courton raised wages.

a victory when

Representatives of 72,000 plywood, sawmill, shingle, timber,
box, lumberjack and other lumber
crafts outlined perspectives similar to those of the Maritime Federation and set up a militant Lumber Workers' Federation modeled
on the Maritime organization.
Scores of progressive resolutions
were adopted dealing mainly with
the struggle against the lumber
barons, but also with more general
interests such as support for the
Loyalists in the Spanish Civil
War, the expulsion of Abe Muir,
the Carpenters' International representative in the West, because
of his anti-union action in the
General Lumber Strike, and relationshipm with the International.
The convention was addressed
by Brother Dalrymple of
United Mine Workers, representative of the Committee for Industrial Organization, and by repreeentatives from the Maritime unions. The convention gave a tremendous ovation to the fraternal
delegates from the Maritime unions.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (10?).
Petitions are being circulated for
an initiative measure which would
reduce working hours in proportion
the percentage of
and would cut salaries
of state employes wiring $250 a
month' or more by a percentage
double that of the percentage of

a

on the unfair list of
Dares Government
Jail For Exposing
Colo. (FP).—ColoraFederal Taxation DENVER,
SAN FRANCISCO
do has just awakened to the fact
LOS ANGELES, Calif.— Daring
the Government to arrest her on
evidence
provide, Mrs. Rosemary B. Chappdl went on distributing hand-bills
purporting to show the federal tax
exacted on ordinary household
purchases.
According to Attorney - General
Cummings there is a Federal
statements
prohibiting
Statute
tending to show that any portion
of a purchase price consists of
Federal tax. The penalty for such
a violation is one year in jail or
$1,000 fine or both.
"I'll be glad to
bring home to the people how hidden taxes are eating holes in our
books," declared
pocket
Mrs.
Chappel.

PORTLAND, Ore.—Co-ordinating
its activities with the Maritime
Federation to which it vowed "full
moral, financial and physical support if required," the Lumber
Workers held the most successful
convention in their history.
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Question

British SeaMen Gain
Demand

GIRLS CHOKE IN BLINDING FUMES FIRED AT SALINAS
El

• •••••
•
•
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•
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WOMEN ORGANIZED
goes back to near the

01•1••••

Q. In what industry were the
women workers in this country
first orgaanized nationally?—L. N.
A. The first largo organization
of women worktirs was the Daughters of St. Crispin, in the shoe
industry. It was instituted by the
Knights of St. Crispin, an organization which undertook to regulate the use of machinery in the
shoe industry. The women's union
used "equal pay for equal help"
as one of the principle slogans.
* * * * •
Q. About how many maritime
workers are there up and down
the Pacific Coast'?-13. S.
A. The only official statistics
are contained in the 1930 U. S.
Census. There are 6,346 longshoremen and stevedores in ports of
California; 1,785 in Oregon; and
4,246 in Washington—a total. of
12,377 longshoremen on the Pacific
Coast--11,041 voted in California
Ports; 763 in Oregon; and 2,391
In Washington. The .census also
shows 4,192 captains, masters,
mates and pilots on the Pacific.
* * * * *
BLACKLISTING

Is there any law in California which prohibits blacklisting
of
employes by employers?—J. D.
A. There are two laws, passed
by the Assembly in 1913 and 1929,
which specifically prohibit blacklisting. The 1913 law Imposes a
fine upon an employer who should
Q.

attempt to prevent a discharged
employe from obtaining employ-.

Mennt elsewhere,. The latter law
prohibits employers from photographing or fingerprinting their
Workers and passing the pictures
Or prints to others. These laws
contain, however, many
tion a and loop-holes.

exemp-

of the maritime industry on the
Pacific, but there are many concrete evidences before 1900. Not
only had there been two other
federations before 1900—The Wharf
and Wave Federation of 1888 and
the City Front Labor Council of
1891—but the 1885 constitution
read: "As soon as possible the
Union shall take steps to federate for mutual aid and protection
the following labor unions: The
Coast Seamen, the Steamshipmen's
Protective, the Firemen, the Longshore Lumbermen, the Wharf
builders, The Riggers and Stevedores, the Steamship Joiners, the
Marine Engineers and such other
waterfront unions as may be formed in the future."
El

LONDON, England.— Breaking
for the first time through Great
Britain's vicious regulations of
maritime workers, the National

AKRON,

0.—The brief closing
down of We B. F. Goodrich Company's plant here last week was
clearly a rehearsal of the lockout planned by this company, and

Union of Seamen obtained imshortening
portant
agreements
hours of duty at sea for men in
the engine rooms, stokeholds, and

probably others, as soon as they
feel ready to face a showdown
with the United Rubber Workers
of America.
Ten' thousand workers in the
plant were affected when the company closed the plant 48 hours
after a sit-down which had involved only a few men in the

catering departments of foreigngoing merchant vessels.
Stewards who have been

worked like slaves from 6 a. m. until
midnight with scarcely a moment
for rest, will now have periods
off duty totaling at least 12 hours
during a 24-hour period, including
at least seven consecutive hours
for sleep. For children working
on the ships, two extra hours are

Ohio Federation!
Considers
SpainIl
der

SPRINGFIELD, 0. (FP).—Two
hundred new local unions have
been chartered in Ohio during the
past year, the Ohio State Federation of Labor was told in the report of Secretary Thomas F. Donnelly, as its convention got under
way at Springfield.
The convention met in conjunction with the Ohio Building Trades
Council meeting, which had just
indorsed, by unanimous vote, the
action of the American Federation of Labor executive council in
suspending 10 international unions belonging to the Committee
for Industrial Organization. John
Owens, United Mine Workers of
America leader in Ohio, planned
a fight to get the state federation
of labor to take a contrary stand.

Deciding that the time was not
ripe for a showdown, the management promised the union to
expedite the adjustment of grieveances, and remove the troublemaker from the braided hose department, while the union agreed
to discourage sporadic sit-downs
All the workers returned to the
plant.
Aware of the company's plans
for a possible lock-out, the union
is seeking a labor board election
to establish its right to speak for
the Goodrich employes in collective bargaining. A week ago the
United Rubber Workers of AmerAs the rank and file M.F.O.W., in port after port, back
ica convention, in its closing sesnewly elected leadership, the attempts of Carlson
their
up
sion at Akron, sanctioned sit-down
to re-establish themselves in office are more
Misland
and
auwere
strikes, provided they
thorized by the executive board and more futile.
of the local union.
Ivan Hunter is continuing his open defiance of the conAnother employer in the Ak- stitution of the I.S.U. by supporting Carlson to the extent
ron district has followed Good- of establishing dual unions, which it
rich's tactics of shutting down to are being. effectively picketed by
also been sent to Andrew Furustop union activity. The Diamond the m.r,p.w. Most of the shipBeth, Paul Scharrenberg and Ivan
Match Co. closed its Barberton owners, realizing that they cannot
Hunter. Hunter answered one of
of
out
plant, throwing 900 men
buy the new officials, are refusing these letters by pretending that
work. The company blamed the passes to union delegates, although
he knew nothing about the case,
action on union pickets, claiming this was agreed upon in the conhe was making an investigathat
that they had been stationed at

UNION HOUSE
A place where sailors meet
95 Somme St.
Seattle, Wash.
Near I. S. U. Hall

SUBMARINE

Welcomes you to Seattle
Wine,
Dancing, Song
You can't go wrong
100% UNION -MUSE

1051/2 Washington,Seattle
MRS. AVERY, Prop.

tract between the union and the
factory gates and were barring shipowners, and granting them to
entry to a few workers who had Hunter's dual outfit, which, morefailed to join the union.
over, is not a signatory to the
agreement.
Indictment Returned
Besides sharply protesting and

SEAMEN!

men's requests for conditions that
working conditions.
would safeguard their health. The
More than 500 workers are em- steward, a known scab, had been
J & M, Inc.
this
FIRST CLASS BAR and CAFE ployed in the 28 plants in
revenging himself on the crew,
city. Judge Golden has announced whose membership is markedly
Hotel In Connection—Cards
arbitratCor. let Ave. S. & Wash, Seattle that all disputes will be
progressive, by feeding them
zeirmairtratramonmonamautumo:t ed while work continues.
moldly bread and food not fit for
workingmen, and the request for
When In Smith's Cove,
SACRAMENTO
his discharge was clearly justiDon't Forget
fiable.
S INN
'
AVERY
Many letters have been sent to
BEER -COMPLETE MEALSPresident William Green of the
WINE
A. F. of L.—although there is no
Owners of the Submarine—
word of his having answered any
Seamen Are Always Welcome
Drop In and Say Hello
of them—protesting Carlson's and
SEAMEN WELCOME

•

MANUEL
COHEN
226 Kay Street

, "Straight Union Scale Wages Paid Throughout"

1
1

PLACE
HARRY'S
DRINKS
:: CARDS
::
LUNCH

ON E BLOCK UP FROM PIER 1 at 119 1st Ave.
'. SEATTLE
c...................................................................,,........................4
.
...
Shipmates, Meet Me at the

,

SACRAMENTO
OFTRE

BOS
dirk RACE IS

1st Avenue — let and Seneca

• DON NEWELL

SEATTLE, WASH.

322 Kay
100% UNION

40-Hour

Week

On Supplies

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.—Antic-

C.—Regula-

and 8-hour day among concerns
supplying the government wtth
materials and supplies.
No attempt was made at this
time to fix a minimum wage, since
this section of the law will be
subject to regulations forthcoming
at a later date.
Standards were set up in Its
regulations relating to sanitary
conditions in the manufacturers'
plants and employment of minors.
The regulations become Weetive with the act on September 28
and apply to all purchases of the
WASHINGTON, D. C. (FP). —
government under contracts inProminent as any of the witnesses
volving amounts greater than 210,at the La Follettee committee
000.
hearings was Jerry, alias Jesse,

information.

son.

are not
to be blamed for having little confidence in the I.S.U. officials find-

At a rank and file meeting Sunday delegates unanimously agreed
to concur in any action taken by
the Maritime Federation of the
Pacific and agreed to support the Cooper, well-known Bergoff and
Federation 100 per cent in case R.A. & I. thug and stool-pigeon.
of strike action.
In the button hole of Cooper's
natty fawn-colored suit was a large
WASHINGTON, D. C. (FP). — "Landon for President" sunflower.
Donald Wakefield Smith, Washing- Warned that he better remove the
ton and Philadelphia attorney, has emblem before being called to the
been appointed by President Roose- witness stand, he proudly retorted,
velt to fill the unexpired term of "I'd walk straight up to hell with
John Carmody on the National this thing on."

The East doast seamen

ing Carlson guilty of the charges
made against him by the rank
and file. He is one of the gang.
As one of the East Coast seamen
puts it: "You would get the same
results if you told a mother that
her baby was ugly!"

Railroad Men
Hope Appeals Labor Relations Board. Smith will
Will Save Jobs hold office until 1938.
ELDON, Mo. (FP). — Railroad
men throughout Missouri are at
work lining up lodges, civic bodies
and city councils to forestall the
loss of jobs, business and taxable
property which would result from
consolidation of railroad facilities.
Their activity is the outgrowth
of a meeting. at Eldon, at which
many railroad lodges and unions
were represented and the program
of the Missouri State Anti-Consolidation Assn. was reaffirmed. Presence of legislative 'representaives
of railway unions and assurance
of their support gave impetus to
plans to seek state legislation
prohibiting intra-state consolidations.

The fight against loss of
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505 Harbor Boulevard
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JACK MILLER
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Snappy Entertainment
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UNION MADE CLOTHES
For Work and Dress
SUITS MADE TO ORDER

527 BEACON ST.

SAN PEDRO
Featuring that Famous Singapore Sling—by Its Originator—
Chas. (Red) Eisenberg, Mgr.

P

244 W.6th St., San Pedro

b -

UNION

KAUFMAN'S

MAOS

OVERALLS

111 East Main St.

Workingman's Friend

STOCKTON, CALIF.

Complete Line of Union-Made
Furnishings
45 S. EL DORADO
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Golden West Hotel

Stockton

223 W. 5th Street

122 W. 6th St.

WEBER

and BAR

El

!Union

118.3 West Iroadway .1
Long Beach, Calif.

Demands

vegetables, flour and sugar.
N. Y.—Protesting Shipments have been abnormal
the vicious nature of the treat- as retail concerns have attempted
ment accorded to Lawrence Simp- to make certain that they receivson by the Nazi government, crews ed all supplies before September
of the ships in the port of New 30, the original dead line set by
York held a one-hour sit-down employers for action against the
strike last Monday afternoon.
unions.
Delegates from the crews en- Stores which carry supplies of
tion, and that as soon as he was dorsed picketing of the German $4,000 have increased them as
In possession of the facts and the consulate and the German liner, much as $2,000, laying up goods
I.S.U. executive board had made Europa, as further protest against enough to last a 60 to 120-day
a decision, he would give further the barbarous trial given Simp- period of time.
NEW YORK,

Jean Harris &
Specks Reese
515 S. Beacon, San Pedro

B's CAFE

Law

WASHINGTON, D.

;Thomas

1007 Tenth Street
Sacramento

New

ship owners' uncompromising attitions f o r enforcement of the
Eastern Coast
tude against the maritime unions, Walsh-Healey Government Congrocery stores of San Francisco tract law, issued by the DepartSailors Strike are
laying in heavy supplies of ment of Labor, imply strict enAgainst Nazis canned goods, macaroni products, forcement of the 40-hour week

jobs
Involves terminal action and must
continue in spite of dismissal wage
agreements, speakers emphasized. El
r El
The Cleveland city council resolu- •44.111ilie.Malihimmtamm.0iimtlesimoiiiiinOiliw0.01100
tion memorializing Congress to reAll Outside Rooms
Hot and Cold Water - Showers'
fuse to authorize curtailment of
service which meant loss of jobs,
St. Francis Hotel
reduction in taxable property, or
loss of property values was apSAN PEDRO
$3.00-$5.00 Week; 7501.00 Day
plauded. Delegates pledged to
work for similar resolutions in a a•im.camouviNaUloil.01.1.1•Maoamillacrepinauvaiaptyamar
Hunter's setting up of dual unions
Missouri city councils. Speakers
and pointing out that the constitold how schools had to be closed
FRISCO CAFE—A
tution of the A. F. of La permits
Newly Opened by
in some communities because of
"only one national or international
the removal of railroad property
to function in the field at one
from taxation.
time." Copies of such letters have
Drop In and Say "Bello!"

IBAPPEI
HOUSE CAFE
219 E. First Street
;

deck hands.

ipating possible difficulty from the

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (FP). — In
what President Carl Mullen called
LONG BEACH
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W.Samcoff
vention" ever held, the Indiana
I
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the Farmer-Labor Party princiNew Volcano Tavern
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LAFAYETTE
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BOOK STORE
Washington and Occidental St.
GRILL
guberford Townsend, Democratic
natorial
he
nominee,
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Sacramento
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never call out troops "in the set- A Progressive and Labor Books
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Grocers Add
Stock To
Shelves

New Marine Firemen Officials
Get Declarations Of Confidence
As They Replace Ancient Fakers

14251/2
lst and PikeFirst Ave.
Seattle ae
.....
c),
2nd and Madison
.1
Just Below Union Hall i

POST KELLAR

provided.
While in port, the present arrangement of an 8-hour day on
liners and 9-hour day on freighters
will be continued. It was agreed
In addition that overtime be paid
In cash rather than simple time
off as has been the rule heretofore.
In the engine room and stokehold, workers will enjoy an 8hour day at sea.
Substantial reduction in hours
for deck hands was obtained
three months ago. The present
concessions were obtained because
of the encouraging example of the

to turn public s ymp athy
against the union. In this case,
a non-union worker, who had previously fomented trouble, was responsible for the sit-down.

914 FIRST AVE.

!Leave

•

Paid Spy Held
At Bottom Of
Trouble

Company

shipowners
Against Slave-Holder demanding that the
cease this, the new officials are
Slavery broadcasting warnings to the memLITTLE ROCK, Ark.
still exists in the South. This bership to pay dues to no one but
of
startling condition was shown by duly accredited representatives
appointed
indictments returned by a Federal the union. Carlson has
with credenGrand Jury against City Marshal a gang of delegates,
who try to
Paul D. Peacher of Earle, Arkan- tials from Hunter,
get the money
sas, a cotton planter and former board the ships and
delegates can
M.F.O.W.
the
before
Crittenden
deputy sheriff of
it.
collect
county.
brought
were
The union is now functioning
counts
Eight
him
charging
of interference in the main
free
Poacher
against
Beer and Wine
eight Negroes Atlantic ports—even Baltimore is
charging
falsely
with
SEATTLE
Es SCABS NOT WELCOME I
with vagrancy and bringing them coming through—as well as in
1:1 lE1
CI before Mayor Mitchell in Justice New Orleans and Port Arthur,
they were and pledge cards supporting the
us Haul Your Baggage to Court at Earle where sentenced new leaders are pouring into New
and
convicted
illegally
Million Dollar
and from the Slip
to work on Peacher's farm for his York headquarters.
Wonder Inn, Inc.
Ernie Osterholm
own use and benefit.
The Philadelphia local is activeBeer, Wine, Chill, Hamburgers
MEMBER SAILORS UNION
supporting the strike of its
ly
8762
EL.
Hall,
Sailors
Phone
SEATTLE
on the Calmar Line's S. S.
men
ST.
SENECA
Garment Workers
0
El
Pennmar. The fight for decent
El
Meet With Judge living conditions aboard this ship,
which began in Baltimore, culmis Lunch
'
Hebert
FRANCISCO.—Representa- nated in strike action in PhiladelSAN
i
FILSON'S
Home-Cooked Meala
tives of the International Ladies'
and
BEER
i Garment Workers' Union and of phia. Stevedores, seamenbacked
other union sympathizers
SEATTLE
the Associated Cloak and Suit them up, and attempt to remove
A huge stock of Union-made
SEATTLE
i Manufacturers are meeting with cargo from the struck ship came
Merchandise
ei
El
Judge I. M. Golden, recently ap- to nothing.
MI:921=1:0:02?1,1=X0:02nEtttfttIMME
10.1•1114.....11
pointed arbiter for disputes in the
The company has denied the
MINA
0•••••••••••
100% UNION HOUSE
cloak and suit industry, to discuss

I

MUD.

•
-

Time Off At Last Granted
Despite Stringent Gov't
Regulations

For
braided hose department.
some time the rubber workers
have known that the sit-down, or
folded-arm strikes, which have
done much to build their union,
have been used against them by
the management, who have prounnecessary strikes in orI1 voked

RIGGERS AND STEVEDORES
Exec. Sec. Spencer Miller of the
Q. When did the Riggers and Workers' Education Bureau warnStevedores' Union join the I.L.A.?
ed delegates of the significance
L.
of the Fascist onslaught in Spain
A. After remaining independent
attention to problems
bt the other San Franccisco long- and said
outside immediate economic inshoremen's unions for many years, terests was necessary. Spanish
The Riggers and Stevedores' Union
events will have influence in the
became affiliated to the Inter- trade union movement throughout
national Longshoremen's Associathe world, he said. He received
tion in April, 1913. It was known
an ovation as he appealed for laas Riggers and Stevedores, Local
bor unity in the face of grave in38-33, and in 1914 gained jurisdicternational developments.
tion over the entire bay district
Industrial accidents killed 956
after absorbing the Oakland Local
Ohio workers and injured 165,000
38-36.
In the past year, delegates were
MARITIME FEDERATION
told by state compensation ofQ. Is there any evidence of a
ficials.
desire among Pacific Coast maritime workers for a federation of
NEW ORLEANS, La. (FP). —
all crafts before the City Front
Three months ago Federal Judge
Pederation of 1900?—A. S.
Wayne G. Borah refused citizenA. The desire among the rank
ship to four applicants because
and file workers for a federation
they were W.P.A. workers. He
of maritime crafts undoubtedly
reversed himself, after the cases
were taken up by the American
Civil Liberties Union. The A.C.
SEATTLE
L.U. hails the decision to give
El the men citizenship papers as "a
DON'T FORGET
distinct victory in the fight for
equal rights for aliens and relief
The Ensign Cafe
workers."
Harry and George

Ma.

MN.

El

Rubber Strike
Box • Called
Off
beginning
•
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Stockton, California
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"Where All Union Men Meet"
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DISCOURAGE SPEED UP

Cut Down Wordage

Once again it is necessary to
remind writers of letters to
Rank and File to keep their
s within a reacommunication
International Association of
sonabie length. The editorial
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 88
Every Wednesday, 8 P. M.
board has suggested 260 words
Convention Hall, Labor Temple,
should be sufficient for anyone
16th and Capp Sts,
with a definite idea to present
Executive Committee, 2nd and
to the members of the maritime
4th Mondays of each month; e
WOMEN DUMP
TWO MEN ROOMS
P. M.; Room 208 Labor Temple
unions. If the writers will take
Francisco,
ORGANIZERS
Peter Issak, President.
just one particular subject in
1936.
Harry Hook, Business Agent.
21,
Sept.
New Orleans, La.
it should not be dlfT. W. Howard, Financial Seer ,each letter
Editor:
Editor:
So
down.
wordage
keep
to
ficult
E. F. Dillon. Recording Sec'y.
Ivan Hunter, still trying to "pro"Are we advancing?" Many of
crowded has the paper become
he "finest and most up-to-date" mote harmony," sent a character
eme
Pacific Coast Marine Fir
the letters pub.
for
space that n,t
Oilers, Watertenders & Wipers'
ships, built by and for Americans, into the Gulf district at a fifty
lished on this page are "holdAssociation.
have been built within the last dollar weekly wage to do the proweek
a
are
they
is,
ovens," that
Earl King, Secretary—Thursday
six
years. It is apparent that mating. This animal who hails
older than they should be. They
at 7 p. in. 58 Commercial St., Tel.
all else is taken care of, it from the Great Lakes is named
when
DOuglits 5650, San Francisco, Calif.
Issue.
last
of
out
were crowded
discovered that the William Kalke and is known by
is
suddenly
J. Engstrom, Agent--Thursday at
For the sake of what some one
4 p. in, 84 Seneca St., Tel. Main
have some place to the nicknames of "Toledo Whitey"
should
crew
your
keep
say,
to
else may have
6331, Seattle, Wash,
and "Cocky." In appearance he
in during rest periods.
rest
words down
J. E. Ferguson, Agent — ThursOf the above mentioned ships is the typical Hanover corner lush
day at 7 p. m., 111 W. Burnside
we will take for comparison the hound.
St., Tel. Beacon 4336, Portland, Ore.
SPAIN'S CIVIL WAR
B. J. O'Sullivan, Agent — Tues"Coolidge" and the "Hoover."
When Ivan Hunter made his
Boston, Mass.,
days at 7 p. m., 111 West Sixth St.,
These supar-liners are the proud pilgrimage to the Gulf to offset
Sept. 11, 1936.
Tel. San Pedro 2838, San Pedro,
possessors of cubby holes forward, t h e "sinister influences," t hi s
Calif.
Editor:
designed for the crew. One of thing was part of his caravan. At
T. Rechnund, Agent — Thursdays
It is difficult to understand how
at 7 P. in., 811. Nuuana. Ave., Ilonathese holes is allotted to the sail- the same time he brought along
daily press attempts to justify
the
lulu, T. H.
ors.
Plainly marked over the another character named Eddie
invasion
Rebels'
the
J. R. Davis, Agent-3154 Heron and uphold
"Certified for 24 Seamen." Howe whom he installed as agent
is,
r
oo
.d
sh
Wa
St., Aberdeen,
against the innocent people of
possesses one exit for the Marine Cooks and Stewdungeon
This
Scalers and Drydock Workers
Spain. The Rebel forces consist
Branch—L. Kerr, Agent, 128-A Caa e c o n d s count, ards branch' in New Orleans.
When
only.
foreign
" nadian National Dock, Seattle, of unprincipled mercenary
After trying to worm his way
chances are slim that one gets out
leand
Moors
element of savage
Wash.
C r o w d e d quarters are in as a stool pigeon in Port Aralive.
—_
gionnaires.
dangerous to good health and very thur. Kalke moved to New OrBay & River Bargemen
We are all familiar with the
Local 38-101, I. L. A.
leans, where he became a terror
uncomfortable generally,
Meetings—lst and 3rd Sundays anti-German propaganda released
The above mentioned conditions on wheels, declaring himself the
each Month, 10 A. M., 32 Clay St.during the war. It is now cornand
Ted Starr, Bus. Mgr., GAr. 1905. mon knowledge how little truth were caused by the shipowners, voice of the International
Seaman
from
cargo
any
books
pulling
for
greedy
are
always
who
GAr.
W. Erickson, Dispatcher,
there was in these outrageous
1904.
space. It is high time that we, who w e i g h e d I e a s than 115
tales.
he seamen, take a hand in the pounds. This only lasted a few
Leciles Auxiliary, I. L. A. No,3t
The Spanish revolt is not a
game, and protest the present liv- days when he was given notice
Regular Meetings-2nd and 4lh
war between fascism and
Thursdays of Each Month,2 P. M., civil
quarters on American ships. that book pulling must stop. Not
ing
atat Druids Temple 44 Page Street, communism, but rather an
not let the men who sail the being the kind who can stand op'
Why
3rd Thursday, 8 P. M., Socialtempt on the part of the reacships design their own quarters? position Mr. Kalke turned his atNight.
tionary forces—fascist, militarist,
After all, the ship is the seamen's tention away from the waterfront
Mrs. M. Eastman, President,
royalist—to overthrow a demoMrs. E. Schuler, Secretary.
home. I shall, in the near future, and toward the Dauphine Street
cratic government elected by the
Mrs. C. Jurchan, Treasurer,
be glad to give some of the high- brothers.
great majority of the Spanish
Last Saturday and Sunday Mr.
lights regarding the Norwegian
Marine Engineers' Beneficial
people.
Ellingson of Stavang- Kalke and his companion in arms
Mr.
Association, No. 97
ships.
Mussolini and Hitler are openly
Meets every Thursday, 8:00
er, Norway, has been very kind Mr. Howe, failed to show up at
F. M. Room "B" Ferry Bldg. S. F. supporting the mercenaries of the
and sent a copy of the rules and the union halls. Sunday passed
J. E. O'Brien, President.forces
with arms, airplanes,
Rebel
they
R. Meriwether, Secretary-Treas• personnel and financial support. laws about the ever popular guar- and also Monday and still
sailing out of the failed to show up.
ships
urer and Butinees Manager.
on
ters
leaders
W. Deveraux and A. Mahle. What bargain did Rebel
Tuesday morning they appeared
latter country. The present conmake with Mussolini and Hitler?
Vice-Presidents.
ships cast on the scene, much the worse for
American
on
ditions
Trustees: A. Disher, E. J. Can.
The revolt would have collapsed
very poor reflections on the Amer- wear. Howe had a pretty good
ning, F. M. Kelley.
during the first two weeks if it
shipowners, and many of the repair job but Cocky the Interlean
had not been given support by
Marine Cooks & Stewards'
national disorganizer, looked like
U. S. officials,
Association of the Pacificthe reactionary forces. The Spancome soon when some of the 1934 scabs look after
day
the
May
Thursdays at 6:30 P. M., st 86 ish people are fighting to preserve
the seamen can, with the aid of they ask for clearance. His eyes
Commercial Street,
their democratic rights. Is there
government, demand better were black and swollen to the
E. F. Burke, Secretary-Treasthe
any question as to where our
ltrer.
level of the bridge of his nose
conditions,
110 sympathies should lie?
Agent,
Jack
Connors,
II and when first spotted he was
rooms on a-two-men
for
Yours
Cherry St., Seattle.What have the people of Spain
painfully eating soup for dinner.
J. O'Conner, Agent 612% S. to gain in the event the Fascist U. S. ships.
OLESEN,
He wept and moaned and cried
Beacon Street, San Pedro,
OLE
be victorious over
Wm. McCourt, Agent, 127 W forces should
to all who would listen that
Dispatcher
S.U.P.
out
1652
Burnside Street, Portland, Oregon. the people of Spain? They have
his pal Howe had been the
and
he
—
already stated that they plan to
of a rank and file "beef
victims
the
Pacific
of
Union
Bailors'
THANK STEWARDS
set up a military dictatorship, out(Headquarters Branch, 8. F.)
He said that he would
squad."
Le.,
Orleans,
New
suppress
law all trade unions,
Office Phone KEarny 2228
a counter beef
organized
have
September 17, 1936.
freedom of speech and freedom
KEarny 2229
Dispatcher
for the fact that
except
squad
Editor:
Mondays, '7 P. M. at 59 Clay St. of the press and wipe out all prehad advised
The crew of the S. S. Point Sa- dear Brother Hunter
(Same date & time for branches). vions reforms. Their ultimate aim
to.
not
him
write
upon
to
me
meets
District Committee
would be to force the people into lines has requested
The rank and file were not in
call of Chairman,
this letter on their behalf. They
servitude,
Involuntary
Secretary.
Lundeberg
ry
Har
with Mr. Kalke, but
sympathy
appreciation
their
Many cherish the, illusion that wish to express
Treasurer, 59 Clay St., S. F.
that whoever did the
feel
did
they
'" P. B. Gill. Agent, 86 Seneca St., "It Can't Happen Here." It is of the aid and courtesy given
was rather inefficient and
job
department
Seattle.
reasonable to wonder whether the them by the steward
E. L. Coester, Agent, 111 west
Luckenbach. they did not wish to be charged
American Liberty League would of the S. S. Edgar F.
Burnside, Portland.
strike in with beating up poor half-witted
the
on
were
H. Christoffersen, Agent, 111 try to plunge us into civil war if While they
organizers when
the chief cook, Clarence International
W. 6th St., San Pedro,
they thought that the elections this port
important work
more
was
there
the
and
Honolulu-918 Manukea St.
16946',
No.
might go against their interests. Oliver, Book
rank and file
the
Besides
ABERDEEN—
do.
to
up trou- chief steward, E. Vaughn, At.
Meeting -Monday nights at 815% No doubt they would stir
all forms of "beef
against
are
all
with
together
E. Heron St.
ble under the guise of an anti- 7347, Pac. 351,
an intheir depart- squads," so immediately
communist campaign w it h the the other members of
committee was put on
veatigation
International Longshoremen's
overtime
worked
outlawing all relent voluntarily
Assn., Local 38-79, San Francisco plan in mind of
find out the why and
their striking fellow the job to
First and Third Mondays of the trade unions. Of course, every- to feed
e o I the mysterious
or
1
e
r
e
h
w
month, Scottish Rite Auditorium, one who showed a tinge of pro- members.
dumping.
Harry Bridges, President.
The crew of the Point Salinas
gressiveness would be branded as
William Marlowe, Vice-President
A little investigation brought
that this action be read oft
urges
communist,
a
Ivan F. Cox. Recording See'a.
whole story to light and to.
the
and posted on
Now is the time to face the in union meetings
Fred Prater, Financial Sec's/.
whole beach laugh at the
the
day
&
M.C.
stewards'
the board in the
John MacLalan, Business Agent. facts before it is too late.
were dumped, while the
who
two
Eugene Dietrich, Business Agt.
S. Hall as an example of crew
JOHN PALMER,
organizer puts his
.—
International
M.F.O.W. unionism and co-operation.
National Organization, Master,
his legs and sneaks
between
tail
Comradely,
Mates & Pilots, Local 90, S. F.
away. It happened this way:
Every Wednesday night, 7 P. M.
W. C. McCUISTON,
T
CONFIDEN
MEN
UNION
bast Friday night the boys
(I Main St
N. 0. Agent.
IN KING-RAMSAY
George Chariot, President,
out on a little slumming
started
At Sea, Sept. 13, 1936
E. B. O'Grady, Sect*y, Bus, Mgr.
tour of the brothels, cribs, bars
Editor:
C. F. May, Treasurer.
and night clubs in the Vieux CarAlexan- Editor:
RepresentativesAboard the S. S. Ruth
section. Around midnight they
re
W.S. Brown, 906 Terminal Sales er, at a meeting held by the Black
RESOLUTION
themselves in the red light
found
Bldg.. Seattle, Wash.
WHEREAS: The Marine ?IreSeptember 13, 1936.
Gang
of Dauphine Street. Their
section
Ludwig Oettling, 411 Henry
All members express their con- men, Oilers and Watertenders of International pay-day was about
Build ing, Portland, Oregon.
Soren WissIng, 605 Beacon St., fidence and loyalty to the support the I.S.U., A.F. of L. held election gone by this time, but they still
San Pedro, Calif.
during the month' of June, 1936;
of Brothers King and Ramsay.
wanted to be big shots, so with
and
names
the
are
below
and
Warehousemen's UnionListed
reckless abandon Kalke gave one
WHEREAS: On Monday night,
book numbers of the members:
Local 38-44, I. L. A.
of the girls a nickel to play the
165
85 Clay Street
17, 193g, at regular headAugust
Delhi
W.
machine. Wonders will never
slot
Warren Denton, President.
quarters meeting, Judges of Elec.
R. McIntyre ........ —104
cease to happen and the girl hit
IAN FRANCISCO—
294
tion made a report to the mem(Del.) E. Linderrela
Kalke with' the
Meeting-1d and 4th Wednesthe jack pot.
94
bership of the M.F.O.W.; and
J. Wofford
days of each month at Labor
typical International habit of
237
Temple, 16th St.
WHEREAS: On the basis of
G. Roach ......
wanting to grab everything, tried
OAKLAND—
259
Judge's of Election report, the
J. Warrington
to take the two dollars worth of
Meeting—lst and 3rd Thursday
131
membership of the M.F.O.W. went
B. Tilley . ...
Other
of every month.
nickels away from her.
11
on record that Brother Phillips deP. Joyce
CROCKETT—
girls rushed to the rescue and a
.177
Meeting--lst and 3rd Tuesday
F. Powell
feated Oscar Carlson for Secrefew minutes later two bleeding
of every month.
69
F W and Brether
J. Garcia
tary of the M..O..
and disheveled International or54
M. Byne defeated Erneet Misland
G. McDevitt
Gatemen, Watchmen &
t
ganizers were dumped in the gut
105
Waterfront
F. Callahan
for office of Treasurer; and
.
er
st
Work
.155
R.. Rixon er
WHEREAS: After checking reMr. Ivan Hunter must be hard
I. L. A. 38-124
.531
N. Hoist
we, the members of the
ports,
86 Clay St.
for material for organizers
up
205
R. Gilfillan
Ship Cleaners' Union, Local 20199 when he sends things in the field
Meets every 2nd & 4th Wednesday.
.487
S. Bjornstad
A. F. of L., found the election
Pres., W. B. Fitch; Vice-Pr s.. G.
and rob the
who have to
440
Sinclair; Fin.-See., T. H. Beekman;
H. Meyers
honestly carried out as far as
Street girls.
Dauphine
Ree.-Sec.. G. Walsh; Treas., G.
259
6
election of new officials is con- starving
C. Stein
. they
But hats off tothejob
Brown.
14
anyway.
W. Bell
cerned; therefore, be it
the did a fairly
186
AI
WILIP
MACK,
That w e,
RESOLVED:
C. Paton ...,
AnkheitCard 731.
members of the Ship Cleaners'
F. X. Sullivan. ,Trip Card
ammo
I. L. A., Local 38-98
......1"
"
11 .
C. Stallard .....,Trip Card
Union, Local 20199, A. F. of L. go "
Bellingham, Wash.
495
on record as supporting the newR. Schafer
Meetings every Tuesday, 811
ly elected officials of the M. F.
State St.
Phil Taylor, President.
O. W.; and, be it further
Buy Mooney- Billings Stamps.
J. Manahan, Seety-Treasurer.
---HOME COOKING
RESOLVED: That we, the memW. fia-,s, Vice-President.
HIGHEST QUALITY LIQUORS!
berg of the S.C.U. 20199, A. F. of
Patronize Our Advertisers
C. W. Otto, Financial Seely.
.---L., recommend that the Phils,del- I
International Longshoremen's
phia City Labor Council also go
Richmond
Ann., Local No, 38-92
No, 7, I. L. A., on record in Support of the newAuxiliary
Ladles
P. 0. Box 177, Rayeiond, Wash.
ammo.
Oakland
ly elected officials of the M.
1st and 3rd Tuesdays, 7:30 p. in.
Regular meetings 1st and 3rd
MEET ME AT
L.
the
of
I.
Executive Board 1st and 3rd
of
S.
F.
W.
0.
U.,
A.
Monday of each month at 2 P. in.,
Tuesdays, 6:80 p. in.
PAUL L. MARCH,
Oen- at Odd Fellows Temple, 11th and
Meetings to take place
President.
OPEN DAY and NIGHT
Franklin Street.
Labor Temple Bldg.
A. 3. KANE, .
Mrs. P. J. Aquiline, President.
F. G. Bissinger, President.
Vie -President.
Mrs T, =lugs, Vice Pres.
Jaek Price, Secretary-Treasurer,
ROBERT SEWARD,
RICHMOND,
Mrs. A. Doyle, Secretary.
Piapatcher.
Mrs. L. Baker, Treasurer.
N. E. Erikson, ViceePresident,

Mi?etingS
San Francisco
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DONATIONS FROM SHIPS LEGION TAKES NO PART
Editor:
We have formed picket lines
around all the shipping crimps in
this port, and will maintain them
until they decide to ship only
through this hall. We have picket
lines around Bley's office, the ship.
ping board, a notorious fink by
the name of Manuel, and Mr.
Warn's office of the Marine Cooks
and Stewards' Union where we
have lately found out that most of
the scabs are being shipped from.
The effect of these picket lines
is felt very decidedly in the office
where business has increased
about 200 per cent in the payment
ss and initiation of new
mfemdbueer.
o
The San Clemente on its voyage
north made a donation and each
member was given a receipt individually. But, as we had no office and were doing our business
in the back end of a saloon, and
nine of the boys were in jail, we
had no way to keep a record of
this donation. Some of the boys
came into the office today and
we were very embarrassed when
we could not show them any official entry in the books that we
are now keeping. They are also
disappointed because there was
no mention of this donation made
in the VOICE OF THE FEDERATION. We would like you to print
a list of the following ships who
have made donations and also
thank every ship whose name is
not on the list for the wonderful
support they have given us in
getting our hall established and in
furnishing it. We cannot emphasize too much just how grateful
are toall of our West Coast
bwreotbare.
We will be looking for this list
in the next issue,
S. S. West Notus$ 7.00
5.60
S. S. Pennsylvania
S. S. California
S. S. Chas. R. McCormick. 2161..0000
25
.8
3.
37
1
S. S. San Felipe
S. S. Peter Kerr
S. S. Sydney M. Hauptmann 13.00
S. S. Wilhilo
8,00
11.75
S. S. Makiki
1;10
S. S. Felix Taussig
Onward to a National Maritime
Federation, I am,
PATRICK B. WHALEN,
Agent of Baltimore.

PROTEST SIMPSON CASE
September 28, 1936.
Editor:
COPY OF TELEGRAM SENT BY
CREW OF S.S. TIMBER RUSH
, f state,
llruyllo
deerlleta
re
Cos
Washington, D. C.
We, members of the S. S. "Timber Rush," are holding. a one-hour
work stoppage in protest of lack
of action of State Department in
securing
release
of Lawrence
Simpson on trial in Germany.
For the Crew—
W. STITCH,
Engine Delegate;
R. JONES,
Deck Delegate;
W. BROWN,
Steward Delegate.
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WATCH REPAIRING
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NEWPORT CAFE I
Family Style Meals
El
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ENGELHARDT'S
Beer, Wine, Liquors
Sandwiches

RALPH'S PLACE

E Cor. Mkt.

Higate 3804. Oakland!

UNION SERVICE!:
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OUTER HARBOR
RESTAURANT
100% UNION
Meals - Short Orders
Smokes Drinks

Foot 14th St., Oakland
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OPPOSITE CITY HALL

Fifteenth Street

900 Seventh Street
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MURPHY'S
Beer - Wine - Liquors
835 Lor.ING

Broadway, Oakland
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100% UNION LABOR

Central Buffet
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LIQUORS
WINLES - BEERS •
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HOT & COLD LUNCHES
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Lucky Club Cafe ii
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Buhl Bros

ENCINAL CAFE

ACE CAFE I
Meals : Short Orders
I
L. LEWIN, Prop.
Oakland
910-7th St.,
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ALAMEDA

SHORT ORDERS

0

1599 LINCOLN

Jensen's Cafe
E & B S'dwich Shop

i Black Cat Buffet i
/WINES • BEER - SANDWICHES El

A Real Friend of he I. L, A.

Jensen's Buffet

100% Union Shop

900 - 7th Street
7th and Washington
10th and Broadway
Bill's Lunch Wagon

Howard Terminal

CROCKETT

EATS

For Sale in
OAKLAND

The Wagon Without Wheels

Buy Mooney-Billings Stamps

733-735 Loring Ave.

"VOICE"

BILL'S
LUNCH
WAGON

Right Across from Gate
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the Gulf, because of rank and file
activity.
Well, when you look around now
you not only see, but you naturally
feel that tremendous progress has
been made in our industry toward
a National Maritime Federation.
Look at the Gulf. Against goon
and cop terror, the rank and file
have formed a Federation, and
are bravely carrying on in true,

Editor:
A lot of slack has been taken this tub.)
So again, here's to a National
in on the line or struggle since
I last wrote to the VOICE. That Maritime Federation.
STANLEY POSTEK.
was last September, 1935, a few
men
Coast
days after four West
Patronize Our Advertisers
and myself were expelled from the
Van
Agent,
Sailors'
union by the
Buy Modesto Boys Stamps.
Der Staay and his "gooners" from

I.arm, a
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•
•
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ea....ameemeeee...................................,..

In order to bring to more
vivid attention the many occurrences of interest to the labor movement, such as strike
action, police brutality, bad
conditions, labor parades, conventions, or sutjects of more
general interest, the VOICE
OF THE FEDERATION is badly in need of a camera.
A small amount has already
been subscribed by live-wire
members of some of the ships'
crews, but about $50 more is
needed.
To our request for photographs taken by union men
watchful for items of interest,
there has been a splendid response. Some of the pictures
could have been obtained In no
way except by men right on
the spot.
Send contributions directly
to the Maritime Federation Secretary, at 24 California Street.

SLACK TAKEN IN
"TOO FAT" TO SAIL
Port Arthur, Tex.,
September 21, 1936.
Editor:
On Thursday, September 18, we
received an order for a couple of
wipers for the S. S Point Ancha.
On the arrival of the men at the
ship they were accepted by the
first assistant. But just before
sailing time, Goodrich, one of the
new men, was fired by the chief
engineer. The only excuse he
could give for such action was that
Goodrich' Was too fat.
The Black Gang seeing that
this man was being discriminated
against, held a meeting and decided to support him through
action, if necessary. Then the
Gang delegate, Brother
Black
Walker, notified the Union hall.
The first assistant called the
hall for another man. He was
told that the only man eligible
to ship had been sent down. The
chief, seeing the determination of
the crew, and also of the union
men in Port Arthur, decided in
favor of Goodrich, a good union
man with 10 years sea experience.
Fraternally yours,
E. V. RODMAN, 1550,
Publicity Committee,
Port Arthur Charter
Restoration Committee.

The Best Food Only
1402 WEBSTER ST.

Help the Voice
Get A Camel:a

rank and file spirit.
On the East Coast, the good
ship "Rank and File" has made
plenty of knots, especially since
the recent strike. The biggest
and most important victory that
we have gained on the East Coast
so far has been the recent election
of new officers in tile M.F.O.W.
Carlson does not know just what
to yowl about now, because the
elections were first, constitutional,
second, legal and lawful in every
sense of the word. Well, after 30
S. S. "Wind Rush," years of pie-carding, he just can't
of
Shepard Line,
be convinced in a short period
time that is is OUT.
Panama Canal,
September 11, 1936.
We will be in Pedro on the 24th
(if the deck cargo doesn't sink

ROYAL CAFE

I

1032 MacD3NALD AVE.
CALIF.

MOTION: "Regularly moved and
seconded ,that our Post go on
record as being opposed to any
Legion Post taking .part in any
labor controversy as a Legion
Post, and the contents of this
motion be forwarded to the San
Francisco County Council of the
American Legion immediately."

FOOT OF PORT STREET
CROCKETT
Reasonat le Rates for
Federation Men

ALAMEDA

Harry & Son Cafe

at

Editor:
At the regular meeting of Foreign Service Post No. 627, and also
the D. A. V. Post No. 3, on September 16, I, Manuel Cabral, a
member of the Marine Cooks and
Stewards Association, Book No.
397, spoke on the floor, explaining
the situation regarding conditions,
etc., on board ships. The members
of the organization were all in
favor of what I said, and they
themselves passed the attached
resolution unanimously.
I want to let all sea-faring men
and the public in general know
that the Legion is not back of
any of the labor troubles and that
there are many 100 per cent good
Americans on the waterfront.
There was no foundation of truth
In the rumor that the American
Legion took part in the Salinas
strike.
There has been much friction
between the Maritime Federation
and the Legion owing to the fact
that they think the Legion takes
part in labor controversies. This,
I absolutely say, is false.
MANUEL CABRAL,
MC.& S. No. 397.
* • • * *

UNION HOTEL &
BUFFET

Don't Patronize Standard 011.

0.-

try

San Francisco, Calif.,
September 28, 1936.

Baltimore, Md.,
September 22, 1936.

Houston, Tex.,
September 21, 1936.
I.L.A. Locals 1273 (white) and
872 (colored) work deep sea boats
here on a fifty-fifty basis. In the
past they have never gotten together and co-operated as much
as they should. Becaushe of ill
feeling, distrust and conflicting
views they have never in the past
been able to hold joint meetings
as often as desirable, or accomplish much when these meetings
were held.
Both of these locals now have
fair-minded presidents who have
their union at heart and wish' to
co-operate. These locals are now
coming together and making real
headway. This morning there was
a joint meeting , between these
two locals, in which there was
good attendance, almost perfect
harmony, and every talk progressive.
A motion was passed requiring
the men in every gang to elect a
gang steward. A joint meeting
was arranged for Wednesday night
for these stewards to get together,
make plans and draw up rules to
be governed by.
There was also a motion passed
intending to discourage the speedup system in loading cotton, which
is done on a piece-work basis. All
money received for loading cotton
in excess of 850 bales for 8 hours
or 106 bales per hour for shorter
periods is to be paid into the
treasury of the locals instead of
to the men.
Naturally, no one will want to
rush when they will not benefit
from it, so there will be no more
speed-up in cotton, which constitutes the major part of our work.
We expect the other locals in
this and other ports to follow
suit in these progressive moves,
and unlimited good to be accomplished by them.
Yours for progress and a National Maritime Federation.
W. B. FOLLETT.
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Salinas Hot Lettuce Delayed

Streets Roped Off
For Willipa Crowd
The Grays Willapa Harbor
District Council sponsored a
mass meeting which was . held in
the Aberdeen Olympic Arena on
Sunday night, September 27.
The meeting was open to the
general public and due to the
present waterfront situation the
meeting turned out to be a huge
success.
We were very fortunate in
having Mayor John Dore of
Seattle as one of the speakers,
and he certainly proved that
he is behind us in our present
fight with the ship owners.
The first speaker of the evening was Ernie Fox, patrolman
pro tern of the Seattle Sailors'
Union, and Brother Fox gave a
very interesting talk on the entire situation, covering condi- •
tions previous to '34 strike and
present
conditions.
Brother
Fox was well received and was
roundly applauded as he concluded his speech.
Brother Bob Dombroff, vicepresident of W.D.C. No. 1, was
the next speaker and gave a
(3
Special Rates to Steamship Men

ST. JAMES HOTEL
El

87 Third St., S. F.
El

Need United Front

UNION MEN REFUSE TO ICE CARGO, SEND IT ON
—Rank and File photograph.

Company Guards Protected
Against Murder Conviction
shoremen and then pointed out
to the public the reason why
the marine workers refused to
arbitrate such impossible propositions. He impressed the entire audience and it was evident
that. he convinced the meeting
that the ship owners' proposals
were nothing more than an attempt to stampede the unions
into strike action.

President Seller and International Organizer Hull of the
Newspaper Guild both spoke
on the P.4. strike and thanked
the other trade unions for the
splendid support they are giving
the Guild strikers in their very
important fight with Labor's
No. 1 enemy, Swillie Randolh
Nerts.

Lumber Workers
Pledge Aid

Brother Max Widekind, coast
organizer for the
Ferryboatmen's Union, addressed the
meeting and read the ship
owners' proposals to the Long-

Brother Harold Prichett, president of the newly-formed Federation of Lumber Workers,
spoke on conditions in the lumber industry and stated that the
lumber workers of both Canada
and the Pacific Coast of the
United States were ready to
support the Maritime Federation financially, morally and
otherwise. He stated that if
there is trouble on October 1,
that the entire lumber workers
on the coast would be ready to
take any action that the marine
workers deemed necessary.
The last speaker, Mayor John
Dore, did an excellent job and
proved that the stand he took
regarding the P.4. was sincere.
The hall only holds 1,500 and
a loud speaker had to be rigged
on the outside. The police roped
off the street which was crowded with people who could not
get in. Half of the crowd were
the public and other half union
men.

THIRD STREET,S. F.
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Moral Of I.L.A. High Union Recreation
To Hold Big Ball
As Men Face Lockout

very good talk regarding the
ship owners' attempts to create
a strike and also explained our
stand regarding the present
threats by the Industrial Council and Chamber of Commerce
against our Federation.

Howard Costiga.n, executive
director of the Washington Commonwealth Federation, an organization comprised of liberal
groups and trade unions in the
state of Washington, was the
next speaker on the program
and made a very interesting
speech, pointing out the need
of
organizations
progressive
joining hands with the workers
to build a united front against
the forces of reaction and
fa nism.

Fraternally,
JOHN R. DAVIS,
Sec., Pro Tem.,
G.W.H.D.C.
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OPEN ALL NIGHT

130-3rd St.

ZLODI BROS.
DAIRY LUNCH
67 4th St., S. F.

Look for the
Glove Sign
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The biggest story of the year
cracked here the other day
when t h e "Commonwealth
News" (a weekly) in a copyrighted article headlined "Armed Thugs Menace City, Shippers Arsenal Found," blasted
the shipowners' preparations to
foment a strike. The paper,
which received $500 from the
joint Publicity Committee of the
Maritime Federation, revealed
that several houses here were
filled with machine guns, rifles,
gas bombs, etc. It gave addresses and names.
It showed Ex-Marines being
recruited for strike-breaking and
judges issuing permits to shipowners' thugs.
A statement
from the leader of the scabs—
a notorious character known as
"Tanker Smith," claimed the
oil companies have 90 million
dollars and the shipowners
thirty million dollars to back
this fight! And no guard need
worry about conviction for murder.
This sensational story, carrying all the names, addresses,
and license numbers, and photostatic copies of documents, is
now in the hands of the La.
Follette Senate Investigating
Committee.
If the shipowners lock out
the maritime workers, and if
Roosevelt fails to come to their
rescue, they plan to "prove" he
is a "Red Revolutionist" and
thus the Republican Party hopes
to scare the large middle class
vote away from Roosevelt.
Pretty slick, eh?

Room and Board
For Scabs
From eye witness

accounts,
your correspondent can say a
large tent (like the one they
kept the mounted police in out
at Pier 40 in 1934) has been
put up in back of the dock out

As the deadline approaches
for the lockout, beginning at 12
a.m., September 30, 1936, the
District Executive Board is
sitting in continuous sessions
with the employers in a last
attempt to halt a complete stoppage of work. Up to the time
of going to press the employers
had remained adamant in their
demands that the I.L.A. would
only return to work on Thursday morning under conditions
as laid down by the shipowners.
Assistant Secretary of Labor
Edward McGrady is sitting in at
all sessions as government observer and mediator in a final
endeavor to induce the shipowners to continue the negotiations
for a period of at least ten days
as requested by the District
Committee. While the newspapers have reported progress
there has been nothing done
that would definitely indicate
that a settlement would come
without a complete cessation of
work.

Employers' Plans
Well Laid
The employers plans have
been well laid for months ahead
of the expiration of the award
and their representatives have
flatly refused to consider any
extension of time of the present award. Just how well their
plans have been laid can be
seen from the fact that. 30 hours
before the deadline, the docks
at Pier 41, and numerous car
loads of sleeping cots, kitchen
utensils and equipment, and
loads of canned food have been
put aboard the President Madison (a ship lying along side
the dock for several years).
Colonel Sanborn, the Fink
that organized the morons called Vigilantes in Salinas, is up
here to take charge.
The Publicity Committee of
the Black Gang, together with
the Federation Publicity Committee, is bombarding the local
citizenry with counter statements, immediately following
the shippers. The latest step
Is to have a Mass Meeting in
the Civic Auditorium challenging the shipowners to send a
representative and have the
Mayor speak, and one from the
Waterfront. The Secretary of
the District Council No. 1,
Brother Engstrom, will probably
give the maritime side. So far
the score is a tie between the
shipowners and the Front. We're
ready if they start anything.

Stevedores Ride
Airplane

are practically free of cargo.
The Admiral Line and the McCormick Steamship company refused freight as early as last
Tuesday and the last ships of
both lines have cleared port.
No ships are scheduled to sail
from here after Saturday of this
week. Whether they will be
able to sail is a matter of conjecture at this time.
The District Executive Board
In a wire to all locals have
given instructions that all men
report to their respective halls
on Thursday morning as usual
for work orders and to accept
any work that is offered under
the present award and working
rules. It is anticipated that
there will be orders from some
of the smaller independent companies that are not members of
the shirtiowners' organization),
The I.L.A. stands ready to fill
all such ordere for men.

Morale At
Highest

The extravagant and magnificent pomp of old Barbary Coast
is to be the background for the
Center's big event of the season.
Floor shows, beautiful girls,
dancing from eight till . .
?
will top your evening of entertainment.
With only fifty reserved
tables, members of the Center,
and Maritime workers are urged
to make reservations for their
party in advance; reserved
tables are one dollar and seat
as many as you can crowd
around them. The general admission is 50c, and 35c for members. Bring the ladies, no one
will go home disappointed.
THE CENTER LIBRARY OPEN
With the newly installed
shelves of the Center's library
holding hundreds of books, Center members are getting in some
good reading. The volumes range
from current books of the year,
old classics to modern text
books. The library, large and
extensive as it is, is not adequate
enough to establish the hoped
for circulating library, Brothers
and friends are urged to continue contributions of books and
magazines in order to make this
the biggest library in the city.

Tuesday night, 7:30 p. m., a
team will be chosen to represent
the Center in Class A City Competition.
SEAMEN HEAD LIST OF NEW
MEMBERS
Seventeen new members have
joined the U.R.C. in the past
two week period with the seagoing brothers heading the list.
Four from the S.U.P., four from
M.F.O.W., three from I.L.A. 3879, and two representing I.L.A.
38-124, one representing M.C.S.,
an d one from the I.L.A. 38-100.
STATE FEDERATION ENDORSES U.R.C.
A resolution was passed at
the State Federation of Labor
Convention whole-heartedly endorsing the Union Recreation
Center, and suggested other unions set up Recreation Centers
of their own.
LADIES' DAY
Every Wednesday from 12:00
until 3:00 p. ni. is Ladies' Day
at the Center.
Wives and
daughters of Center members
are urged to take advantage of
the complete use of the GYM,
lockers, showers, and a special
class in calisthenics by the
U.R.C. director, Bus Brown.

A special meeting of the Dock
and Gang Stewards was held
Sunday afternoon to make arrangements for any contingencies that may arise. Committees were formed for the purpose of issuing and punching
BOXING TOURNAMENT TO BE
lockout caTds and for arty
HELD AT THE CENTER
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (FP).--e
other purpose which the memThis big event will be held in The flour mill capital of America
bership may deem necessary to
the early part of November. was tense, as employers who perinstitute. The morale of the
Amateur leather pushers are
mitted their scabs, to hurl brick.,
entire membership is of the
getting in trim for the prizes of- bats at pickets and their thugs to
highest and they are backing
fered to the winners of all class- take a trade unionist for a ride
the Executive Committee with
es. Other valuable prizes aside on which he was brutally beaten,
complete confidence in their
from the Golden Gloves offered
demanded that Governor Hjalmar
ability to arrive at a settlement
the winners, are to be given the
Peterson call out troops against
that will be satisfactory to the
runners up.
striking mill and grain elevator
membership of the entire coast.
From the regular practice employes. The strike is in its
The Hearst Press, as usual,
games held every Monday and
second month.
is spreading the rumors that
there is dissension among the'
MISSION, S.
I.L.A. representatives. This was
to be expected and needless to
say is without foundation of
MArket 3285
fact. The men comprising the
are
in
Original I. L. A. Florist
District Executive Board
Florists to I. L. A. Auxiliary
100 per cent agreement and are
working in complete harmony.
2490 Mission St.
Near 21st St.
Both the employers and the
I.L.A. representatives are pledgThe 100% Union
ed to make no statements to the
press. All news to be released
Store
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Since the motion to get longshore pay for longshore work,
the crew on the Alaska ship
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SEDAN SERVICE
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San Pedro
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Dispatchers' Reports!
ALASKA FISHF.RMEN i

I

•

a

•

•

All ships returned. Meeting Friday, October 2, 7 p. m., at
49 Clay Street.
0

0

•

I

on

Three men signed
the week.
• • • • •

dur-

ing

BARGEMEN

WHEREAS, There exists evidence that paid agents of employers are active in fomenting strife,
disorder and violence in California Unions, and

The deadline rush continued.
• • •
•

I. L. A. (38-79)
Busiest week on record.
0

•

It is evident that the shipowners do not want to come to
any agreement with the longshoremen and seamen. They are
determined that the working
and living conditions or the
Marftime Workers shall be as
they plan, not through collecT h e Demotive bargaining.
cratic right§ of workers have
no place in the minds of these
Industrial Lords,
These words speak for themselves. Through T. G. Plant,
the shipowners declare, "We're
going to lay down the rules by
which we'll employ both men
on the docks and at sea. If
enough men report for work
we'll continue operation; if not,
there will be a shut-down."

RESOLUTION ADOPTED by the
M. F. 0. W. of ATLANTIC and
GULF, at the MEMBERSHIP
MEETING Held at HEADQUARTERS,
SEPTEMBER 21, 1936.

A. R. T. A.

• • •

WHEREAS, These agents of employers act as spies within the
Ninety-eight shipped; about
Unions, joining the Unions only
200 worked longshore.
to further the interests of employ• • • • *
ers to the detriment of organized
M. C. & S.
labor, and
Here is another hatch which does not provide sufficient footing
until
very good
Shipping
WHEREAS, Brothers Earl King, for the men who must unload ship.
Tuesday, when it slowed down.
—Rank and File photograph.
Secretary of the Pacific Coast
Wednesday it died. "Something
Marine Firemen, Oilers and Water
happened."
tenders and Wipers' Association;
• • • • •
E. C. Ramsay, former patrolman;
M. M. & P.
Frank J. Conner, member of
Twelve registered; 138 on i and
that Union, are accused of the
list; only one shipped.
murder of George Alberts, and
a • • • •

M. F. O. W.

Intend
Termination
They intend to terminate all
existing agreements by October 1, 1936, and operate independently of organized labor,
unless sufficient pressure is
brought to bear upon them that
It will put them in an embarrassing position.
In the King - Ramsay - Conner
case, the organized support of
organized labor, plus public sentiment against this notorious
frame-up put the District Attorney and the courts on the defensive. The trade unions and
Defense Committees are workmg untiringly for their freedom and exposure of the employers' machine to victimize
militant leaders and trade unionists.
After 15 months of torture
and imprisonment of Lawrence
B. Simpson by the barbarous
Nazi German Government, they
were compelled through organized American pressure to give
a mock trial and sentence our
brother to three years imprisonment.
It is the way of Nazism and
Fascism that will deny the
rights of all liberty loving people.

Sailors Condemn
Owners' Tactics

WHEREAS, There exists eviS. U. P.
I
220 Sailors shipped this week 1- dence that Brothers King, Ramsay
and Connor are unjustly accused
and still shipping.
• • • • •
at the instigation of employers'
spies, and
B. A.

M. E.

WHEREAS, These accusations
reflect on the good name of organized labor, and
WHEREAS, The United States
Senate has appointed a special
committee to investigate the. activities of employers' spies in trade
unions, and

Twenty Engineers signed on
for the week. Tuesday was
slow. Wednesday, zero.
• • • • •

SCALERS
Very good until Tuesday,
plenty of sca,ling and longshoring; Tuesday and Wednesday
'way down.
• • • •

WAREHOUSEMEN
Good until Wednesday, when
work fell off for this local together with all the others.

Masters, Mates,
M.E. B. A.
Auxiliary
LADIES' AUXILIARY

MEETING

Thursday, October 1, 1938, 8 P. M.
Locals Nos. 40, 89 and 90, of the
MASTERS, MATES & PILOTS.
Local No. 97, of the MARINE ENGINEERS' BENEFICIAL ASSN.

WHEREAS, This resolution was
passed unanimously by the San
Francisco Central Labor Council,
Friday, September 11, now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED, That the
Secretary of the Marine Firemen,
Oilers' and Watertenders' Union
of the Atlantic and Gulf, is hereby instructed to telegraph Senator
Robert La Follette, Chairman of
the Senate's Special Committee,
at Washington, D. C., and request
that the Committee come to California to investigate the activities
of spies in California trade unions,
and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
That a copy of this resolution
shall be sent to the King-RamsayConner Defense Committee, 112
Market Street, Room 510, San
Francisco, Calif.
Respectfully submitted by,
JEROME KING, No. 808,
ALBERT WOLFE, No. 3391.
* a a • •

All wives and relatives of the
above Locals are invited to attend
the next meeting of the Auxiliary
to be held in the Masters, Mates
k Pilots' Hall at No. 9 Main St-,
for the purpose of enlarging and
•
k)rganizing a stronger unit.
MRS. A. ANDERSON,
COPY OF TELEGRAM SENT TO
Phone RAndolph 4651,
ROBERT LA FOLLETTE,
GEO. CHARLOT,
September 28, 1986.
President.
Senator Robert M. La Follette,
Senate Building,
Patronize Our Advertisers.
Washington, D. C.:
rn name of eight thousand memDon't Patronize Standard Oil.
bers of Marine Firemen, Oilers
and Watertenders' Union of AtAttend Your Union Meeting.
lantic and Gulf, affiliated with
las*""
International Seamen's Union, I
1.1
A Real Union House 5 urge that your special committee
to investigate unfair labor practices, proceed at once to investigate activities of employers' spies
I
in California trade unions.
FREDERICK C. PHILLIPS,
Secretary.

I CLIFFORD'S

1 CAFETERIA
! 201 Embarcadero

1

•
1515 Fillmore St.

"Landon didn't climb up on the
hack of the elephant. He was
E dropped there by Hearst and he
doesn't quite know what to do
about it."—Norman Thomas.

Professional Directory, S. F.

DR. LEON KLEIN
DENTIST
SUtter 2188
,37 Flood Building

!Peterson & Hogevolli
Attorneys
Proctors in Admiralty
Seamen's Cases a Specialty

870 Market Street,San Francisco

821 Market St, nr. Fourthi
San Francisco

1-8 p. m. (Tues. and Thurs., 1-8)
•
UNION RECREATION CENTER
8 to 12 a. m.
And By Appointment
Official Dentist I. L. A., MIN
3844
I. L.

A.

imiloolommA

Fillmore 0151

GArfield 9300

BILLY LYONS
Bail Bonds

1

Dr. W. R. De Lyre

DENTIST

9 to 6 Evenings by Appointment
Phone Slitter 2381
709 MISSION ST.
Corner 3rd
r001.0000
100011
.
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Albert Michelson
Attorney-at-Law

667 Merchant St., S. F.
116..............................--...)
. gratte:tmemonAutamesturamel
KEarney 2147

DOuglas 3565!
411

San Francisco

Attorney for Pacific Coast Marine Firemen., Oilers, Watertendere and Wipers' Association.
811 Russ Bldg. Tel. Slitter WM
San Francisco, Calif.

Cleanest Business in Town

Attorney-At-Law

We Call for and Deliver

Seamen's Cases
Moved to: 110 SUTTER ST.
Room No. 804

LAUNDRY and
CLEANING
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Phone GArfield 9720
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STEVEDORES, MARITIME WORKERS
PROTECT YOUR HANDS—DEMAND
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MERIT GLOVES
Superior Quality
For Fit and Service

THE MERIT GLOVE CO.

San Francisco
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Negotiations Extended
15 Days
The membership went on record as willing to extend the
present award and agreement
fifteen days, but no more. This
was done in order to co-operate
with the other unions. It was
the feeling of the membership
that if the shipowners are on
the square and want to negotiate, they have ample time to
show their willingness in 15
days' time, insofar as they have
stalled for the last seven or
eight weeks. There is a possibility that they will stall another fifteen days — and this
will only work to the advantage
of the shipowners. The more
stalling they can do, the more
time they can gain. And we
also have to take into consideration the seasonal slackness not
only of shipping on the Coast
but also freight handling. The
shipowners naturally welcome
a showdown further along in
the winter as they can get the
busiest part of the season over
and lock us out and try to make
a Job out of it at a later date
when weather conditions and
trade conditions are adverse to
us.

At the present time if the
shipowners really mean business and lock us out, this would
he the best time for the maritime unions to show a solid
front and show them that we
are ready for them.
The membership also maintained their stand in the demand for the six-hour day in
port on .the steam schooners.
That was one of the first issues
turned down by t h e steam

No action has been taken by
the Dollar Line in their much
publicized $80,000 suit against
the secretary and the S.U.P.

Minor Beefs
On Front
Probert reported a couple of
beefs on the Admiral Line which
were settled satisfactorily. Sixtyfive men anchored in the marine hospital are all doing well.
Cates reported that he is busy
on the Negotiating Committee.
In his spare time he is on the
front settling beefs. Little Jim
Stuart is also very active due
to the fact that Cates is on
the Negotiating Committee, leaving a little more work for Jim.
The dispatcher reported that
221 were shipped to the point
of production during the week.
Austen Hansen of the Modesto
Defense Committee explained
that the District Council had
taken steps to pay one man
from the Council a salary to
permit him to donate his full
time. Also he stated that a
brief has been filed in the
United States Supreme Court
in behalf of the Modesto Defendants. He stressed the lack
of co-operation of various unions in attending the mass meeting which was held in Scottish
Rite Auditorium on September
20. Tendering his resignation,
he was given a unanimous standing vote of thanks for his
splendid work on the commit-

1

A telegram was sent to Washington by Lundeberg, protesting the attitude and unfair tactics used by Captain Yardley of
the Dollar Line. Captain Fish'er, by the most disgraceful maneuvers, attempted to discredit
and confuse our witness. Mr.
Weaver replied to Lundeberg
that he had the utmost confidence that Captain Fisher would
conduct a fair hearing, and that
therefore he would not intervene.
We have learned that birds of
a feather flock together. Mr.
Weaver and Mr. Fisher are the
two gents who are in charge of
seeing that the Copeland book
is enforced on the coast. When
they cannot conduct a fair Impartial hearing, that should be
plenty of proof of what we can
expect from them. We must

stand twitad and retups to §,c-

Seamen Refuse
Book

tee.
Be sure to attend the union
Wear the Federameetings.
tion button.

M.E. B. A.
Express
Unity

The Copeland-Bland Bill will
go into effect soon with a
Maritime Commission partially
set up by the president, that
will have the power to set
wages and working conditions.
The seamen on both coasts
have gone on record to refuse
the "Continuous Discharge
Book" that will register and
regiment every individual seaman for the employers' beneWe are determined that
fit.
our union-book is all that we
will carry.
There is tension on the front
that is very evident among
Maritime Workers. The boys
are ready to defend those rights,
won through struggle, which
they have enjoyed the past two
years.
G. TOMASELLI, No. 180,
Official Correspondent,
M.F.O.W. &. W. Assn.
of the Pacific.
Patronize Our Advertisers.
Don't Patronize Standard Oil.

Results of the refereneum
upon the opening of negotiations
reveal that the membership of
the M. E. B. A. overwhelmingly
favor amending all agreements
and demanding preference of
employment for M. E. B. A.
members.
In accordance with the results of this referendum, the
Coast Committee of the M. E.
B. A met recently, and drafted
letters notifying the shipowners
of the association's proposal to
open the agreements. Proposed
changes were drawn up in
readiness for negotiations.
As part of the Maritime Federation, the M.E.B.A. will cooperate with all other maritime
unions in whatever action Is
taken as a result of the shipowners' response to the demands for award changes.

SAN FRANCISCO

SAN FRANCISCO
11,41•0/4/101111111.11111.................11110.0.111.01=1,04MIN.
Julius Freitag
Herman Feht

M&F
CAFE
26
Embarcadero. S. F.
Meeting Place for Maritime Men
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Uniforms and Ready-Made
Clothes
Boots, Shoes. Oil

Skins

Harry G. Gibson
TAILOR and OUTFITTER

MRS. KLEM'S

Protest Unfair
Tactics

100% UNION

rountronmecononexteounut

force.
We have a couple of important points which cannot be arbitrated; namely, our hiring hall
and a closed shop. The meeting went on record unanimously as being opposed to arbitration.
Full reports of the negotiating
committee will appear in the
VOICE from time to time.

cept the ball and chain called
the Copeland continuous discharge book.

schooner operators.

, ....eamooameammaA
Achumaalua.aim.u4m.o.m.......

Nathan Merenbach

Under the regular order of
business, the secretary gave a
lengthy report on the negotiating committee. It appears that
the shipowners are maintaining
their stubborn attitude, both the
steam schooner operators and
others, in refusing to concede
any of our demands.
So far as the deep water
ships are concerned, they have
met with our committee a couple
of times and both times have
shown nothing but contempt in
requesting that all points be
submitted to arbitration. It is
about time the shipowners realize that the membership of the
Sailors' Union still have a bitter
taste of arbitration from the
1934 strike.
If th'ey can force arbitration
on us again, they will be able
to stall along until the Copela nd bill and the so-called
"Maritime Commission" is in

28 Sacramento Street
DOuglas 2679

HOME COOKING

San Francisco

100% UNION
Between Piers 28-30

...b.ma••••••••.'oamraimmolam.elmmoo0reamaroaa....•

Happy Joe says: "Hello"

JOE NEALON'S

I
0

MURPHY'S

ALBION TAVERN
21 Clay St., S. F.
GOOD FOOD an*
FINE LIQUORS—

BEER PARLOR

222 Embarcadero

ATTENTION
UNIONS

Marine Firemen Government
Defend Vicians

Death Trap for Stevedores

Firemen
Protest
Spies

Rules Back
Wages Be Paid Strikers

PORTLAND, Ore. (Special).
—After conduct:ng intermittent
hearings since last April, the
Labor Relations Board announces that the Carlisle Lumber
Company, Onalaska, Wash., has
been found guilty of unfair laber practice. Orders to restore
locked-out strikers to their jobs
with back say frem July 29,
1935, have 1)S071 ISSIIrd to the
employer.
The dispute arose as part of
the widerpressl strike cf lumber
workers in the Nosthwest last
year. Worksrs affected by the
decision are membcrs of the
Onalaska Lumber and Sawr.111
Workers' Unien, affiliated with
the newly-formed Federation of
the Wood-Working Industry of
the Northwest.

by

newspapers

published in the smaller towns
about

maritime problems.
* *

TEXTILE

WORKERS STRIKE

PORTLAND, Ore.

(Special).

—Charging bad faith on the
part of the manacessent of the
1 ills, more
Portland Woolen
than 500 members of Local 2025,
United Textile Workers, struck
In support of union demands
for. wage increases of 5 to 10
per cent, early lest wee]:. The
plant has operated for sometime under union condit:ons.

TOTA L Assessment Due . $570.25
F. M. KELLEY, Sec.-Treasurer

Late in August a committee
of workers waited on the general manager with demands for
increases
and
limitation
of
hours in shipping and packing
departments. Ten fruitless days
ensued. Resorting to the arbitration clause in their agreement, for use in event direct
negotiations fail, the Union's
negotiating
committee
again
faced a blank wall. Countering
the demand for arbitration, it
was asserted by the operators
that nothing could be granted
since accession to the union
would mean bankruptcy for the
mill, and, therefore, no arbitration would be entered.

SIXTEEN

FIRMS
PORTLAND, Ore. (Special).
—The strike Of the Molders is
virtually ended with agreement
of 16' of the largest firms in the
industry to grant union demands
and subsequent return of strikers to the job. There are still
two or three shops not under
union conditions, and these have
been singled out for an aggressive campaign by the Molders.
Settlement of the strike provided
substantial increases in pay and
a slight betterment of working
conditions.

LIST OF MONEY DUE FEDERATION FOR 25 CENT ASSESSMENT:
65.00
ILA No.. 38-36
25.00
ILA No. 38-86
6.25
. .
ILA No 38-96.
70.00
ILA No. 38-107
9.75
ILA No. 38-110
1.00
(Bal.)
ILA No, 38-111
37.50
ILA No, 38-113
20.25
ILA No, 2:1•114
7.00
ILA No. 38-115
5.00
ILA No. 38-116
16.00
ILA No. 33-117
2.50
ILA No ::8-122
55.00
M. E. B. A. No. 79
250.00
Sa Hors' U. el' P. ([In I.).

by persons knowing very little

The Onalaska strike was one
of the bitterest and prolonged
labor disputes ever known in
the section. Officials of the
union are jubliant over the result, but pointed- out that Labor Relations Board decisions
have not always been complied
with by stubborn employers.
• * a * *
MOLDERS

nutured

fully

Sedan Servic.3
Held Unfair

DOrlt78

CHAUFFEURS' UNION
Local No. 265,
I. B. of T. C. S. & H. of A.
112 Valencia Street, Room 6,
San Francisco, California.
September 14, 1936.
T. L. A. 38-79,
Recording Secretary.
Dear Sir and Brother:
You are hereby advised that the
Don's Sedan Service located at
925 Larkin Street, are unfair to
the Chauffeurs' Union.
We are from time to time informed that members of your Organization use these Sedans instead of union driven cars.
Trusting that you will give this
your immediate attention.

A lengthy statement released
to the press by C. H. Carter,
company president, claimed that
increases of 6 to 12 per cent
was offered to employes. However, this has been denied by
spokesmen for the union.
The strike followed refusal
to continue negotiations, or,
that failing, to arbitrate issues
at point.

Fraternally yours,
(Signed) JOHN McMAHON,
Secretary-Treasurer.
Patronize Our Advertisers.

Strike headquarters have been
established
through
co-operation of the St. John's Local of
Plywood workers, and relief for
pickets is now being furnished
by interested parties.
Th'e mill operated under a 40hour week and strikers seek to
maintain that standard, with
extensions to some few workers
formerly held to 48 hours. Union demands, if won, will mean
a weekly minimum wage of
$15.70 for the shop.

At the Blumauer-Frank and
McKesson - Pacific
Companies,
wholesale druggists, struck by
local Teamsters several weeks
ago, a constant struggle is being waged to bring recalcitrant
bosses into line.
• • • • •
SPECIAL POLICE REMOVED
Apparently protests from organized labor, initiated by the
Sailors' Union, were
prime
causes for removal of special
police from trucks operated by
the Industrial Association for
the struck
companies.
The
"joker" in the deck, however,
Is that 20 regular officers have
been detailed by Harry Niles,
chief of police, to guard scaboperated trucks.

Don't Patronize Standard 011.

SAN FRANCISCO
eEsT

PLACE TO EAT ON
THE WATERFRONT

GOOD FOOD
PLENTY OF IT
1101r

Late advices indicate that the
owners show signs of weakening, in that several "feelers"
have been put forward. No attempts have been made to work
the mill.

Rumors have it that local labor leaders are attempting to
vacate the order requiring uniformed police to herd scabs.
This is not thought to mean
that employers are tp be denied the legal right to employ
"guards," but rather that scabherders must be employed and
paid by private parties, and
must operate without the cloak
of governmental authority.
Victory for the Teamsters in
this affair will mean far more
than mere granting of union
demands. Chief obstacle to the
strikers' success is the Industrial Association, and a smashing victory for the union will
result in a virtual dissolution
of our local scab-herding club.
• * * • *
PUBLICIZE HINTERLAND
PORTLAND, Ore. (Special).
—To more effectively put the
case of maritime unions before
the public a "Joint Maritime
Publicity Committee" is provided
by machinery inaugurated by
District Council No. 3 of the
Maritime Federation. The new
committee will be composed of
committees from each' affiliated
union headed by a central group
elected by the council.
Plans have been prepared to
launch a campaign that will
reach back into the Hinterland
of Oregon. Western Idaho may
also be included in the field, as
may that of Washington, adjaccent to the Columbia River.
Extreme width of scope is
thought necessary because many
people in regions away from the
waterfront are prone to undue
alarm over maritime conditions.
Their attitude is usually care-
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HARBOR HOTEL

DAIRY LUNCH

132 Embarcadero, S. F.

Try Our Home Cooking

The Maritime Men's Favorite

100% Union
0
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CLIPPER
228 Embarcadere
GOOD FOOD
SELECT LIQUORS

82 Embarcadero
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A UNION HOUSE FOR UNION WORKERS

ALAMEDA CAFE
20 SACRAMENTO ST.

Reasonable Prices

Wholesome Food—Open Nights.

San Francisco's Favorite Union Printers

GOLDEN GATE PRESS
122 Golden Gate Ave.

OR dway 0967

MOST POPULAR PLACE ON THE FRONT

BAY
RESTAURANT
101 Bay, opp• Pier 35

E. J. Sammons EASTSIDE
58 Embarcadero

(The Best of Everything)

WE CA,4H YOUR CHECKS

Longest Bar in Town

Meals All Day

rti

Eagles' Restaurant

GArfield 0593

10 Cents

New Bridge Hotel

HOME COOKED FOODS
BEER

54 Embarcadero, S. F.

Powell and Embarcadero

Fine Food - Saniwiches Liquors

BARREL HOUSE

MOHAWK BAR
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MRS. CLARK'S GOOD FOOD

EMBARCADERO, S. F.
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VOICE of aie FEDERATION

SHIP OWNERS HALT SAILORS' NEGOTIATIONS
ARBITRARILY DEMAND IMPOSSIBILITIES AS
PRICE FOR CONSENTING TO MARITIME PEACE

n:••••

(Continued from Page 1)
ly with them.
The final upshot of this meeting was Mr. Plant's ultimatum
that until such time as the Sailors' Committee agreed to this
demand of the ship owners,
there was no use coming back.
In other words, we were kicked
out because we would not yield
on the very first, point under discussion.
Further communications to the
ship owners' committee endeavoring to arrange further meetings have received no reply—
'which 'shows that at no time did
the shilf owners' really intend to
negotiate with us in good faith.
* * * is a.

least shown their willingness to
meet us without swinging the
club—and there are good possibilities that the steam schooner owners and Sailors' Committee may find a common ground
and arrange an amicable agreement.
The steam schooner group has
had agreements with the Sailors'
Union in the past, and having
dealt with them have had experience with the Union, and seem
to recognize the fact that in the
interests of the industry as a
whole, it is better practice to
have such agreements.
* * *.

Deep

ALL 'overtime optional; in other
words do away with even that
class of work which is now cleansed definitely as overtime. Ship
owners want eight consecutive
hours out of 24 to be a day's
work; no time set where those
hours are going to be, so they
can work you from three in the
morning until eleven—any time.
Custom in the past has been
working hours in port; eight to
five, and at reae regular watches.
The present rate of $62.50 for
an A-B and $40 for an Ordinary
seaman—if a sailor has a family,
he can only make'an allotment
to them of not to exceed 2/3 of
his monthly income amounting
roughly to $40 for an A. B. This
is the amount a sailor's family
are supposed to live on— and
no one can expect to maintain a
family under American standards, even under the worst conditions, on $40 a month. Also
it must be remembered that the
average sailor on this coast is
not employed more. than seven
to eight months out of a year.

strike—and it is not hard to understand why the ship owners
are looking with longing eves
towards the time when they can
depend upon the Maritime Commission to administer this bill
and enforce and settle their disputes,
HIRING: Ship owners propose
to hire at their discretion from
the docks; to hire non-union men
If union men are not availaole
and further require the membership to the Sailors' Union co
agree to salt with such non-union
men and to offer no objection to
same. In short, they want us to
sail with "scabs" perhaps fron
another department or "scab"
sailors.
There are around 7,000 organized seamen on the Pacific Coast
and 4,000 jobs to go around.
Sailors' Union has taken the definite stand that the only logical
way to conduct hiring is to
have it from the union office in
order to give everyone an even
break, and let the seamen use
the fair way of distributing thc
work among themselves. This
Is a very fundamental question,
and if left to the ship owners
discretion, as it was in the past,
this coat will be flooded with
seamen unable to sail. Some
will be sailing all the time (the
"good" boys) but those who attempt to stick up for union principles and their rights will be
discriminated against.

Water
Terms Harsh
Much could be said of the
proposals of the deep-water owners—the terms proposed are so
harsh and ungenerous that it is
clear they did not mean us to
seriously—and
consider them
probably made them so as to try
and provide themselves with
some public justification for a
lockout.
At this time — when all cir- Will Even Take
cumstances are considerably bet- Saturday Afternoon
At the present time working
ter than those existing in 1934,
hours are 56 hours a week at sea
agreean
propose
they actually
and 44 hours in port, with SatPORTLAND
ment that involves a net reducWhile on the subject of disafternoon off in port.
"
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Union Men
amount to much, as many ships
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on
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them. This word "satisfacto
afternoon it is seldom a sailFor instance—at the present
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afternoon
this
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time Able-Bodied seamen are reFrom experience we know it
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off, the ship owners now propose
9th Ave.
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can be construed two ways.
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this.
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Steam Schooner
Negotiations
The steam schooner group and
the Sailors' Committee have met
during the past two or three
weeks. This group has taken a
11101'e liberal attitude towards
the Union. We have been able
to meet with them and come to
agreement on certain points, and
though other points have not
been finally decided upon, the
steam schooner group have at
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SECRET GROUP EXPOSES SPIES IN LABOR
UNIONS OF SAN FRANCISCO B A Y DISTRICT
AS THEY OUTLINE TROUBLE AT OAKLAND
(Continued from Page 1)
are right, Walter, and still I
don't think we will get very
many back until your people do
something." Fisher interrupts
the man who is phoning: (Is it
Otto Fisher, president or vicepresident of the Union Diesel
Engine Co.?) "Tell tnem that
Dillon has wired the union that
everything looks favorable to
their cause."—Voice continues:
"Jacobs (Is it Jacobs, business
agent of Local 284, Machinist's,
Oakland?) is laying off. They
are putting a lot of pickets
around. The reds are getting
more active. Everything is getting more active around here."
Conversation in the room:
"The men themselves told Mr.
Adams, (Could it be Adams,
President of the Berkeley Chamber of Commerce?) that they
thought that they did not give a
damn for the union; that they
could not bank on protection."
Admits Pickets
Damage Business
Parker (?) speaking: (Could
It be Joe Parker, president of the
Oakland Chamber of Commerce?)
"The pickets are more active;
people are sending more work ,
away and we are down from 210
to 70 men. The thing is going to
be very damaging to manufacture. Nothing can be done—
the picket situation makes it
very bad. Jack (could it be Jack
Hassler, Oakland City manager?) ,
can't do anything. If he does
pick them ulf (the pickets) the
police courts simply let them
go. It is a bad situation, Joe,"
(Meaning Parker, again?)
Telephone conversation with
Glencourt 1664: Otto Fisher to
Jack. (Could it be Jack Hassler, Oakland city manager?)
"Nothing has been done in Milwaukee yet. Everything seems
to be moving but moving very
slowly. They have adjourned
until Monday. Another week
or ten days maybe. I want to
say one thing: You know the
police district separated 23rd
Ave.—we have those three
plants, Oliver, Atlas and ours,
and they are Interlocking. If
you would give some thought
as to whether or not that whole
business could be turned into
the Eastern district it would
he helpful to have it all In one
layout. You get the Idea?"
(23rd Ave. is divided in middle
nearby police; Lynch on side
Brown
easy-going;
Oakland,
est
on other side, has been reported strikers as "vicious." They
are both police captains. The
bosses want the whole business
under Brown.)
Tries To Call
Judge
Telephone conversation with
Lakeside 7920; Fisher talking to
Miss Morgan. (Could it be Miss
Morgan, court stenographer in
Judge Fox's court?) "I want to
find out what Judge Fox gave to
Ducha.y (member of Automobile
Mechanics' Union, an active union man and charged with painting Dadman's house yellow. Dadman to be mentioned later).—
he is the fellow who threw rocks
and paint at the Dadman (Could
it be Dadman, the fink, who was
a former member of the Automobile Mechanics' Union, No. 1646?
The bosses tried to use him to
break strike when it began, but
he was exposed too soon.) plant.
He was found guilty but I would
like to know what sentence he
got."
Called Lakeside 3600 for Judge
Fox but did not get him. Called
Glencourt 1664 to Jack: (Same
Jack Hassler?) "Is that court
going to meet this morning to
sentence that fellow? I'll call
you about noon to find out what
happened."
Conversation in room: "Oliver
(Could it be the president of the
Oliver Filter Co.') isn't coming.
Nothing we can do. So we might
as well adjourn."
Call to Fruitvale 6020, for Mr.
Kilberry (?) (could it be KUberry, one of the officials of Atlas Imperial Diesel Engine CO.,
who worked with Intl. President
of Machinists Wharton to head
off strike?). Not in.
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Call to Berkeley 4286. Mr. Metover telephone.
calfe called
(Could it be Fred Metcalfe, president of Metal Trades (employers group?) phone number of
Byron Pump Works—a subsidiary of Standard Oil). Fisher
said to him: "Talked to Milwaukee and that matter did not come
up this morning and they have
adjourned until Monday morning. Do you want to come up
anyway?"
Telephone conversation: "That
means to go and sin no more.
That fellow got 180 days probation. Why didn't they give him
a trip to Yosemite? Didn't think
of it, I guess."'
Cony er.aa,t4on4aRoorm4.

(About an absent member of
the committee): ."I suppose he
still' drives up in a Rolls-Royce
and a fancy chauffeur and then
tells the men he •can't raise
their wages because of competition."
Telephone conversation with
Fruitvale 2300, to Mr. Hamilton,
(Could it bellamilton, an official
of the Calif. Cotton Mills Co.?)
who is not in, then to Mr. Olson
(Could it be the . other 'official of
the same company?) at the same
number: From Fisher: "Did your
men go out again? (Aside to
others; they voted themselves in
and then voted themselves out
again. Right now they are out.)
More men came in to pick up
their tools but were not going to
In some cases,
other jobs.
though, the men had Jobs. They
had to pick up their termination
slips and their tools. They are
active .as hell around here. Atkinson (could it be Atkinson
who runs a small shop in Central Oakland and who has been
doing some small work--grinding
—for Atlas; who came down to
Union,, said he felt closer to it
than to the bosses; finally he
agreed not to handle hot stuff?)
has decided to lay off—he says
we are one big happy family and
the men did not want to get into
any trouble. I heard your . men
went out again? No? They did
not go out? That's good."
Afraid Of
Unions
Fisher to others in the room:
"They had a little argument out
there about the rest of them not
being in the union but they did
not go out. Jack (could it be
Hamilton or Olson of the Cal.
Cotton Mills Co.?) told ens they
did. That's funny. He added
that he thought they might be
able to patch it up. It may be
that they talked about trouble.
He made a statement that he
took a vote about these nonunion fellows in the place.- Jack
has been such a terrible 'nonunion man—he's. afraid. It kind
of tickles me, though it is
damned serious if they de go.
out again. We are talking about
the 85 cent; that is more money.
I think you are going to have a
real problem if this thing does
not get on the floor. I can't
understand it unless they are trying and hoping' that some of
these Reds are going home, but
they are making a mistake. Because the Reds never go home;
they stay until after union meeting and then they give it' the
works."
Says Fisher: "It looks as
though we are going to have a
Palsy-Walsy on the Front seat
of the Federation. (What Federation the Maritime or State?)
I told them that if by any
chance they had already checked out their tools they should
still come and sign their termination slips."
Cheer Each
Other
A newcomer arrives and asks,
"How does it look?"
One of the men answers:
"We're quite confident." (Although the general impression I
got from their conversation was
that they were extremely dubious
—reporter). "I think the biggest
worry is that the convention may
let us down. it seems pretty
certain that the men will go
hack. That's what our crowd
thinks. If this thing rides any
longer than Monday, it will be
pretty serious. They-should not
have let. It be prolonged over the
week-end. The termination slips
are all hieing prepared this morning at the office, for the men to
sign." (This was in . reference to
ma ch mists convention, held in
Milwaukee. Also for some reason they were extremely anxioul
to get the men down to the shop
to make them sign and thus relieve them of responsibility.)
Mysterious
Reference
"Will they (the employers( accept this two week period? (reporter states: "I don't know
what they were talking about
here Could it be the Maritime
Federation's offer for extending
the Negotiations with the employers for 15 days?) "They will
have to. I feel that the cards
are pretty well stacked. Atkinson has hacked down and has
decided that he will not handle
any hot material. • I think the
Warehouse gang came up to a
truck-1 think it was Heides
(Paul Heide, business agent for
They
Warehousemen.) gang.
were trying to prevent material
from being brought into the
plant. They stopped the truck,
and then went on before the police, who weren't far behind
them, arrived. This stuff was
from the Oakland Steel. What
they will do is throw a picket
line around to prevent the Teamatoll trona coming la,,"

but maybe a good many men
will be milling around, so you'd
better have some men down.

We'd better have two police4
men on Monday—one at the
Plant and one at 9th. We are
sending a couple of men up to 1
About Duchay (union memPortland,"
ber): "If he can be picked up
If the convention goes sour
again, then by God he gets it.
(Machinist convention?) we
He can be got for potential ashave one other alternative.
sault with a deadly weapon. Say,
What happens if these men
what happened in the Woolworth
don't come back when we open
case in Berkeley?" (No answer
up? That's where we cast our
to this last 'question.)
die. If we make this step and
Need Tough
the men don't come back, then
Strikebreakers
there Is no use in staying in
"We need a man who will
Berkeley. We'd finally have
make the right kind of investito agree with the Union and
gation. This is the first time I
pay 90 cents. We won't stay
have been. stymied in associaIf we can't get going. The
tion work. This defense council
more orderly procedure Is to
. is no good. It has been in exclear up the work here and
istence all the time, and is congradually move the tools. What
nected with the Chamber of
happens if the convention goes
Commerce, Robinson is in conthe other way? I don't betrol of it. The leastbay Induslieve we will get the fellows
trial Ass'n. needed a manager,
back without dickering with
and Robinson wanted Adams, of
the union. As a last resort,
Berkeley. Robinson is head of
don't you think you could pay
the - Ass'n. that furnishes the
90 cents without dickering
money, so they had to put Adams
wtih the union? We could say
in. I am convinced that as long
here's 90 cents and get the
as Adams is there we will never
men back. But we don't want
have a militant organization—
to make this 86 cents crack
you need a two-fisted guy to deal
We
and ,then back down.
with labor trouble. Most of their'
could move some place near
are nothing but a lot of stuffed
Los Angeles—we would have
shirts. Why, I was the only
to decentralize the plant.
employer at the State Legislature
One man didn't like the idea
who would get up and talk
of moving to Los Angeles beagainst this
Health
Insurance
cause there was $350,000 tied up
Bill. Sometimes you've got to go and it would mean a big loss."
to the Legislature—one employer
Last 'Words: "If the national
will make more impression than
votes us down, we're sunk." (The
fourteen lawyers.
national convention of' the Mai,
chinists Union).
A shipment is going out Monday.
When this shipment is
CHICAGO, III. (Fr').— Twentyready to go out we will have to
take the pickets out. He (report- eight new lodges have been charter: don't know to whom he is ered recently by the Amalgamated
referring here) is tired of doing Association of iron, Steel & Tin
this and getting no results, but Workers in the Great Lakesjust making monkeys out of the Chicago area.
Police Department. They will
have to arrest them though in
SAN FRANCISCO
order to get this shipment of
mining machinery out.
THE
Run Over
Pickets
One of Jack's trucks was
stopped. They pulled the driver up and there was quite a
group around there. The fellow went in to phone and they
Established Since 1906
broke his windshield. Now
Jack has a big 300 pound beef
i No. 1 Market St. I
and a lead pipe (reporter: or a
pipe filled with lead—that was
•
I
the phrase he used). They need
i
a fellow on the back, too, to !
1005 UNION
watch. They must get these
i
men deputized. They have ini High Class Wines and i
!
I
structions that if any car tries
Liquors
i
to crowd in on him he is not
E
You Name It—We Mix Itl
1
to see the car at all but is to
:
keep on going and run over the
El
fellow.
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Jake (Could it be Jacobs,
business agent of the Machinists) is staying on the sidelines.
Graham has been highly recommended from the Caterpillar Co."
Telephone call to Charlie
(Could it be Charlie Nazaro,
works manager at. Byron Jackson's?) at Berkeley 4286: "There
isn't going to be any trouble,
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Minneapolis
French Seamen Stop
Spain Rebel Supplies Guard Wait
"Immediately on the outbreak
of the Spanish rebellion," the secretary of the French Seamen's
Federation reports, "French seamen declared that they would
refuse to work any shipment of
munitions or other supplies for
the Spanish rebels and that they
would carefully watch all shipments."
An appeal to fellow maritime
workers everywhere has been issued by the International of Seamen and Harbor Workers, with
head offices in France: "Checkup on all cargoes for Portugal.
Portugal le the main dumping
ground for rebel supplies. Organize active solidarity with the
Spanish People-"
Responding to the desperate
need of Spanish workers, the
workers in other countries have
shown that they realize this is
also their struggle by sending
money to their Spanish brothers.
In France, over 2% million francs
have been collected, and the Federation of Building Workers have
voted a large sum to aid in equip-

ping ambulance planes for the
Spanish loyalists.
Spanish sailors on the high seas
have on many instances taken
the ships away from fascist command and brought them safely
into loyalists ports. On several
occasions the crews have successfully foiled attempts of fascists
in the ports of call from seizing
the vessels.
A proposal to transform fundamentally the social and economic
life of Spain was submitted to all
labor organizatins by the strong
National Confederation of Labor,
led by the Syndicalists. A thorough-going socialization of banks,
utilities, big industry, and large
land holdings has been demanded.
In Catalonia, it is reported that
much of this program has already
been put into effect. Unions have
taken over the water and gas
services in Catalonia, are running
the Barcelona subways, and have
socialized the important metal industry. In the clothing industry,
plans for socialization are being
worked out.

IF THEY WANT FIGHT-STRIKE AT
THEM- WIN1
By WILLIAM MACK
The long days on the picket
line, pounding the cobblestones
with worn-out shoes, thin clothing
and an empty belly; the police,
company thugs and National
Guardsmen firing at the line; men
dying, being clubbed and beaten
unmercifully— these memories
cling to us. We don't want to
forget them. They are our proudest possessions.
Many are still in prison: the
Modesto frame-up victims, the
boys framed in Hoboken during
the 1986 East Coast strike, Lawrence Simpson and others. Many
have served one, two, six months
and longer. They were beaten,
finger-printed, photographed, led
before the blazing lights of the
show-up. They are regarded as
eriminals, but they are proud of
their records. Their crimes are
working-class decorations.
Other memories we are not so
proud of: rotten coffin ships
where we slept in bug-infested
foc-sles, ate condemned food and
worked for thirty-five bucks a
month; the years between 1921
and 1934 when, our unions destroyed, wages dropped steadily
from year to year ,sailors worked
two watches, 12 hours a day, the
stewards' department worked 14
to 16 hours a day, and firemen
and oilers painted and chipped
and performed wipers' duties in
addition to their regular work;
the "fink hall" days on the West
Coast when it took a month to
get a job and tribute had to be
paid to crimps and shipping masters in order to get any kind of
work; the blacklists and the U. S.
Shipping Board deferred list.
But this period saw individual
ship strikes, 39 of them on the
Munson Line alone, and successful fights in teeny ports which for
a short time eliminated the blacklist and improved conditions. We
are proud of those struggles. Without them we would have no unions
today.
In 1934 the shipowners spent
millions of dollars to break our
strike on the West Coast. Today
they're spending more millions to
break our unions. Every attempt
of the unions of seamen and longshoremen to negotiate and promote harmony has been resisted
by the shipowners. It is evident
that if they cannot split the Maritime Federation and force the
unions to accept a ruthless modification of the 1934 awards, they
will declare a lockout.
On the East Coast, the shipowners have connived with Joseph P.
Ryan, president of the International Longshoremen's Association, to
foist agreements upon the rank
and file, which, if maintained, will
make absolutely impossible any
"official" support in the event of
a West Coast strike. Ryan has
lived up to his nick-name of
"nickel an hour Ryan" by signing
a splitting agreement for an increase from 96 cents to one dollar
per hour for a 44-hour week,
with the same vicious "shape-up"
system of hiring, in contrast with
rotary system of hiring
the
through the union hall as on the
West Coast. It is clear that the
shipowners are trying to split the
interests and the unity of the
marine workers.
Both Ryan and Ivan Hunter,
secretary-treasurer of the International Seamen's Union, mouth
meaningless phrases about "national unity" and a National Maritime Federation, but their shipowner-controlled brains conceive
of a federation of reactionary officials, not one of maritime organizations with elected representation. Their every move is aimed
at the destruction of the MariAme
tredsr tine at the fliilf. rha etere

of I.L.A. locals have been revoked
because they have endorsed the
Maritime Federation, and dozens
of seamen have been expelled
from IS.U. unions merely for
wearing Federation buttons.
But the rank and file has risen
in its might against its old corrupt
leadership. The Marine Firemen,
Oilers and Watertenders have
voted Oscar Carlson out of office,
the Marine Cooks and Stewards
have David Grange up for trial
to explain missing union funds,
the sailors are determined to
force an election, and the Gulf
Coast Longshoremen have openly
rebelled against Ryan's dictatorship. From Corpus Christi to
Pensacola, a longshoreman without a Federation button is a rare
sight.
Today we are stronger than we
were in '34 and we know it. We
have learned much: our battle
training from the picket lines, the
principle of trade unionism from
meetings, solidarity from our job
actions and the Maritime Federation, and education from our rank
and file publications.
October 1 draws near and the
shipowners are ready for a lockout the moment the West Coast
seamen refuse to become the lowest-paid, hardest-worked and poorest-maintained seamen in America.
We do not wish to strike. No
seaman wants to see repeated the
bloody scenes of 1934, the frameups of the tanker strike, the brutal
police attacks of the 1936 East
Coast stirke. We want to continue work and to better our
wages and Hying conditions. We
don't like the idea of a winter on
the picket line. But we won't let
the shipowners cut our wages
and destroy our unions. And if
we must strike, we have learned
how!
This IC a program which should
be put into 'effect at once on the
other coasts if the shipowners
lock-out our West Coast brothers:
1. To immediately start joint
meetings of seamen, longshoremen and affiliated crafts.

With

Facing Death,Point
Salinas Men Strike

French Workers
Save Nazi
Victims

The following story sent in by ber 4 the black gang gave a sworn
8.8.ig
LE HAVRE, France.—An inspirthe crew of the S. Point Salinas statement to the U. S. Steamboat
ing display of international soliwas unfortunately not published Inspector describing the situation.
immedclarity which saved the lives of
Strike-breaking Activities last week due to lack of space.— The
inspector investigated
seven German workers was given
Induce Tense
EdTithoer'ss.
ately but the crew is still ignorant by the dockers in
this port last
Situation
Point Salinas is tied. 111) of his findings.
14S7tPeo'
month.
at the Galvez Street dock, New OrLearning that the Brazilian steamMINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (FP). —
L. Barber reported to the inspecleans. This action by the crew
The 5-week strike of 2,000 Meuse"Bage," when in port there,
marks the culmination of a series tor when he came aboard that the er
was
carrying seven political
apolis flour mill and grain eleva- of disputes
main
i
olitil prsengine
f
froze
i
up
when
the
ship
between the black gang
was coming through the industrial oners deported to Germany by the
tor workers ended in victory for and the chief
engineer. Here is a
the strikers, according to repre- complete report
canal the morning of September 4, Brazilian government, the French
of all that has
sentatives of the Flour, Feed, happened.
and it was impossible for the chief clock workers demanded of the
French
authorities that these
Cereal & Elevator Workers' Union,
L. Barber came aboard June 6, engineer to turn her one revolution
prisoners be released. When the
in anouncing a settlement under 1936, was elected
either forward or backward.
black gang dolewhich employers will negotiate gate. The crew
The fact that the crew had made captain of the steamer insisted on
had no difficulty
retaining the prisoners until the
with the union and specifically until the ship reached San Fran- these reports to ensure safe work- re
recognize the right of collective cisco.
ship
reached Germany, the docking
conditions infuriated the chief.
There the delegate requestbargaining.
era went out on strike. This milied wind chutes for all members of After the investigation he went
The struggle was bitterly fought, the crew, and the chief engineer, ashore and came back drunk, de- tant demonstration brought about
particularly at the Archer-Daniels- one Joseph Torres, was irate that termined to make good his threats the release of the seven men to
Midland linseed oil plant, where the unlicensed personnel should de- to kill Barber and Potter. He went the French workers.
The liberated men were taken
beleaguered scabs stoned pickets, sire anything that would make their below with a gun, found Potter on
and the management brought pres- quarters more bearable. Not until watch. He grabbed a copy of the to the offices of the immigration
sure on the governor, attempting we reached San Pedro on our way VOICE, together with the black authorities where they placed
to make him call out troops. Rail- south were the wind shutes put gang overtime sheets, tore them themselves under guard of the
road workers had declined to spot aboard.
and threw them into the fire box. French police. The dockers placed
pickets to prevent any attempt to
cars on the siding because of guns
When we returned to San Fran- The torn and partly burned pieces
take them to Hitler Germany on
in the plant.
of
paper
were
salvaged
as
evidence
the
.
around
cisco from the trip
another ship.
The capitulation of about 50 Sound, Brother Morris Potter, fire- of the act.
The dockers' militancy also won
twin cities plants came after the man, asked the Port Captain if a
THREATENS FIREMAN
from the French government a
large Washburn Crosby and Pills- bench could be placed in the fire
When Potter told the chief he grant of asylum in France to the
bury plants opened under an agree- room for blowing tubes instead of
had torn the VOICE, he incited a seven anti-fascists.
ment to recognize the union and an unsafe step ladder that was beburst of profanity leveled against
negotiate wage and hour condi- hug used; the bench was put
all principles of progressive uniondons.
aboard. Torres' hatred for Potter ism.
In his rage Torres warned the
Conditions in the Archer-Daniels- dates from the event. After Potter
fireman that if he stayed aboard he
linseed plant prior to the strike was elected black gang delegate
would not live to see the Panama
were described as inhuman, with when we sailed south from San
Canal.
much of the work consisting of'
Pedro, the Chief never missed an
The black gang delegate realized
shoveling and lifting at tempera- opportunity to vent his hatred, sevtures as high as 130 degrees. Men eral times threatening to shoot that either he or the engineer
CLEVELAND, 0. (FP). — T h' e
would have to quit the ship. A Chase Brass & ,Copper Co. of
worked stripped to the waist and members of the crew.
meeting of the crew was called the Cleveland, employing 2,000 men
barefooted for 50c to 55c an hour.
FEED LINE BLOWS OUT
following
day, September 5. No and women, has granted a five
Workers complained of an occupato
Finroute from San Francisco
tional disease, called meal fingers, San Pedro the main feed line blew member felt that it was safe to per cent wage increase and timecaused by meal imbedded around out. L. Barber was on watch. He sail with a mad man aboard. The and-a-half for overtime after 40
the fingernails and resulting in had to call the third assistant, vote was unanimous to hold up the hours. The action was taken after
continual inflammation and ex- Thomas Iverson, from the machine sailing date until Torres is ashore the Cleveland district of the Meme pfrin In handling and lifting. shop, which is entirely apart from and no longer a menace to the lives chanics Educational Society of
Another Minneapolis strike via- the engine room. The auxiliary of seamen.
America began an organization
ory was recorded when Interne- feed line was cut in, and no atThis is written on the dock. The drive to unionize the plant. In its
tional Jewelry Workers Union, tempt was made to repair the main Point Salinas is being picketed, attempt to Prevent organizing, the
/
2 per cent until the boat docked her second While we write the Chief and the management intimidated hall ownLocal No, 14, wan a 71
wage increase, a 40-hour week and time in mobile, August 24, after a third assistant are on the dock with era and the Euclid police arrested
improved conditions from eight circle of the Gulf. As soon as the guns challenging the pickets and two boys who were distributing
jewelry firms.
main line was cut in, the gaskets threatening to scatter them with hand-bills before the Plant gates"The Chase Brass men and woblew out. They were renewed sev- lead. They do not stay long. Now
PONCA CITY, Okla. (FP).—Sus- eral times but would not hold. Fin- they have gone back aboard the men are no fools; they realize
pension of unions attached to the ally the chief gave up, claimed the ship,
why they secured the wage inCommittee for Industrial Organi- crew had put bolts in the feed line,
The crew wishes to express its crease," said Bert Cochran, 'WE.
ization will remain effective for and cited this as the real source appreciation for the solid support S.A. general organizer. "Our plans
a while, but the breach in labor's of the trouble. He made no fur- I.L.A. locals 1226 (white) and 231 to organize the plant are going
ranks will be closed in time, Pres- ther attempts to remedy the Balla- (colored) have given us. Those ahead just the same."
!dent David Fowler of the United tion, simply put in all new gaskets boys covered the hatches, hung up
Protesting the vicious decision
Mine Worker's of America, Dis- and used the auxiliary line. He was the hook, and walked off together
trict 21, predicted at the Okla- not specific as to when the crew to a single man. They were all of of the Nazi courts sending their
homa State Federation of Labor had committed the alleged act of one mind and willing to go all the American brother seaman, Lawconvention.
sabotage. His accusation is en- way. A crew of men couldn't have rence Simpson, to a living death,
tirely groundless.
walked off more orderly and quick- the crews of three East Coast
NEW YORK, N. Y. (FP).—ComSAFETY ENDANGERED
ly than they. They proved to us vessels pfcketed the German conThe law requires that two feed that the rank and file of New Or- sulate in San Francisco last MonPletion of three warships was held
up as 1,500 shipyard employes of lines must be in perfect working leans have their unions well in day. The crews were from the
the United Drydocks Corp. struck order at all times. Here in New hand.
S. S. City of Knoxville, S. S. Seato enforce the terms of a wage Orleans the ship was ready to sail
(Signed) CREW, - farer, and the S. S. Steel Exporter
contract signed June 4.
S.S. Point Salinas. of the Isthmian Line.
under unsafe conditions. Septeme
Rifles

E. McGrady - Washington
Telephone Conversation
9/30/36
The following is a telephone
conversation between Edward F.
McGrady, Assistant Secretary of
Labor, and Admiral Taylor, mernher of the recently-appointed Maritime Commission at Washington,
D. C., and a telephone converseAdmiral Taylor and
H
tioenrrybeS
twriedegneeA
.
It is , impossible to record the
words of Admiral Taylor, inasmuch' as there was no extension
on the telephone. Mr. McGrady
stated to the I.L.A. Committee
that he would call a member of
the Maritime Commission on the
telephone to explain the latest
developments,
Mr. McGrady speaking:
"Hello! Oh, Admiral Taylor? I
called up to tell you that in the
arbitration hearing that took place
today, Judge Sloss, the arbitrator,
ruled that the award handed down
tonightis iLo
Longshoremen's
ie
hgm
orriad
evn
m
eiegnahs'ts:
n
B
bTyohaertdh expires
Nationle
situation
one
pects.
We received your wire
yesterday in which the Maritime
Commission urged a 60-day truce.
"Yesterday I also attended a
meeting of the Joint Negotiating
Committees of all unions and
urged them to accept the Maritime
Commission's proposal. There was
m3ee0 owdpaapynosts.eid
tiIoln
seso
doni
u5rtgo
deady
thsais suggestion.
emdai.nste;csaoocniipeprtow

Wage Increase
Fails To Stop
'Uniting of Men of 30 days, which was
__
"The shipowners, however, have

ADDITIONAL RANK and FILE
OPPOSES GRANGE
Baltimore, Md.,
September 23, 1936.

WIN BASEBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP
Scalers' & Drydock Workers' Union,
211-A Canadian Nat'l Dock,
Seattle, Wash.,
September 22, 1936.
Editor:
Below is an article we would
like to have published in the
VOICE:

Editor:
Right now the Marine Cooks
and Stewards' Union dictatorship
has dismissed me as an official of
the union and placed the following charges against me: 1, accusing Mr. Grange of stealing ee1,000
back pay and cash from me; 2,
talking detrimentally against the
"The baseball team of the Scatofficials of the M.C. & S. union;
era'
& Drydock Workers' Union
3, allowing Joe Curran into the
hall at New Orleans; 4, aiding has succeeded in winning the
and abetting the Maritime Fedora- Washington Tri - County Baseball
The Sealers arrivtion. There is nothing in these Championship.
place through steady,
first
in
ed
so-called charges against unionism.
wins and were victorNaturally I am guilty (and proud) consistent
one game; however,
but
all
in
ions
of all of them and will answer
was ended in a rethem at my trial (kangaroo fash- that score
turn contest. The metal and fight
ion) on Saturday, the 26.
I was M.C. & S. agent at Bane shown in the baseball team is
rank and file and
more from 1924 to 1933. After typical of the
1928 the union was at low ebb leadership of the Scalers' and DryUnion, plodding
and the $4.000 owing me was ac- dock Workers'
4,, that
cumulated during that time. From and fighting on the pate
place in progressive
1933 to 1935 I was agent at Phila- leads to first
delphia, then delegate in Belli- and militant unionism."
The above is a personal article
more, where I was jailed along
with 32 others on trumped - up sent by a member of the rank and
charges for our activity in win- file of this organization.
tling the "Dora" strike in March,
Yours truly,
1935, when district officials tried
FRANK LOHNES.
to break it .by running in "union
scabs." At a kangaroo court,
received a copy,
Grange did not throw me out, as J have not yet
are mighty busy
M.F.O.W.
The
he was afraid to go too far with
consolidating their gales.
me, and I worked with scab-herder now
their discredited exWarn in Baltimore from April un- They have
til July of this year. when I was officials on the defensive. This
over to their pickasked by the Executive Board to morning I went
take the agency in New Orleans,' et lines. They have lines at the
but I did not remain there more I.S.U. Firemenes hall, also at the
Cooks and Steward's hall, because
then nine weeks.
Either Mr. Grange cashed my the Colored as well as the Filipino
money due me, or failed to carry firemen here were shipped through
the indebtedness on the Baltimore the Cook's Union for the last two
books of the M.C. & S.U. when he years. They also have pickets at
placed the present agent at that the Standard Oil and at a couple
post, Either way he stole or was of the still remaining crimp joints.
negligent in his duty as president They are gradually getting hold
of the union for not safe-guarding of the situation. Bulletins are behis indebtedness to me. My trial ing put out hourly,
Fraternally yours,
should have taken place last SatFRANK R. STOCKL,
urday. All the "yes-men" were
Pate 838 M.C. & S.U.
present, getting their usual $10
Atl. 6 M.C. & S.U.
per diem. When I did pot receive
E. & 0. 5627.
my copy of the so-called charges,

2. To immediately picket and
strike every intercoastal ship
wherever the ship happens to be.
3. To pass resolutions of support in all union .meetings and
immediately collect strike fiends
from all possible sources.
4. To have short duration sympathetic actions on all ships
wherever
possible, immediately
setting the date for a one-day
general sympathetic strike on the
Atlantic and Gulf.
5. To immediately raise the
slogan of a National Agreement
and a National Maritime Federation.
6. To prepare for the calling of
a National Maritime strike on a
specified date, if the West Coast
demands are not met.
7. To raise identical demands
and demand an identical National
Agreement.
8. To rid our unions on the Atlantic and Gulf of phony officials.
With such a program, we can
break our chains, achieve our demands and march ahead toward
a national unity. The time for indecisiveness is past. "Confusion"
Is no longer an excuse. Thome
who won't fight, who insist on
accepting agreements in whose
making we had no hand, who ride
hot ships, can be known only as
finks and scabs. We must make
the marine industry safe for unionism. There is only one way
and one place where' it can be
done.
•
Strike—get on th'e' picket line!
"An injury to one is an injury
to all!"
If the shipowners want net, I moved for a postponement, which
ion.
rive it to he . s
t • . 1,.
win!
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SCABBY UNION
MEMBERS

PERILOUS
S. S. Willapa,
Astoria, Ore.,
September 22, 1936.

Oakland, Calif.,
September 28, 1936.
Editor:

Editor:

I am writing'this to the VOICE
OF THE FEDERATION, hoping
that you will print it in your next
edition. This is to show what .sort
of union men Oakland has,
I have found out that there are
two women I know who live right
around the corner from me, and
who are working in the California
Cotton Mills as scabs. I also hear
that they are getting $17 a week
instead of the $10 to $12 that was
being paid to the workers before
the strike.

I think the following will be of
interest to the entire membership
in the fight for radio aboard ship.
On September 20, the steamschooner, Willapa, left Willapa
harbor with a full load of lumber
for the south. Fog set in close
to the bar and we anchored. Fog
lifted and we hove anchor and
proceeded to sea again. We had
hardly got under way when fog
set in again and we struck the
bar 20 times or more, tearing the
rudder off.
Anchor was let go again and we
took a terrific lacing as the swells
set us smashing against the bar.
Being on watch, I ran over forward deck-load to heave in anchor.
Ship struck again as she lay on
her beam, throwing me flat. Got
off deck-load as it shifted by role
ing over and over. Hove in anchor hanging on to foremast.

Well, one of these scabs' busbands belongs to the Taxi Drivers'
Union of Oakland. Sometimes he
goes down to the Cotton Mills
and brings them home or he picks
them up somewhere else, that is,
if he doesn't pick them up at the
Cotton Mills. If he doesn't bring
her home in a cab, her brotherin-law will bring her home in his
car. They get home around five
o'clock every evening.
I also know of another union
member who belongs to the Retail Store Clerks Union of Oakland and who scabbed on the
I.L.A. during the 1934 strike. He
said he made $60 a week working
on the waterfront and at the
game time be belonged to the
union I mentioned above. I think
the unions should keep tab on the
men to see that these things don't
happen often. I also know of
another man who wore a union
teamster's badge but did not belong to the union. He worked in
a cannery in Oakland and everytime a union teamster would come
around he would hide the union
button. Maybe this one is not as
serious as the other, but I hope
they all can be brought before the
eyes of the other union men.
I guess it's true when they say,
"You can't even trust your own
brother."
Yours truly,
A Believer in Honest Unionism.
_

./.
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Here is where we hung on for
our lives. Winch'drivers let after
deck load go and ship righted herself. Anchor in ,we slid into deep
water and anchored. And as darkness set in, we sent up continual
flares. As coast guard look out
station was in sight, we thought
we would get immediate aid.
Flares were set up continually all
night, but no response. At daylight, day signals were set, but
no smoke. Finally, by .continual
series of short blasts of steam
whistle, a fisherman came alongside and was dispatched by. the
captain for the coast guard.
Coast guard sent us a tug and
we proceeded to Astoria, arriving
there in 15 hours, where entire
cargo is to be discharged and ship
dispatched to 'dry dock.
So this whole situation simmers
down to this. Coast guard lookouts claim they didn't see our
flares although in sight a few
miles away. Seems our only
chance for aid would have been a
wireless, outfit, then the rest of
the world could have woke up
to the fact
that look-out. Owi

rejected a 30-day truce, but said
they would accept a 60-day truce
if the unions would guarantee to
0
live up to their contracts."
"Admiral Taylor, the members
of the I. L. A. Committee are all
in this room, and I would like to
have you talk to Mr. Bridges."
Bridges:
"Hello, Admiral Taylor. The
unions have gone along in good
faith. We have urged a 30-day
truce, providing conditions of the
present contract would be observed during the truce.
"Before receiving Your wire
yesterday, we had already agreed
to a 15-day extension. We have
also tried for 10 days additional
negotiations with the shipowners,
and have made .every effort to
keep the peace. We feel that the
Maritime Commission should do
something now, and should mention our position to the employers.
The employers have made preparetions over a long period of time,
and have definitely Planned a
lock-out starting tonight. An extension will disrupt their plans.
"We feel that a settlement can
be reached in 30 days, or a lot
could be accomplished in that
length of time. An agreement to
arbitrate now will weaken the
position of the other unions. If
progress in the negotiations is being made during the 30-day truce,
there may be no difficulty about
further extenelons in order to finisle negotiations.
"In other words, if 30 days is
insufficient, serious consideration
will be given to further extension.
?"I also want to call to your attention that three of the maritime
unions have not yet met with the
employers, and I- want to repeat
again that even a 15-day extension
would help at once.
"I don't think we can accept the
proposition you are making now.
It is the same offer you have made
to the employers. We cannot sell
it to our membership. The threat
of the lock-out should be removed;
then the tension would be eased,

LEARY BEEF SQUAD

and some agreement could be arrived at.
ffedraeyde a a1g50-.d a yTehxe"Then
eie unions offered
telI
several
Department of Labor representatives here urged 30 days. Our
yes
iiriechto ee Maritime
ein
d,eisisio
c1.31an
c1y-m
teCro
which was sent
y exeffect a request for a
tension. The next step is up to
the employers. You should urge
the employers to accept the 30day offer of the unions.
"The attitude of the employers
has not changed at all, but athe
unions have shown a willingness
to compromise. The Maritime
Commission should wire them to
accept the 30-day proposition, as
offered by the unions.
"Time is important to the unions.
"You asked, 'What is the attitude of the unions toward arbitration?' We would not be willing to
submit to arbitration conditio s
which we already enjoy, but
give serious coneideration
submit
to an arbitrator our new
to
would
demands if not agreed to by negotiations.
"I want to ask again, will the
Maritime Commission demand of
the employers that they agree to
a 30-day extension? If the negotiations are not completed at the
end of 30 days, will the Maritime
Commission then make further
recommendations?
"We have proven this mueh:
the unions have agreed to a 80day extension, as urged by Mr.
McGrady."
Mr. McGrady then took the
again
and
gain talked with
phone,Admira I
"Some good judgment is necessary here now. Employers should
be urged to accept the Maritime
Commission's. offer for a 30-day
extension. The unions do not wish
to arbitrate the shipowners' ,demends, nor do they wish to arbitrate the hiring hall, 8-hour day,
or the penalties. I think you should
wire Mr. Plant to accept 30 days,
that there shall be no stoppage
of work. Status quo shall prevail;
present conditions shall be ohserved.
"In other words, the Award of
the N a t i 0 n a I Longshoremen's
Board shall remain in effect for
the next 30 days while negotiations are carried on"Yes, there are three ships tied
up at present, but they have not
been tied up by these boys—that
is, they have not been tied up by
the Longshoremen. They have
been tied tied up by someone else.
"Yes, I realize the situation is
quite complicated, and I don't expoet you to understand it thoroughly. I have been living in it
for two years, and know what the
picture is. Try once more to make
it 30 days: I will see what I can
do and urge arbitration of all demends not agreed to in confer
ire
ou
ggteest e
the employers.
immediately
"There is nothing more now, Ad.
miral, but send the same wire to
Recreation
the union, care of the
Center, Clay St., San Francieeco.
good
"If you want me to use my
influence to get the unions to subagreement
mit to arbitration if no
do
rey
e0 wdia
chseedndbyth3
bu
at
re
once.
s'atI
siso,
"All right. Goodbye."
Submitted by
HENRY SCHMIDT,
President,
Local 38-79, I. L. A.
San Francisco.

FORWARD TO PLENTY

Editor:
Houston, Tex.,
memThe time is near when we
S. S. Henry D. Whiton,
Federation
Maritime
hers of the
September 25, 1936.
we will
will have to prove that
Editor:
rights
our
protect
to
Held meeting and crew unani- stand united
against Public' Enprinciples
and
mously voted to assess themselves
1—namely, the Shi ownone day's pay for contribution to emY No.
G.
No. 1 play-boy, .
their
Seamen's Defense Committee, New era and
the
enemie
all other
York, one-half to be used for enti- Plant, and
to
We can't affo d
Copeland protest cards, buttons, money-bags.
WO
a
cost,
any
battle at
etc., and remaining half to be lose this
wh re
striving towards a goal
used to help defray legal costs in are
tie
with
away
do
having new I. S. U. Constitution we want to
conception of
capitalistic
proved illegal. Collected $67.00. whole
profit
interest, wages,
Went ashore with a couple mem- taxes and
disconbe
shall
These
bet's of crew and threw challenges and loss.
forgotten.
to "beef-aquad" in obvious places, tinued and
nature and
All the resources of
but no response. They must be
at full
operated
getting leery or are just plain industry shall be capacity, in line
unrestricted
and
yellow.
demand. All that is
For a National Maritime Fed- with human
and deneeded shell be produced
eration, I remain,
front
whether
livered to the people
Fraternally,
preen.
pulpit,
platform,
the political
KENNETH C. AUSTIN,
college, Our dream of
Deck Delegate, No. 3002. school or
come true some
P. S. I wore my Federation, anti- the future may
be on our wai
Copeland and Free Mooney buttons day and we will
Scarcity, which
of
from the city
openly while ashore.
Superstition,
lies in the Valley of
,where the
Plenty
the City of
TOLEDO, Ohio, (FP).—About 40 to
won't be
reptiles and money-bags
employees of the Great Lakes
-bombs
gas
more
any
able to throw
Stamping Co, at Toledo ended a
blow'
or use their machine-guns to
four-day strike with wage inhell.
the workers to
creases, the 40-hour week, and
victory
So let's go forward to
recognition of the Mechanics Edustand,
we
United
remember:
and
cational Society of America.
Justice,
divided we fall. So in
march
that no man expected to come out Truth and Science, let us
of this situation alive, it was really on.
r
CARL E. CARTER, No. 2, •
serious.
Local No. 38-82,
HARRY S. GREENWALD,
San Pedro, Calif.
' $. U. P. 1699.
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Local Action
Bolsters C.I.O.
Steel Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
tee and thereby becoming a potential ally. Charles P. Howard,
president of this international, is
he secretary of the C.T.O.
In New York, the biennial convention of the United Textile
Workers adopted resolutions recommending that the suspended
unions send delegates as usual to
the Tampa convention of the A.
F of L. and work for the submission of the executive council's
ction to a membership referendum. President David DubinskY
oiced the faith of many in the
vindication of the C.I.O. by such a
ote when he said, speaking of the
suspension order: "I believe that
the conscience of the labor movement will not permit it. to continue."

Modesto Defense Funds
FUNDS RECEIVED FOR MARITIME MODESTO
• DEFENSE FUND
September 24 to 30, 1936, Inclusive
New Modesto
Stamps
Donations
$14.50
S. S. Missourian, the Crew
$ 25.00
I. L. A., 38-118
111.75
M. M. & Pilots, No. 90, S. F
4.50
I. L. A., No. 38-113
50.0.0
I. L. A., No. 38-101
2.07
S. S. Katherine
30.50
S. S. West Mawah, the Crew
3.00
"Two Longshoremen," S. F
$50.07
191.25
Total
•

Radio Station
Turns Down
King
(Continued from Page 1)
few minutes more to live, called
to Slade.
"I suppose those are the men
that you told to stay ashore, you
dirty rat," he said.
"Slade paused. 'Chitf, you got
altogether.
the wrong opinion
That is not my style of doing
things.'

"Alberts did not answer, so
Slade continued down into the
engine roam. And that was the
(Signed) F. M. KELLEY, Sec.-Treasurer. last time anyone—except the murderer—saw the chief engineer
alive.
"Slade walked through the engine room and out on deck. Near
the gangplank, leaning on the
rail, was Conner, an oiler, who
was later to be accused of complicity in the crime. The two men
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
State Bodies
work at the point of guns. Fili- bosses, and of the robbery of talked briefly.
Support CIO
"Then Slade climbed to the
pino leaders state they will pro- companies by the agencies, and of
First state labor body to meet
duce affidavits to prove forced the scabs and finks by the agen- bridge and entered Capt. O'Deen's
after the suspension order became
cies and by each other. As A. E. cabin, arriving 'about five minutes
labor.
. Inal was the
Connecticut State
Lawson, formerly accountant for after Alberts and the captain had
of
Walter Cowan, vice-president
Federation of Labor. With only
the National Corporation and the conic aboard.
is
Labor,
of
Federation
State
the
. wo dissenting votes the
convenAllied Corporation Services, put
"'Captain,' said Slade abruptly,
strike
the
tion went on record asking the closely co-operating with
to open It: "Honest scabs and strike- 'I want to quit the ship. I just
attempt
the
in
committee
,.• F. of L. executive council to
between. hail a row with the chief engineer,
up direct negotiations with the breakers are few and far
reconsider the suspension and
date There's something wrong with and he called me a dirty rat.'
to
who
shippers,
and
growers
refer the whole matter to the
in the
"The captain thought a mohave refused to deal with the them or they woAldn't be
oVember convention in Tampa.
business." Evidence showed that ment.
unions.
Since then conventions of the
operatives file false reports to
"
is very close to sailing
alifornia, Minnesota, Indiana and
their superiors in order to justify time,' he answered. 'You will just
By Fred West
Arizona State Federations of Latheir jobs, and that their superi- hold the ship up considerably if
'or have also thrown their sup- (Agricultural Organizer for State
ors, in turn, magnify these reports you are going to quit the vessel
Labor.)
of
Federation
port on the aide of the C.I.O., and
order to keep now.'
The background of the present to their clients- in
sked reinstatement of the susDECIDES TO STAY
relationship between the field the business.
pended unions. It is significant
"Slade pondered that for a few
the shed Strike Breakers
that the craft union - controlled (Filipino) workers and
seconds, 'All right,' he said fin(white) workers in Salinas prop- Take Union Posts
- convention of the
Illinois State
vicious meth-- ally, 'I will stay.'
erly starts in 1934 when the Filimost
the
of
One
Federation of Labor failed to ap"The .two of them went on deck.
pino workers were the first to ode employed by the operatives is
s rove the ouster.
A resolution
and later were able to that of worming their way not Captain O'Deen stayed outside
out
walk
Passed by this body urging unity
shed only into unions, but into high long enough to see one of the four
11n plied a rebuke for the A. F. of get the assistance of the
missing men, Buchanan, coming
places in- the unions, in order to
L. executive council's splitting workers.
along
the road leading to the
later
workers
fellow
on
their
carried
sell out
The actual strike was
tactics.
dock. Then the captain re-entered
composed
picket
lines
on.
mixed
with
At a convention of all lumber
Testimony from officials of the his cabin.
and field
Industry sub-divisions of the Inter- of shed (white) workers
"Slade, meanwhile, walked back
ef- Lake Erie Chemical Company,
very
This
workers.
(Filipino)
national Brotherhood of Carpenters
toward
the gangplank. Conner
and
nauseating
tear,
ended
in
dealers
and Joiners in Portland, Ore., 65,- fective struggle, however,
was still where he had been one
most disastrously for the field other gas equipment, revealed the
m0 members of the
union unaniindustrialists and or two minutes before, leaning on
mously endorsed the C.I.O., al- workers. There was some con- extent to which
reuse this weap- the rail. Slade stopped to talk
departments
a
police
as
and
sides
both
on
fusion
• though William Hutcheson, the
with him again. Buchanan, meanas well as
disputes,
shed
labor
the
on in
president of the union, is one of sult of this confusion
while, had boarded the ship and
_ the leaders in
workers gained an agreement and the terrific competition between
the executive counjoined Slade and Conner.
the Filipinos were left out in the such companies for business. This
cil's fight against the
"The three stayed only long
C.I.O.
the
advised
beatrecently
brutally
company
were
later
and
cold
In Wisconsin, a Provisional C.1.
to exchange a few words.
enough
for
camps
"prepare
to
companies
steel
0. has been organized by 200 dele- en and driven from their
Copper, Then Slade went to Albert's cabin
their
Anaconda
emergency."
and
an
highways
the
down
gates representing . 25
unions.
ground the Pennsylvania Railroad, Hormel to tell him the ship was ready to
They urge a reconsideration of main camp burned to the
while Packing, Buick Motor, Remington- sail now that Buchanan was
Unfortunately,
vigilantes.
by
the suspension and will seek to
the Rand, Chevrolet, Jones and Laugh'- aboard.
down
naintain representation of C.1.0. they were being 1,riven
"Slade rapped on the screen
shed work- lin Steel, Carnegie Steel, Erie
the
of
many
highways,
011 central labor bodies in
of Albert's cabin and
door
Electric
and
lines
Westinghouse
side
Railroad,
ers stood on the
he state.
"'Chief!'
clients of this and
the
among
are
laughed.
Many
bodies
central
labor
"There was no reply. Slade
The tragic results of the 1934 other companies. Sales are heavy
throughout the country have alremained in the in all industrial centers, especially pulled the door open.
have
incident
ready voted to refuse to recognize.
"Albert's body lay slumped on
minds of the field workers and in the rubber and steel sections
the suspension order.
the deck against the bunk.
willLouisiana,
ever
in
and
Ohio,
been
Eastern
in
have
they
though
" The
Reading, Pa., Federated
"Slade took one look, then
agreement with and in California shipping centers,
Trades Council instructed its exec- ing to come to an
raced back the way he had come.
notwithstanding
opcoal
anthracite
workers
Pennsylvania
shed
the
utive committee to notify the A.
He got Conner, and sent BuchanP. of L. executive council that it their treatment, they have been erators bought $17,000 worth of
time be- tear gas to drive what they de- an for the captain.
to
time
from
rebuffed
would ignore and carry to court,
"The captain testified all this
cause the 100 percent Americans scribed as "bootleg miners" out
if necessary,
orders to divide the
had happened in eight or ten
Filipino
workthe
for
Investigators
the
fields.
if
the
of
that
thought
labor movement by suspending
terror La Follette committee estimated minutes—no more.
fair of its affiliates. The Central ers came out the reign of
CONNER COMPLICITY
The shed work- the sales of the Lake Erie Comagain.
start
would
trades and Labor Councils of
IMPOSSIBLE
them
of
many
pany at nearly a half million dol4:/klahoma City and Allentown, ers' confidence, as
"Now, we are going to find
writer,
the
to
and
1935.
1933
expressed
between
lars
have
Pa, will likewise ignore the
sueConner, the oiler who stood by
that there would be no terror if Highway -Patrol
pension.
the rail, accused five months later
shed workers were on
the
just
Purchases Tear Gas
M• F• 0.
of a share in that murder. So we
W•
strike, was rudely shattered in
Ignatius McCarthy, San Fran- must check his movements in the
upports CIO
Salinas last week, when they dis- cisco sales manager for the Lake
Newly elected officers of the
light of what has just been said.
covered that the reign of terror
Marine Firemen, Oilers and Water- Instituted against the Filipino Erie Company, has • proved an "After Slade left Alberts alive,
illuminating witness on matters he saw Conner no more than one
tenders' Union of the Atlantic and
workers in 1934 was just a dress
which directly concern the West minute later, out on deck, on the
Gulf have ensured John L. Lewis
rehearsal to the 1936 terror of
Coast. During the '34 strike, and other side of the ship.
and the C. I. O. of their wholelast week—even without any Filiagain recently in the Salinas let"One or two minutes after that,
hearted support in their efforts
involved in the strike.
tuce strike, McCarthy was em- Slade returned from the captain's
to organize the unorganized. In pinos
All Workers
ployed as a tear gas expert, and cabin and found Conner in the
San Francisco,
the San Francisco Must Unite
a few weeks ago he flew a plane same place by the rail.
Bay Area District Council of the
valuable
This has been a most
"Could Conner have gone across
Maritime Federation of the Pacific lesson to the shed workers in load of gas equipment to Salinas,
demonstrating and giving instruc- the ship, and into the passageCoast adopted a resolution dedistricts.
Salinas and Watsonville
tions in its use. As a result of way on which Albert's cabin openscribing the suspension as "unionThey now realize that the security
his testimony, the Employers' As- ed, watched a cold-blooded killing,
breaking."
particuand success of any strike,
Highway and return calmly to his position
Meantime, the C.1.0.'5 program larly in agriculture, lies in the sociation and the State
for
a greater
Patrol have released carefully at the rail—all within the space
in
WORKERS
labor movement unity of ALL THE
prepared statements admitting the of no more than two minutes and
through aggressive industrial orthat industry.
purchase of these materials. Au- probably less? It is impossible.
ganization has had an exhilirating
writthis
It is very apparent at
by Attorney-General U. S.
thorized
"We are going to find other iminfluence on all labor. Some 2,500
ing that if all the field workers
hat workers of
Webb, nearly $3,000 has been spent possible testimony in this case.
of
support
the John B. Stet- can be drawn out in
this year for tear and nauseating We are going to hear a witness
son co. in
Philadelphia have just the other crafts, the growers will
gas for use by the State High- say he went into the lighted pasbeen organized in
week.
a
the United Hat- be on their knees within
way Patrol in California labor sageway a few feet from Albert's
ters, Cap and
Millinery Workers, The growers are well aware Of
disputes.
door at least five minutes before
Winning union
hunagreement for bet- this fact and have placed
ter
Alberts came in, and stayed there
conditions. The union has dreds of armed guards around the
been
until after the murder.
Filipinos
unsuccessful for years in camps to prevent the
"Yet Slade, who last saw Alorganizing these workers, but
from attending any meetings.
berts alive, looked down the length
Stimulated by the success of the
"impartial"
Reports from the
of that lighted passageway during
C•I•°-'s campaign
organize chief of police continue to state
to
this same period and saw no one
.steel, and learning that the U.
the
for
H. that there is no CHANCE
0. && M. W.
at all!
was associated with Filipinos to come out—and at the
BERKELEY, Calif . —Holding
.the 0.1.0,, the
"And we shall find a witness
strikes
preStetson workers same time he takes great
that passions run high in
saying that Conner stood at the
joined up in a
body. This action cautions to increase guards all and that violence often results,
entrance to the engine room five
Stirred the American
Federation around the camps and increase Judge Oliver Youngs refused to
Of Hosiery
Workers to make a squad cars patrolling highways to strike out certain portions of the minutes before the murder and
there
stayed
similar appeal at
until after the
Reading, Ps.
turn back any Filipinos that at- complaints dealing with Berkeley's
tragedy.
tempt to attend meetings.
arrest of 19 University of Cali"Yet Slade went down into the
NEW ORLEANS,
La. (FP).— A Growers Arrest
fornia students and 26 members
engine room through that same
Shortage of cotton pickers willing
charged
pickets
The
I.L.A.
the
of
Filipino Leaders
to Work from sun-up
entrance and saw no one! Furtherto sun-down
So desperate became the grow- with violating the notorious "antifor 76e to $1 a day
more, he found Conner outside on
continues to ers that notwithstanding the. as- loitering" ordinance sought to test
alarm plantation owners, who are surance of the chief of police that the legality of the vicious meas- deck, 50 feet away, at a time
when the prosecution claims Conresorting to wholesale round-ups
there I; no CHANCE for the Fili- ure.
of hobo
ner was watching the murder!
jungles, forcing occupants pinos to come out—they ordered
Picketing arose over the attempt
to accept work at
PERJURED TESTIMONY
the wages offer- the arrest of two of the Filipino of Woolworth 5 and 10-cent store
ed or go to jail
shall find a witness say"We
night.
for vagrancy.
leaders at a meeting Monday
employes to gain livable wages
ing that five men lay in wait for
Mexican labor has been import- Legal help has been arranged for
and decent working conditions.
ed into Mississippi in
Alberts near his cabin. But Slade
large quanti- these Filipinos by the State Fedties foe the first time,
saw not one of those five.
while Negro eration of Labor. Vice-President results of these arrests.
labor has been
"It is here at the coroner's inThe shed workers are standing
brought in from Cowan was sent immediately into
the southeastern
states. At Lau- the area to see that the Filipinos 100 per cent behind the field quest that we find the only known
rel, Miss., Leroy Rogers,
workers now, and there is no facts about the murder of Alberts.
planter, had full legal protection.
was under $6,000 bond after
As this is being written (Tues- doubt that when the forthcoming Subsequent testimony that conbeing
arrested on charges of forcing day, Sept. 29) and though we do battles with the employers develop flicts with this must necessarily
four Negro boys, at pistol point,
not have the latest reports, it is --the shed and field workers, hav- be perjured.
to pick cotton, and then
"So when we find, today, certain
locking expected that within 12 hours we ing learned their lesson, will act
them up at night.
members of the Marine Firemen's
'will have accurate reports on the IN UNISON.

Strikebreak
Help Needed
Profits Run
From Filipino
Into Millions
Field Unicns

Passions Run High,
Says Judge, Ruling
Against "Loitering"

Marine Firemen Oppose
Thirty Days Extension
The Firemen's Negotiating Com- of the agreement and the duties
met with representatives of rating proposed by the union
was held. The Committee is now
of the off-shore owners on Friday,
waiting to hear from both- the offSeptember 25. At this meeting shore and steamschooner operathe proposals of both the owners tors.
Following the instructions of the
and the unions va-sa discussed
and the differences :—.a.veen the membership, the committee favors
two outlined and explained by the a 15-day extension, but is opposed
union's spokesmen. The meeting to binding the union to a 30oday
was continued the next morning, extension. Attempts to get anand in the afternoon the union other meeting with the steamMr. schooner operators have thus tamcommittee conferred with
Bryant and three port engineers. failed because their •time has been
On Sunday a thorough discussion occupied with other unions.
mittee

THIS BALL AND CHAIN
CALLED COPELAND ACT
(Continued from Page 1)
criticism, for the sake of clarifying once and for all
why they are being unanimously opposed by the rank
and file maritime workers on all coasts. The buttons
worn up and down the waterfront, "I refuse the Copeland fink book," is no flippant flaunting of a law.
Rather it is a spontaneous protest from seamen of all
categories against an un-American measure which
they recognize threatens fundamental liberties of self-

workers.
A critical analysis of the Congressional bills in question will be run in the VOICE OF THE FEDERATION,
beginning with the next issue. These bills are H. R. 8555,
H. R. 8597, and H. R. 8599. Those sections which are of
importance to maritime workers will be given in full and
discussed in some detail. This will also involve a clarification of the significant question, "Who really assures
safety of life and property at sea?"
respecting industrial

Help VOICE
-•-

In our many appeals for old
issues of the VOICE we have
succeeded in getting all but
issue, Vol. 1, No. 6. It is of the
utmost Importance to fill up our
files so we are sending out an
urgent call for this particular
edition.
We hope that whoever has
this copy of the VOICE will cooperate and send it in so that
our reference file will be complete.
EDITOR.

Unionize
Office
Men

Simpson Gets
Three Years
In Hitler Jail
(Continued from Page 1)
tradictory as to other details of
the trial.
The charge of espionage was
apparently too flimsy to pin on to
Simpson when the case actually
came to trial and the prosecution
contented itself with that of treason. But none of the reports so
far received have yet made clear
how Simpson, an American citizen, could be guilty of treason
against another government, and
all of the reports contain incredible so-called "confessions" allegedly made by Simpson on the witness stand.

indignant
seamen,
American
over this outrage, are not satisfied that this is the end of the
Simpson case. They demand to
know all the facts and will not
'With the assistance of officials
cease their efforts to obtain Simpand members of Ship Clerks, Loson's release.
cal 38-90, I.L.A., a group of East
Bay and San Francisco Clerks
employed in the waterfront offices
set in motion the machinery for
a new I.L.A. local to be known
as the "M aritime Office Employees' Association." An I.L.A.
-charter has been applied for
through Secretary Matt Meehan
Almost an entire new set of
of the Pacific Coast District and officers were elected at the recshould be forthcoming in about ent San Pedro I.L.A. 38-82 genten days.
eral election, Roy Donnelly was
The new local will accept to elected president; E. L. Bowen,
membership male and f em ale vice-president; Francis G. Fetclerks, working in all departments zer, secretary; Joe Simons, patrolman.
In the maritime industry.
Temporary headquarters are at
The local voted that in the
Pier 3, in the hall of the Ship future the Labor Relations ComClerks, Local 33-90, phone Doug- mittee would consist of three
lass 9690.
members elected at large instead
Herman Stnyvelaar has been of being composed of officers as
acting as organizer and will glad- for
ly furnish full information.
In the future general elections
will be held in April of each
year instead of in September.
Longshore work has been at
a peak recently and most everyone has growled at too much of
it in the face of a probable lockout. The general attitude towards
the possible lockout seems
various
The following letters to
waiting,
organizations and individuals were to be one of watchful
No
rather,
is
felt,
uneasiness
the
by
Inter-Professionsubmitted
al Association, San Francisco the feeling seems to be that if
let her
Chapter, and approved by the trouble IS coming —
California State Federation of La- come, we are ready-.

Shipowners
Start Chain
Letter Gag

Mill Strike
District Council Cotton
Ended By Union
Forms New
OAKLAND, Calif.—Returning to
Modesto
work under a settlement granting Association Backs
a wage increase of five cents an
(Continued from Page 1)
hour and elimination of the bonus Lettuce Strikers
2. No money from the Modesto system, 200 textile workers liften
Defense Fund will be used for the picket lines which had been In Salinas Valley
this purpose.
MERVYN RATHBORNE,
Secretary.
GREATER SUPPORT NEEDED
There is no use in denying that
the mass meeting in the Scottish
Sunday
last
Auditorium
Rite
night, September 20, was, to put
it mildly, a complete fiasco. The
attendance was hardly more than
400, and it seems that the irnaritime workers are altogether forgetting the boys in prison. We
realize that there have been quite
a few mass meetings lately, also
that the September 30 issues are
attracting the most attention just
now.
Nevertheless, it is very dissappointing and discouraging to think
that out of 19,000 maritime workers in the San Francisco District,
there was just a handful interested enough to come to the meeting.
Where were all the thousands
of longshoremen, seamen, etc.,
and why wasn't more interest
shown by the council delegates?
The boys in prison have a
right to expect greater support
and loyalty than has been shown
lately.
It is also very necessary at this
time that attention be called to
the low state of finances, which
works a great hardship on the
committee to continue functioning properly and provide adequate
defense, and financial support for
the men in jail and subsistence to
their families.
PUSH STAMP SALE
The Federation convention in
San Pedro last May ordered the
distribution, among all affiliates
of 50,000 New Modesto Defense
stamps. Every delegate at the
convention obligated himself to
push the sale of these stamps and
prevail upon his respective local
to make an advance purchase of
the stamps• and dispose of them
to the members later. The response in the San Francisco Bay
Area has been very encouraging
chiefly because of personal efforts of the delegates with their
unions. This cannot be said of
Puget Sound, Columbia River and
Southern California areas. In the
Northwest only the sailors, firemen, Alaska Fishermen, I.L.A. looals 38-98, 38-97, 38-77, 38-94, 38-92
have responded. The larger I.L.A.
locals, the Engineers, Masters,
Mates and Pilots, have not as yet
responded to the frequent appeals
made by the Defense Committee.
We were of course very grateful to Southern California District
Council No. 4 for a donation of
about $1600 from the benefit
dance last June.
At this writing there is only a
few hundred dollars in the hank.
'Union accused of this murder by
testimony that does not fit the
facts, we know beyond a doubt
that the testimony is perjured
and the charges unjust."
King, Ramsay and Conner go on
trial October 26 in Oakland before
Superior Judge Edward J. Tyrrell.
George Wallace, who told a fantastic story that King sent the
murderer to the ,Point Lobos, will
also go. on. trial for murder.

established about the California
Cotton Mills.
An announcement from the company "hoped it would be possible"
to employ the 200 strikebreakers
which had been hired in violation
of the workers' right to strike for
higher wages and better working bor in convention assembled:
1. "Central Labor Council,
CO nditions.
"Salinas, California.
Before very long heavy expendi"The Inter-Professional Associatures will have to be met on the
tion, San Francisco Chapter, conforthcoming Mann County trials,
gratulates and heartily commends
and an appeal to the U. S. Su-iid and support given by your orpreme Court.
ganization to Fruit and Vegetable
For reasons of economy the
Workers' Union now on strike in
with
dispense
committee had to
the Salinas-Watsonville area. We
the services of Faulkner and 0'urge you continue to give them
Conner, and Attorney Aaron Saevery possible aid and encouragepiro has been placed in sole
ment."
charge of the defense. Mr. Sapiro
2. "lion. Frank F. Merriam,
is putting his heart and soul into
"Capitol Building,
the cases, and it is hoped that the
"Sacramento, Calif.
maritime workers in the North"San Francisco Chapter of the
west and the southern part of our
Inter-Professional Association, a
state will not fail the Modesto national
organization, deplores
boys at this critical stage.
and condemns use State Highway
.Will the locals that have not as Patrol as strike breakers in Sayet paid for their allotment of linas-Watsonville area. We prothe New Modesto stamps do so test this illegal use of the State
at once? The need is urgent.
Highway Petrol as an adjunct of
At the request of District Atthe State Employers' Association."
torney Cleary, the trial of Al3. "Hon. Rexford E. Tugwell,
phonse Buyle, which had been set
"c/o San Francisco Regional
in Modesto for September 5, was
Resettlement Division,
postponed to sometime in Novem"85-2nd Street,
ber to which Attorney Sapiro
"San Francisca Calif.
strongly protested without suc"T h e Inter-Professional Assocess.
ciation, San Francisco Chapter,
Alphonse Buyle and John Rodg- has adopted resolution expressing
ers are scheduled to go on trial sympathy and pledging support to
in San Rafael, Mann County, on,Fruit and Vegetable Workers'
October 5.
ion now on strike in Salinas-WatThe undersigned is trying to set sonville area. Resolution provides
up a system that will allow more we urge you aid striking union
frequent visits to all the boys. It members by furnishing food to
seems that about three of the all members and their families in
prisoners are being regularly visitneed of same."
ed while the others have been

neglected.
If those brothers intending to
visit San Quentin and Folsom will
contact me before going over, I
can suggest which of the brothers
is most entitled to the next call.
It will also help in taking to the
TOLEDO, 0. (UNS).—The Bowlbrother the latest information
Green Rubber Co. has been
Ins
and
Committee
Defense
from the
the visitor in turn can report back completely closed by a strike of
Automobile
147 United
to me the wishes of each' of the Local
Workers, called September 14.
prisoners.
Only one visit by one person a Nearly all the 200 employes have
month is allowed in San Quentin. joined the union.
Strikers are defnanding wage
It is almost impossible to visit
Brother Patsy Ciambrelli in Pol.- increases, shorter hours, and imsons unless one is a blood rela- proved conditions. Their average
tive or accompanied by an attor- hourly wages have been as IOW as
ney or some Government official. 31 cents, with women receiving as
If you can't call on Ciambrelli little as $9 a week. The walkout
write him at Box 19889, Represa, thwarted an attempt by the management to form a company-union.
California.
The company manufactures rubQuentin
San
in
The Brothers
bet- automobile parts for General
are:
Motors, Chrysler, and other large
John Burrows, Box 58030.
automobile producers.
John Souza, Box 58035.
Victor Johnson, Box 58032,
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. (UNS)—
Henry Silva, Box 58033.
Robert J. Fitzgerald, Box 58031. Strong sentiment among craft unions for the program of the ComJohn Rodgers, Box 58036.
mittee for Industrial Organization
Reuel]. Stanfield, Box 58034.
Alphonse Buyle is at present in was shown at the convention of the
the Modesto County Jail but will New Jersey State Federation of
probably be translerred to San Labor, in a long and vigorous deRaphael, Mann County, in a few bate on a proposal to protest the
suspension order of the A.F. of L.
days.
For the Modesto Defense Com- executive council.
Although representation w a s
mittee.
exclusively craft unionist,
almost
H. STU YVELAAR,

Rubber Company
Closed Down
By Strikers

Emergency prepartions for a
possible lockout, have been made
In conjunction with the other
Maritime Unions of the port.
The local officers of all the
Maritime Unions in this port
have been swamped with letters
of the chain-letter type. Most of
these merely follow the stereotyped form, though some are
sort of "individual." They all
of them urge arbitration. One
does not need to guess teYou
to the origin of this i
we have
may be certain ti.rtunity to
welcomed this (
the senders
present our side
of these letters, in fact we wish
we could reach many more who
don't understand why we refused arbitration.

Mayor Halts
Strike
NEW YORK (FP). — A 1-day
strike of 10,000 New York garage
employes was ended when Mayor
F, H. LaGuardia got the Metropolitan Garage Owners Board of
Trade and Garage Washers &
Polishers' Union, Local 272, to
agree to negotiate through his office and accept the arbitrator he
selects if negotiations fail. The
union demands an 8-hour day and
increase of car washers' pay from
$27 to $36 a week and day workers' from $24 to $30. The mayor
was reached by long distance
phone in Cleveland as discussions
were carried on in his °Mee with
his secretary.

Professor's Teeth
Knocked
Out
-CLANTON, Ali. (FP), — After
having been beaten unconscious
and left in a ditch over-night by
thugs believed to come from Bessemer, Ala., steel and iron town,
Joseph S. Gelders, Birmingham,
southern representative of the
National Committee for the Defense of Political Prisoners, is in
a Clanton hospital. Doctors said
he WRS bruised from head to foot
and that several of his teeth were
knocked out.
Gelders, a former University of
Alabama physics professor and a
nods e of the state, had recently
headed a delegation which went
to Bessemer to talk to the mayor
about Jack Barton, serving a 280day sentence "for possession of
Three
communistic literature,"
men seized Gelders in Birmingham, forced him to a car where
he was kicked and beaten with a
leather strap until unconscious,
and then tossed into a ditch near
Clanton. The La Follette committee now investigating violations
of civil liberties has been urged

'Secretary. 1311 votes were oast for the protest. to look into the attack.
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Arbitration Means Hunger

Hearst Loyalists
"Witness" For P-I

of the workers and the recognition of the hiring hall are
matters that cannot be arbitrated. We have their own
statements to that effect. In plain words, they want unqualified arbitration which will take away from the men ra
1:1
,their right to belong to their own trade unions and to hire SEATTLE, Waslio—Repeated ef- employes loyal to the San Simeon
forts of the Hearst-owned Post- lord. It was shown that Welch
out of their own halls.
to inject accusations. was hired for the first time on a
But if anyone thinks that in offering the olive branch Inteliigencer
of Guild violence in the case now newspaper just previous to the
for another fifteen days the unions are displaying a weak- being heard before the Examiner, discharge of guild members.
ness, then such a person and the shipowners as well are in Edwin S. Smith of the National A petition originated by the
for an unpleasant disillusionment. The maritime workers Labor Relations Board characteriz- financial editor and the political
Are seeking to avoid strife if it is at all possible; they will ed this week's developments in editor of the P-i. and signed by
the strike-tied Seattle newspaper. three other Hearst
do their utmost to reach a satisfactory agreement with the The first attempt came from writers, was injected propaganda
into the
employers; they will try to exhaust all possibilities before seven supposed victims of "mob hearing. It claimed that they had
violence" who proposed to testify not asked the North American
the hard decision to strike must be made.
But, if the shipowners think that they can continue that they had been beaten by Newspaper Guild to represent
pickets during the attempt of them.
bo rule like blind, cruel feudal lords, or that they can Hearst
employes to gain considerTelegrams dealing with instructrample the trade unions into the dirt of the waterfront, ation from the San Simeon baron's tions and reports on the strike
then now is the right time to remind these men and the henchmen at Seattle. Their pur- exchanged between local henchpublic that upon them and them only will rest the onus of ported evidence was so flimsy the men and Hearst executives in the
the bloodshed that will ensue before the militant water- trial examiner was compelled to East and printed in the Guild
Daily
throw it out.
were
characterized
by
front worker will give up hihs union button and the or- Failing to prove mob violence, Hearst counsel as
proof the Guild
ganization that will make it possible for him to live like the Hearst interests attempted to stole them.
show that Lynch, long-time emMeanwhile, the Guild Daily,
a human being.

Unite Against Frame-up!
The "frame-up" has become a regular institution in
the United States. This extra-judicial procedure is instigated and maintained by the employers to supplement
what the courts of the land cannot do openly. The complete laxity on the part of the judiciary in regard to accepting evidence without paying sufficient attention to the
manner in which it was obtained has caused widespread
resentment.
Many Federal investigation committees and fact-finding bodies, such as the Wickersham Commission, have
commented very strongly upon the abominable'practice of
"entrapment," "duress," and "perjured testimony" and
have demanded that an end be put to it. But to date this
has been to no avail. The Wickersham Commission's
opinion on the Mooney case is an eye-opener to anyone
who may have doubts about how easily one can be convicted on framed evidence.
Brothers King, Ramsay, and Conner swell the growing
list of victims of the frame-up. They await trial for murder. Calculated press releases by the District Attorney's
office of Alameda County have already impressed many
with their guilt. The injection of their alleged "communist" affiliation into the case can only have been to prejudice them in the eyes of prospective jurors. In other words,
from top to bottom the whole case reeks with the stench
of the frame-up.
Unless the labor movement rushes to support these
three militant trade unionists, another Mooney case will
blot California's already murky record in regard to labor.
But it will not end with these three. Many, many more of
the best in the labor movement will be swallowed up by
this Frankenstein monster. No matter who, if he is effective in fighting the employers, stands exposed to being

ploye whose discharge precipitated
strike action, had instigated support for the Guild's picket lines.
The witness, pne C. Douglass
Welch, reputed to be a reporter,
was cross-examined by the associate general counsel for the
Labor Board, a privilege he had
foregone on nearly all previous

Strike Closes
Drug Firms

which replaced the Hearst Postintelligencer continues to publish
to an ever-expanding public. Its
displacements of the rag which
had previously polluted Seattle's
gutters was characterized by John
Dore, mayor of the city, as the
best thing that ever happened to
Seattle.

No Interruption
Of Milk Supply

-SEATTLE, Wash.—Three major
OAKLAND, Calif.— Pending nefor
wholesale drug firms have been gotiations
agreements
to
closed here by strike action taken handle nothing but union milk,
by members of the Cereal Work- there will be no interruption of
ers and Warehousemen's Union,. the East Bay milk supply, accordan I.L.A. affiliate. The refusal of ing to City Manager John F. Hasthe McKesson-Stewart-Holmes Co. sler.
to bargain with the union precipiCommittees representing the untated the strike.
ions, the milk producers, and the
distributors planned to meet in an
--II-uy
B
Mooney -Billings stamps.
attempt to iron out difficulties.
----------------- • --

"jobbed." By merely uncovering a tiny corner of this
stinking institution, the La Follette committee has nearly
asphyxiated the entire country.
In this situation, only fools and scoundrels can permit
differences of opinion to divide them on the question of
supporting these brothers. If ever a United Front meant
more than mere words, now is the time to prove it. And
for those who use these words the most often, there stands
a challenge to put them into effect and quit any pettifogging so that all can get down to work for the benefit
of these three men whose lives are in serious danger.
Action will speak louder than words! Those who are
sincere will translate their intentions into deeds by falling into line shoulder to shoulder to rescue these men from
the fate which threatens them.

Profits High

Slumrn:▪ng 117:ith the EVnipo-ivners

11:1

WASHINGTON, D. C. --- In its
monthly survey of businees, the
C-cl'''t/c314
American Federation of Labor
\LIE'RE
UREA'Y
took issue with the fact that al(1)1‘5.11
11VG•S
Approve Sailors' Union; though profits are unusually heavy
A STRIKE I OLLIE'
and business definitely prosperAttack King
turVE alorzvl
ous, the number of unemployed
Frame-up
w crti THE REEr
have not appreciably diminished
VecelE
during the last year. While busiBy John D. Schomaker
Soc
only 10 per cent below
is
ness
(The second of a series of arnormal, there are still more than
ticles on the convention of the
10,000,000 able-bodied persons unState Federation of Labor.)
employed in the United States.
The convention also urged the
At the same time wages are
International Association of Marising so slowly due to the emchinists to restore the charter of
ployers' reluctance to cut into
Local No. 284 recently revoked by
profits that the purchasing power
the International Executive Counof the consumer market is sercil of that body. The convention's
iously impaired and undernourishstand means that the organized
ment decimates large groups of
labor movement is tired of having
workers in lower-paid brackets.
the different Internationals revoke
The survey points out that the
charters because these "czars" do
average family with an income
not agree with the militant actions
below $1,900 cannot obtain an
of the rank and file.
adequate diet.
C. 1. 0.
The report concludes with the
There were eight resolutions
El
following significant statement:
submitted dealing with the undem"Industrial profits are well above
ocratic action of the A. F. of L.
last year; the National City Bank
Executive Council in expelling the
reports income of 285 firms as E:1
10 international unions forming
62.6 per cent above last year in
WEBSTER, Mass.— Vehemet
the C.I.O. A progressive caucus
the first half of 1936, and pros- protests from the United Textile
was held with 135 delegates prespects are good for continued in- Workers of America over the arent to formulate a program to
crease in profits. Industry can rest and fining of four members
fight for the reinstatement of the
well afford to #raise workers' in- of the New Bedford Textile Unexpelled unions. It was agreed in
comes."
ion on the technical charge of
the caucus that the fight on the
"loitering" failed to sway a judge
floor of the convention would be
from fining the defendants $5 and
made on the basis of the expelled
costs.
unions being reinstated and seatTestimony at the trial from
ed at the National Convention of
James Bernard, conciliator for the
the A. F. of L. A steering comWASHINGTON, D. C.—Conclud- U. S. Department of Labor, dismittee was elected of 4 members
to direct the fight; Geo. Kidwell, ing an agreement with the local closed that the men had been inof the Bakery Wagon Drivers; plastering contractors' association, vited by him to come to Webster
Jack Shelley, Vice-President of the the Plasters . and Cement Finish- as technical experts in an attempt
San Francisco Labor Council; ers, Local Union No. 96, will re- to settle a strike at the Slater
While they
John Schomaker, I.L.A. 38-79, San ceive an increase in wages of 25 Company's plant.
mill
Francisco, and John Wolters, Ty- cents an hour, restoring a cut ac- awaited his return from a
arranging a,
was
he
where
office
and
depression,
during
the
cepted
pographical Union No. 36, Oakmill
land. The steering committee met brings wages back to $1.75 an meeting between them and
with the Resolutions Committee hour. The agreement also pro- officers, they were arrested by
and the committee agreed to sub- vides for a six-hour day and a police.
Defense attorneys moved dismit the C. I. 0. resolution out five-day week.
in refavorably.
Two strikes of short duration missal of the complaint
suggestion
court's
the
to
sponse
constructwo
upon
When the resolution was re- were necessary
that the case be continued until
ported on the floor a motion was tion jobs to bring two out of town
the strike was concluded.
after
made to concur and the resolu- contractors into line.
The sentence of the judge was
tion passed by the delegates rising
appealed to a superior court.
Buy Modesto Boys Stamps.
to their feet and applauding for
several minutes.
'rg
HEARST AND THE GUILD

cisco longshoremen's payroll from
four
million to eight million dolA
quarter
of
a
million dollars a
At the Golden Gate Press, 120 Golden Gate Ave.
lars a year; in other words, the
week
money,
is
a
of
lot
especially
Ban Francisco, Calif.
Phone ORdway
when it is put into circulation in longshoremen of San Francisco
earn and spend $21,000 a day. Inthe immediate community in the
Editor
B. MAYES
form of wages. San Francisco is cidentally, due to the extra flow
EDITORIAL BOARD:—
water
a great seaport, but the residents of business last week in
WM. FISCH ER
President
of
payrolls
commerce,
the
daily
of this city little realize the imH. CHRISTOFFERSON
Vice-President
the longshoremen exceeded $35,portant part the marine workers
F. M. KELLEY.
.Secretary-Treasurer
of San Francisco play in deciding 000. This does not include the inH SCHRIMPF
Trustee
the volume of business to be creased payrolls of the various
R. DOMBROFF
........
........
......
other groups of workers who autransacted by the various busiC. D. BENTLEY —
Trustee
tomatically benefitted by the inness concerns of our city.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Per Year — 12.00
creased shipping tonnage.
In the city of San Francisco,
SINGLE COPIES — Five Cents
Notwithstanding these facts, the
with a population of less than
shipowner has declared to the
Advertising Rates fart:dotted on application
seven hundred thousand, the longpublic that he will not allow his
Make all checks, Money.orders, payable to Sec.-Treas.,
shoremen's annual payroll
Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast-24 Calif. St., San Francisco the 1934 maritime strike prior to ships to be worked unless the
did not
marine groups adhere to his domiexceed four million dollars. Many
neering laws and demands, whicil,
hundreds of longshoremen who
in reality, will rob the business
had followed this type of work for
enterprises of San Francisco of
the greater part of their lives had
thousands of dollars every day.
been denied a livelihood in that
We know that the primary motive
capacity and forced to accept rebehind the shipowners' move is to
lief from the government. The
discredit a government that has
majority of those who were conconvinced the workers of its libsidered to be working steadily on
eral policies toward the masses.
Despite the great amount of publicity released by the the waterfront made a very meaBut an equally important aim of
employers, their true intentions become clearer ach day. ger living for their families.
the shipowners is to split the
The maritime unions, going far out of their way, have Until the 1934 strike, our gov- ranks of the Maritime Federahad done nothing to curb tion of the Pacific Coast, thus
sued for peace. To any unprejudiced observer, it is plain ernment
the shipowners'. use of the speed- setting back
for several years the
that the unions have gone more than half-way in their up system which', incidentally, was
formation of a National Maritime
efforts to avoid a strike.
adding hundreds of workers from Transportation Federation of
But the employers have remained arrogant and im- the ranks of the marine groups America.
to the ever-increasing army of unThe marine groups have learned
perious in their plan to force a show-down by locking out employed. Then,
overnight, came
the workers. Their last pretense of wishing to avoid the New Deal; an administration through experience that it is only
through mass formation and real
trouble has been torn from them by the latest stand of the sowed that it was more liberal unity that the workers can imaffiliated unions in the Maritime Federation. The em- concerning the rights of workers prove their standards of living
ployers' rejection of the 15-day extension proposed by than previous administrations: For and retain the gains they have
the first time the masses of the
the unions last week and the unions' very recent reaf- workers realized that the govern- made in the past. In the present
situation, it is imperative that the
firmation of this by wire to the newly set-up Maritime ment was backing their right to Public take sides in order to see
Commission, even expressing a willingness to recommend collective bargaining, and, in or- to it that the present administraanother extension if necessary, should clearly reveal to der to exercise this right in a way tion is not discredited and that
th'at would be favorable to the no stumbling blocks are placed
the most doubtful person the employers' unyielding deter- workers, their right
to join unions in the way of the marine groups
mination to break up the trade unions on the waterfront. of their own choice.
of this country In reaching their
It is one thing to mouth phrases about arbitration, The Pacific Coast marine work- goal: a National Maritime Transbut quite another thing to mean by them a sincere effort ers were only one of the many portation Federation of America.
to discuss the kind of issues which can be arbitrated. The groups of workers who grasped To this end, all workers must
the opportunity offered by the join the great army of the masses.
shipowners are using the word "arbitration" a lot these government's
declarations and im- Higher standards of living for
days in the hopes of throwing sand into peoples' eyes. But mediately took steps to join their the marine groups mean bigger
only a very dumb or violently prejudiced person is unable ranks in unity. It was this step payrolls for all concerned. To deto see what the employers mean by arbitration is to get which led to the formation of the feat us at this time means that a
rid of the hiring hall and eliminate the unions built up great Maritime Federation of the truly progressive organized labor The Federation endorsed the P.Pacific Coast, with these results: movement will be set back for I. strike in Seattle against Public
after hard struggle by the workers.
they have built the San Fran. many years.
Enemy No. 1, Wm. R. Hearst, and
They have tried in every way to place the responsialso went on record that in the
future all photographs and reportbility of refusing arbitration upon the workers. In this Ill
ers must be members of the Guild
they have failed miserably. They have not told the real
before they will be seated at the
truth that the status of the union as the representatives
press table.
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VIGILANTES
There were about 10 resolutions
introduced against the vigilante
menace with the convention concurring in the principle of all—
that we must fight against vigilante terror. The specific resolution adopted called for "the Executive Committee of the California
State Federation of Labor to proceed at once to ask all affiliated
organizations to set up defense
committees to the end that the
rights of labor will be protected
and defended," and to "recommend
to the unions affiliated with the
State Federation of Labor the Immediate expulsion of any union
member known to be a member
of any vigilante group."
LABOR PARTY AND NONPARTISAN LEAGUE
There were 9 resolutions calling
for the formation of a FarmerLabor Party and 3 resolutions
favoring the non-partisan league
and independent political action.
The resolutions committee with
Daniel C. Murphy, Sheriff of San
Fra ncisco County, as chairman,
reported the Labor Party and nonpartisan resolutions out in one
lump, but a motion from the
floor by Goldblatt, I.L.A. Warehousemen 38-44, San Francisco,
that the resolutions on the Labor
Party and the non-partisan league
be separated, was carried.
The committee suggested nonconcurrence on the non-partisan
league resolution, giving as a reason that this was no time for setting up a third party, overlooking
tom up a third party, overlooking
the fact that the non-partisan
league has endorsed President
Roosevelt for re-election.
The chairman disregarding the
introducer of the resolution, L.
Goldblatt, for the right to the
floor, shut off all discussion and
put the question after which the
convention recessed for lunch.
Upon convening for the afternoon
session the chairman made an
apology to L. Goldblatt stating
that he had overlooked the fact
that the introducer of a resolution
had the right to the floor by the
rules of order, but due to the confusion and nearness of the lunch
hour had put the question before
he had realized the mistake he
had made. Whereupon delegate
Goldblatt humorously replied he
had seriously considered filing a
suit for damages due to his encounter with the convention steamroller, but with the evident sincere apology of the chair he
u!d witIolraw the suit. Goldblatt's statement brought a chuckle

'Loitering' Fined! Ferries Pay Up Ili

Plasterers Win
Wage Increase

Sacco and Vanzetti
Still Worry Teacher
0

El
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (FP).—The
Sacco-Vanzetti case came back to
haunt A. Lawrence Lowell a few
hours before the president emeritus of Harvard was to introduce
President Roosevelt at the university's tercentenary celebration.
While alumni were gathered for
the observances, a committee of
28 prominent Harvard graduates,
including some of the nation's
outstanding writers, editors, artists
and attorneys, issued a statement
discrepancies
various
recalling
and suppressions of evidence in
the Lowell commission's record of
the famous case.
Alumni are asked to discover
through studying the Lowell committee's report "what happened to
the mental processes of their alma
president," who, they
mater's
point out, "enjoyed the reputation
of being one of the nation's foremost intellectual leaders when he
was gripped by the pressure of
forces similar to those which are
sweeping all the continents today
on a far greater scale than in

El
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.—Final
ly conceding to the decision 0.
a federal court, the Southern Pa
cific and Northwestern Pacifi.i
handed over to their ferryboa.
employes checks for $99,000 i
payment of back wages.
The companies informed thdistrict judge, St. Sure, that the
desired to cease litigation and pa
up the lump sum which cover.
wages from October, 1927, an'
partial interest. The Ferryboa
men's Union consented to waiv,$22,000 in interest upon annouce l
meta of the companies that the?
would pay up.
The railroad arbitration board
in October, 1927, increased ferr
boat wages $10 a month and r
duced workers' hours from 12
eight a day. The companies pro'
tested and litigation ensued upo
over-time lasting until the recent
decision to pay the workers their
just wages.

Seegar Workers
Get Pay Raise
ST. PAUL, Minn.—Pressure from
the workers e4 the Seegar Refrigerator Company persuaded th ,, concern to grant a five per cent
increase in the remuneration 0 1,700 employes.
Besides the straight wage in
crease, each worker of the company for two or more years WA
receive a bonus equal to five per
cent of his earnings between
September 1, 1925, and August 15,

cannot fail, in our opinion, to be
of value in the struggle to keep
being torn
this nation from
asunder by that mass unreason
which has been so skilfully developed by power-mad individuals 1936.
and cliques in Europe. No one
looking at the fate of intellectual
667 VALENCIA
8. F. BARGAIN SPOT
and cultural pursuits in Germany
100% UNION
and Italy can escape an intense
$35 Dn.I
Coupe
Ford
'29
peril
feeling of the immediate
$30 Dn.i '29 Ford Touring
confronting our own universities." '31 Ford Panel
$40 Dn.
$30 Dn.
Signers I n c 1 mm d e d Heywood
'28 Nash Sedan
$30 Dn.
Broun, Stuart Chase, John Dos '29 Ford Roadster
$15 Dn.
Roadster
Buick
'28
Passos, Powers Hapgood, Eliot D.
$35 Dn.g
'28 Buick Coupe
Pratt and James Waterman Wise. '28 Chev. Coach --------------$30 Dn.!
PHONE MA 2535
0

Teamsters Building
New Headquarters

OAKLAND, Calif.—Work has
been started upon a fine new
$5,000 two-story building for the
Teamsters and Auto Truck Drivers' Union, Local No. 70.
This local is the largest local
union in Alameda County with
more than 2,200 members with
dues fully paid up. The building
1927.
which will be used as general
"Out of such discovery will come
headquarters for the union .is beincredible
an awareness of the
ing erected at Ninth and West
and destructive twists of men's
streets.
presiminds—even the mind of a
dent of Harvard University. This
Don't Patronize Standard 011.

from the assembled delegates and El
relieved an otherwise tense Situation because many delegates were
prepared to make a protest against
the obvious gag attempt of the
chairman. Due to the alertness of
the delegates and the wave of
protest caused by this one attempt to employ steam-roller procedure it was immediately checked
and all questions thereafter were El
discussed widely and thoroughly
from the floor.
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Now Open!

The BOYS'
DAIRY LUNCH
and BUFFET
42
Clay St.
SAN FRANCISCO

J. B.

HALL
Stewart, Near Mission
Former I.L.A. Headquarters
RENT REDUCED

100% UNION

999 Van Ness
DANCE

779 VALLEJO ST., S. F.
Ladies 15c,
Men 25c
0
El

F. HILL

•

And
Remember—

The BOYS'
LUNCH
DAIRYUsual,
at
As

Sunday, Oct. 11, 8 P. M..

DOuglas 2455

15
Market Ste
Now, as Always We
Stick Together

100% UNION
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LOW DOWN PAYMENTS
UN 116 Valencia, next to
Auto Mechanics' Union
100% Union
$35 Dn.
'29 Ford Sedan
' $35 Dn.
'29 Ford Coach
$35 Dn.
'29 Ford Panel
Ford 4-Door Sedan 340 Dn.
$35 Dn.
:
I'
' Buick Vict. Coup
$25 Dn.
'27 Nash Coupe
$25 Dn.
'28 Whippet Sedan
'27 Nash Sed., full price_ ......$45
Open Until 8 P. M.
UN 1959

I

GUARANTEED

USED CARS

for I.L.D. Fund for
Arrested
SALINAS STRIKERS
E
Given by Dick Parker (Waterfront) Branch International Labor Defense.

TO LET
Extra Large

10

McDONALD'S

-

MARITIME FEDERATION MEN PREFER

Luxor Cabs
ORdway 4040
—"A Union Driver Owns the Cab"----
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